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ABSTRACT
CREATIVE CONVERGENCE IN PRACTICE
AND ITS EFFECTS ON HIGHER EDUCATION:
A MIXED-METHODS, NEOPRAGMATIST STUDY EXAMINING MEDIA ARTS
Terre Layng Rosner, Ph.D.
School of Art and Design
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Richard Siegesmund, Director

This study is a mixed-methods, neopragmatist examination of the systems currently being
practiced in creative professional companies and the consequential changes in Higher Education
Media Arts curricula, supporting a kind of meta-disciplinary pedagogy emerging from the
pressures of content and device convergence in industry. The research discovers neopragmatist
roots in Garrison, Neubert, and Reich’s (2012) useful happenings justified in both Higher
Education and the accompanying professions. Supporting philosophies are framed first by
Dewey’s (1934) pragmatism and Garrison, et al., extended neopragmatism, coupled with Karen
Barad’s (2007) new materialsms. Barad’s science seems to be asking us to review current artistic
and creative divisions and question their usefulness in our integrated realities.
Attendant theories about Illich’s (1970) organic student, Toffler’s (1980) prosumer,
Prior’s (2010) new amateur, Pavlik and McIntosh’s (2015) produser, Thumlert’s (2015) nonspecialist, in coordination with Sonvilla-Weiss’s (2010) mash-up cultures, cultivated by
Kristeva’s (1980) processes of intertextuality, underpin the focus of inquiry. These meta-produsers are becoming artists of rhetoric and writers of images, who are affectively transforming
current media producings into a creative convergent cultural collective.

The data collection instruments incorporated were interviews of creative professionals,
professional site observations, and a nationally distributed, Higher Education faculty, online
survey. Results showed that, in fact there is often a disconnect between Higher Education curricula
and the creative professions, in that the skills required to prepare graduates are perceived differently
from education to practice. It also revealed that democratization of technology and convergence have
affected publishing and advertising agencies, to the extant where most professionals consider hybrid
graduates to be essential in order to be useful in the industries. In the wake of this study, a crucial

factor for the success of creative employees, is their fluency with content and production in
multiple channels both analog and digital: verbal, written, visual and combinations thereof.
Ultimately, a kind of experiential, interactive, cooperative storytelling is at the heart of careers in
the materialisms warranted by a pulsating creative convergent culture.
I envision a pod of wired classrooms populated by multiple professors in various
expertise (design, communication, business, computer science and psychology) working as
collaborative groups to solve real-world, creative industry problems. The cooperative exists in a
synchronous flow of digital communication, in the form of virtual spaces, between a project-lead
professor and creative professional client. Whether this incorporates existing social media
options or future technological, communicative possibilities is scarcely relevant, because
emerging digital spaces are employed seamlessly, as this becomes routine in the basic matrix for
student learning outcomes. Artlessly, the students create and suggest their own media options in
tandem with existing, educator-installed digital spaces. The cosmos of learning is mutable,
flexible and ironically concrete, because honoring all participants and what they bring to the
cooperative, becomes a standard.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background for the Study
Animators describe instances between two keyframes as tweens; I define it as the living
and learning that takes place between key turning posts (Laybourne, 1998; Wells, 2006). Thus, I
am a tweener. My academic journey and current foray into research have resulted in balancing
the entities amid borders: between artistic practices, between academic disciplines, between
industries, and finally between careers. I often find myself straddling identities. In the 1980s,
higher education (HE) institutions began to embrace digital tools, and subsequently, computer
graphics became the zeitgeist (Wells, 2006). HE visual and performing arts school administrators
and faculty were scrambling to cobble together digital tools to enhance existing majors. These
fledgling programs were formed by borrowing courses from fine arts, design, visual
communication, interior design, publishing, broadcast media and computer science to satisfy the
growing demand for digitally literate commercial artists. It was a tweening of several interests—
digital tools, graphic design (GD), visual communication (VC), and media arts (MA).
Avenues for Interdisciplinary Work
Discipline-based modes of knowledge production at the university are being superseded
by trans- and cross-disciplinary modes. “This means knowledge stakeholders are not just testing
and applying knowledge, but they influence how the knowledge is formulated in the first
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place…the implications…were that [the latter] was more efficient in producing the kind of
knowledge that a modern knowledge-based economy needed—more problem-centered, more
relevant, and more useful” (Young and Muller, 2016, p. 183). This dovetails with the metadisciplinary space of MA. I suggest that although VC/GD seem stubbornly entrenched in distinct
regions, it is evident that integration resulting in an alternative knowledge production system as
in MA, is inevitable. Armstrong (1980) distinguishes four different levels of integration.
In the first and least integrated case, students take selective courses from different
departments to fulfill degree requirements…This is the easiest form of
interdisciplinary programming to construct, and it is the least demanding. Most
undergraduate degree programs fall into this category. In the second more
integrated program, there is an institutionally provided opportunity for students to
meet and share ideas. In the third type of integrated program, faculty members
join students in synthesizing knowledge. This requires a special course, the
participation of more than one faculty member, and is consistent with most master
degree thesis requirements, but has been included in some undergraduate
programs as well. At the fourth highest level, organizers make a conscious
attempt to integrate material from various fields of knowledge in new, single, and
intellectually coherent entities. (as cited in Ulbricht, 2005, p. 23)
Stokrocki (2005) and specifically Armstrong and Ulbricht tangle with the territories rooted in HE
structures and suggest an alternative fourth level of knowledge production that allows for the
possibilities described through the regions of MA and VC/GD. In other words, this bridge is
worth crossing.
Eventually, unseasoned programs matured into the meta-disciplinary space described in
this research. Meta-disciplinary is a term I distinguish from cross disciplinary, interdisciplinary,
intra-disciplinary, and trans-disciplinary in that those terms generally refer to the process of
offering domain based courses from differing subjects in some kind of alternative structure. In
this case, students may take a variety of concentrations or emphases within the same major
curriculum of study. Instead I refer to meta gleaned from its ancient Roman roots as being a
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column or post placed at each end of a racetrack to mark the turning places. It is a prefix added
to the name of a subject and describing another subject that analyzes the original one but at a
conceptually higher level. The racetrack acts as a metaphor informing the meaning of metadisciplinary. Moreover, meta-disciplinary aligns closely to the turning places in convergence,
reducing specific into general regions by means of innovative digital, telecommunication, and
production technologies within many fields of study. Therefore, in a meta-disciplinary curricular
stream, a student is working within no one discipline but instead in domains of study in which
courses are focused on learning matrices rather than fixed structure skill sets.
In my experience, vocational and liberal educational HE institutions should promote
teaching as a practice of “touching eternity” by affecting the lives of students who would be
forever changed to hopefully act as positive influences on our disturbingly ephemeral world
(Barone, 2001, p 123). Typically, programs in digital design at community colleges during the
1990s were bastions for students who, for various reasons, either could not afford or did not want
to study at the liberal arts university level. These were often non-traditional students desiring
creative careers but who also needed a complete grounding in the vocational and utilitarian
aspects of VC/GD. They anticipated, upon graduation from a two-year applied arts program, to
immediately start working in the creative industries at a living wage. Simultaneously, liberal arts
communication and arts departments were combining skills to incorporate design thinking and
VC/GD practices into media disciplines, including journalism, broadcasting, public relations and
advertising. The keyframes of mass communication and visual arts curricula in the ensuing years
have been updated to incorporate an alternative region of study called Media Arts. Over the
years, the communication discipline has changed significantly in that careers in reporting,
copywriting, photography, broadcasting, and the like have had to adapt to the convergence of
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both content and device. Several economic, social, and cultural factors have warranted this metachange, and the most influential seems to be emanating from the democratization of previously
prohibitively expensive creative software and hardware, along with a dramatic lowering of the
learning curve required to produce distributable content.
Communication industry hiring managers, expect graduates of university programs to be
well versed in several creative disciplines. This is evidenced by advice given to designers
interested in breaking into visual journalism by Graham Roberts, art director at the New York
Times graphics department, “Become comfortable with crafting stories. Become comfortable
with the idea that being a designer is more than choosing fonts and colors; it’s using the power of
visual communication to explain things more efficiently and accurately than words alone could
do” (as cited in Oh, 2016, p. 192). So, at last, I come to this meta-disciplinary space at the
turning posts between John Dewey’s (1934) pragmatism (a philosophical approach for clarifying
the contents of hypotheses by tracing their applied consequences) and the neo-pragmatism
emerging in the concepts supported by Garrison et al. (2012), holding that the practical outcomes
of doing something can result in no thing concrete but as an alternative virtual process in still
tangibly useful happenings.
Therefore, this study is a mixed-methods, neo-pragmatist examination of the systems
currently being practiced in creative professional companies and the consequential changes in
HE, MA curricula supporting grounded theory in a kind of meta-disciplinary pedagogy emerging
from the pressures of content and device convergence in industry. The research attempted to
discover what were useful happenings in both HE and the accompanying professions. To clarify,
the limitations of this study in relation to the region of MA are twofold. First my research refers
to MA practices for those students interested in working in the creative industries: design and
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production, interactive design and production, content development and management,
advertising and marketing and public relations (Robert Half Company, 2016). Second, the
didactic pursuit of these individuals primarily resides in graphic design, visual communication
and/or media arts rather than studio-based fine arts.

Purpose of the Study
Problem
Media arts, visual communication and graphic design pedagogies are fundamentally
about trying to inform, connect, change, move, or sell something to an audience. Typical art and
communication curricula at the university level aims to educate students for careers in these
creative professions. However, 20th century discipline-specific structures may be inadequate for
preparing graduates for the democratized technologies and convergent realities of our 21st
century creative industries.
Educational institutions have been under pressure to incorporate multimedia arts as a
heuristic option since the inception of personal computers into the classroom in the early 1980s
(Cuban, 2001). Recently, the United States’s National Art Education Association (NAEA),
recognized the changing landscape of instruction and addressed it by developing a set of
standards to help educators, using a point of reference for instruction and assessment. MA as a
distinctive practice and instructional galaxy was being defined and organized.
Media arts encompasses a broad range of forms, tools, processes, and genres that are
evolving, and challenging to clearly delineate, yet media arts are recognizable and
accessible to both the novitiate and the expert…Meanwhile, media arts is quickly
becoming common and institutionalized under aesthetic categorizations. Post-secondary
arts programs, arts organizations, and industries are now regularly incorporating media
arts strategies. As one contemporary example of the growing interest in and acceptance of
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media arts, the National Endowment for the Arts recently funded game design
development, and the market for video game design has already superseded film. (Olsen,
2012)
One could effectively argue from a point of view in a communicative or an artistic lens
that MA encompasses student learning in rhetorical aesthetics. Professionals must be both
writers and artists. The two perspectives require expertise from both domains and parts of many
others for that matter. This study includes unravelling the ideologies in disparate academic fields
through transparent discussion and realizing the establishment of a meta-disciplinary domain,
where the teaching of MA would be a reflexive and an inclusive practice. McCarthy and
Heneghan-Ondaatje (2002) provide a more concrete definition in contrast to visual and
performing arts: “media arts…produced using or combining film, video, and computers—only
emerged during the past century and have placed a special premium on experimentation and the
use of technology” (p. iii). They further explain that MA have continued to grow and morph due
to new technologies for “a variety of artistic purposes including storytelling (narrative, providing
insight into the world as it exists) …documentary, and offering new perspective for our
perceptions of time, space, and motion as well as exploring the properties of these tools
(experimental work)” (p. ix). These skills necessitate a knowledge base aggregate with visual
journalism and communication practices. As a means for clarifying the concepts developed, I
offer a hypothetical model depicting the technological convergence pressures from the creative
professions that have compelled changes at educational institutions due to these disruptions.
Concurrently, as mass communication and visual art become more integrated via
influences from industry to produce graduates who can handle both multimedia content and the
accompanying convergence in telecommunication devices, MA has tweened into a plausible
multiple disciplinary space. However, MA should be distinguished as metaphysical in the sense
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that it communicates beyond the physical materials that are produced by its practice (Bolin and
Blandy, 2011). In other words, it becomes more than the artifacts created. This new materialistic
phenomenon born out of virtual tools suggests an integrated meta-disciplinary space that has
matured into its own area of study. My investigations into academic research and practice as an
educator and practitioner in visual and mass communication have resulted in the development of
a descriptive model describing suspicions about convergence I have noticed happening in the
creative industries. This model has subsequently informed the communication and arts HE
curricula in which I presently teach.
An operative way to think about the complexities associated with the democratization of
technology along with device and content convergence in the creative profession was to
construct a visual strategy examining a working hypothesis tracing the connotations generated by
an emerging creative convergent culture. A culture of digital natives who are non-specialists,
citizen journalists, new amateurs, prosumers (producers and consumers) and produsers
(producers and users) challenging conventional ways of mediating private and public
communication. Additionally, I suspected that industry professionals were being pressured to
produce media content with fewer and fewer employees. Namely convergence occurs by tapping
into the combination of lower learning curves, cheaper and better software/hardware and
individuals who have grown up as digital natives. I found this to be generally true after collecting
and interpreting the data for this study. Therefore, I offer this model describing the path a
creative individual takes through existing educational domains into the professional fields to
illustrate the aforementioned peculiarities (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Potential learning paths taken by the creative individual (student).
Note: The many ways individuals pursue careers in the creative professional playing field,
including the ways students bypass traditional educational paths (indicated by the dotted lines).
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In explanation, the largest grey-striped arrow image starting at the top of the model
indicates pressures on artists and writers from creative industries. Notice that this arrow extends
through the entire playing field because the jobs that students are able to perform are an essential
impetus for educational choices. As a parallel pressure, a shorter solid-grey educational domain
arrow at the bottom of the model points up toward the field of creative individuals. On the
playing field, thicker solid black arrows follow traditional educational baseline paths toward first
and third base in this metaphoric baseball diamond, leading to equally traditional HE choices
typically followed by creative students. However, in the area of the infield, the dotted grey and
black arrows trace alternative ways to enter the professional world, bypassing some parts of
formal schooling exemplified by less customary self-educated, non-specialists (skipping first and
third base and going directly to second base). These are the turning posts at which both writers
and artists have choices about their paths for continuing further training and education. They can
diverge from each other toward more specialization or they can converge and enroll in programs
within the meta-disciplinary offerings of MA enveloping convergence and whatever that entails.
After studying my collected data, the salient question was answered in that there is a definable
creative convergence happening in the mass and visual communication professions affecting HE
programs, requiring a renovating of curricular options.
Communication and art HE programs have reliably supplied the world with well-trained
and knowledgeable practitioners mirroring early 20th century technologies arising from the
Industrial Revolution’s methods of assembly line-like disciplinary silos. Some are creating
learning environments that allow for flexibility in the scope of their curricula and sequence of
courses, coaxed by the convergence happening in the creative industries in tandem with the
emergence of a new kind of amateur (Pavlik and McIntosh, 2015; Prior, 2010; Thumlert, 2015).
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Nevertheless, there is a gap between media students’ education and the quixotic creative
industries they enter as professionals. Accordingly, Garrison et al. (2012) points out, in neopragmatism, the alternative virtual process has created tangibly useful happenings in current
professional practices.
Several issues stem from this neo-pragmatist lens. For instance, improvements and the
affordability of previously unaffordable creative and communicative tools have revolutionized
and ultimately collapsed the industries related to them. Many students are unaware of the power
of their mediated messages and yet acutely savvy about how to deliver them through the Internet
and social media to sometimes massive audiences. The oft-referred to digital revolution has, in
the truest sense of the phrase, changed everything, as attested to by many of the creative
professionals interviewed for this study. MA communicative education in the 21st century faces
many challenges, not the least of which is its own value situated in a visual culture with
increasing incidence of organically educated, self-trained, new amateurs and non-specialists.
Research Questions
The main questions are
1. What is the current change in the creative professional industries?
2. What do media arts programs need to offer 21st century students to prepare them for a
career in the various creative professions?
The secondary questions are
a. Are current discipline-based structures in higher education underestimating the
effects of the democratization of technology resulting in convergence in creative
industries and organic learning realities?
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b. Do media arts curricula in higher education align to new realities?
c. Is there a need to change higher education curricula in media arts? If so, what kind of
higher education curricula offers viable alternatives for the digital native, high school
graduate?
Definitions
At this point, it is necessary to define the possibly unfamiliar terminology used in this
study. These terms and phrases are further addressed in the theoretical framework and literature
review. Words and phrases critical for this dissertation include
Convergence: “the moving together over time of things that were separated into a common
group; this is a powerful force on the mass media” (Potter, 2014, p. G-3). More specifically,
Pavlik and McIntosh (2015) define convergence as “the coming together of computing,
telecommunications, and media in a digital environment” (p. G-2).
Creative convergent culture: By combining the notions of prosumers and produsers with
organically educated new amateurs and applying the concepts of convergence supported by the
democratization of technologies practiced in mash-up cultures, one can envision an emergent
creative convergent culture manifested by employees in the communication arts professions.
Creatives, creativity and creative: The terms can be problematic when myriad constituencies use
them to explain people, places and things. Jeffrey and Craft (2004) contend that “there are three
forms of creativity: the process, the product and the trait” (p. 94). I concur and in this research
found it pragmatic to use creative as the thing individuals do, while creativity is the result.
Csikszentmihalyi (1997) explains that creativity “refer[s] to people who experience the world in
novel and original ways. These are individuals whose perceptions are fresh, whose judgments are
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insightful, who may make important discoveries that only they know about. I refer to such
people as personally creative” (p. 25). The third facet referenced in this study is “creatives,” and
I have determined that this term denotes those people who are employed to produce innovative
and unique solutions to commercial problems intended for many kinds of publics and audiences.
Democratization of technology: a situation occurring because previously prohibitively expensive
hardware has dramatically lowered price points, and therefore, it is available for an average
consumer to purchase. In addition, the accompanying economical software is also easier to learn
with viable free tutoring options on the Internet like Kahn Academy and many others (Kahn
Academy, 2016).
Digital natives and digital immigrants: the first generation of children who had access and
training with digital tools—particularly computers and later the Internet—entered formal
schooling systems in the United States. Those students have been identified as digital natives as
contrasted to students entering school before that time being digital immigrants (Metros, 2009;
Tapscott, 1999;). Thus, organic education was possible outside school systems wherever children
were navigating through the digital world and learning on their own (Illich, 1970).
Meta-disciplinary: working within no one discipline but instead in domains of study in which
courses are focused on learning matrices rather than fixed structural skill sets—as in MA, “a
broad range of forms, tools, processes, and genres that are evolving, and challenging to clearly
delineate” (Olsen, 2012). The MA meta-discipline – a combination of fine art, design, mass
communication, visual communication, journalism, and computer science – has been made
possible through convergence and the democratization of technology.
Prosumer and produser: Hereafter particular to this study, organically educated individuals
emerged from: the democratization of technology, convergence in device and content, lower
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learning curves for usage and digital native status. Many scholars have attempted to categorize
and name this conflation. Toffler (1980) identified these types of individuals as prosumers,
producers and consumers; Pavlik and McIntosh (2015) see them as produsers, producers and
users; Prior (2010) categorizes them as new amateurs while Thumlert (2015) tends to identify
them as non-specialists. Eventually, in a collection of excerpts about contemporary, consumerlevel, remixing media practices, edited by Sonvilla-Weiss (2010), describes them collectively as
mash-up cultures
Rhetorical aesthetic: created from social, educational and cultural coinciding. A simple syllogism
can be provided to frame this concept. If art is a kind of aesthetic discourse and aesthetic
discourse is a specific kind of rhetoric, then art is a kind of rhetorical aesthetic. Consequently,
the pressures that have supported convergence in the creative professions are affecting curricula
in education as well. The creative professions include media and communication occupations,
computer and information technology occupations, in association with arts and design careers
(Robert Half Company, 2016; Office of Occupational Statistics and Employment Projections,
2015a, 2015b, 2015c).
Theoretical Framework
The theories supporting this study and helping to provide an analysis of the subjects have
been organized into groups: aesthetic/material culture, media literacy, education and rethinking
literacy. By establishing these groups, I surrounded the concepts described above in a theoretical
structure that guided the research (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2006; Merriam, 2009; Mertens, 2010).
The idea of Toffler’s (1980) prosumer was discussed in his text, The Third Wave, which
described a scenario defining three waves in our citizen’s working lives, formed by our social
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constructs in material culture. The first wave was essentially a farming, agrarian existence, the
second identifies the cultural positivism associated with the rise of our industrial economies, and
the third involves a sort of rebirth of the nuclear family, as computers with access to Internet and
Intranets revolutionizes how people live and work.
Toffler (1980) envisioned a society that works remotely and primarily at home, relegating
obsolete commuting to corporate workplaces. He described the maturing of a citizen who not
only demands goods as a consumer but, in tandem, acts as a producer creating these artifacts and
opportunities as well. Still maintaining the ideologies embedded in a material culture, Toffler’s
utopian ideas about our future lives is prescient in that he predicts, quite accurately, that digital
tools will significantly alter the way we exist—making us more in control of what we choose to
consume and in the production of the materials we use. While Toffler provides a theoretical basis
of our future digitally constructed lives, Barad’s (2007) scientific concepts speak about the way
the empirical world works as we live and interact with it. Barad allows us to navigate
contemporary scientific reality by describing an expansive materialism as an intra-activity of
things more accurately expressed as a process rather than a rigid substance.
Material and Aesthetic Culture
In new materialisms Barad (2007) traces perspectives about matter and meaning in that
discursive practices gleaning knowledge and representationalism are only part of our reality. She
is talking about producings that in the past were merely speculation because the technologies that
make them possible did not exist yet. “Representationalism takes the notion of separation as
foundational. It separates the world into ontologically disjunctive domains of words and things,
leaving itself with the dilemma of their linkage such that knowledge is possible. If words are
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untethered from the material world, how do representations gain a foothold?” (p. 137). She
expounds that matter is not static but always in flux and that humans are in a mutable
relationship with non-humans, creating matter unspecified by merely describing things, artifacts,
and representations. “And matter is not a fixed essence; rather, matter is substance in its intraactive becoming [emphasis added]—not a thing but a doing” (p. 183). Barad emphasizes that
performative agency is a practice and that new materialisms describe a process that is
significantly more important than the outcomes, much like MA lives in a meta-disciplinary space
rather than a specific professional or educational domain. Her science seems to be asking us to
review artistic and creative divisions and question their usefulness in our integrated realities. I
see Barad’s conceptualizing as a precursor to recognizing Bolin and Blandy’s (2011) supposition
that materialism has grown beyond producing artifacts and examining ramifications of these
objects as a path of insight for artistic educators.
As a material culture, Bolin and Blandy (2011) further our understanding of what it
means to consume goods and services by describing new materialisms from an aesthetic
perspective. They compile a series of essays by artists and educators describing how new
materialisms enlighten the practice of teaching student interactions while producing physical and
virtual artifacts. According to the authors, “our belief that material culture is ‘a descriptor of any
and all human-constructed or human-mediated objects, forms, or expressions, manifested
consciously or unconsciously through culturally acquired behaviors’” (p. IX). In my research,
new materialisms apprise the meta-disciplinary space categorized as MA promoted in part by
digital natives in mash-up cultures working as produsers in untold capacities. While the art
educators in Bolin and Blandy’s text address concrete instances of new materialisms in their
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classrooms, I found Richardson’s (2011) account, The Materiality of Space, the most useful for
this study. As clarified by Richardson,
I began by suggesting that space possessed materiality…such a supposition broadens
analysis, interpretation, and understanding to include not only tangible and visible forms
and the cultural practices relating to these, but also the always already interconnected,
mutable, and transformative potentials that these materials have when considered as not
just part but responsible for constituting the spaces within which they are encountered. (p.
10)
Toffler (1980) conjectures about a digital revolution stimulating a third wave for us as
employees, citizens, and families; Barad (2007) expands our notions of what it means to be
human and, as such, how our lives are intimately interconnected with the non-human—perhaps
bits and bytes as well. Richardson (2011) brings the conversation back to how artistic practices
are interactive and mutable, particularly in their transformative opportunities. Essentially, new
materialisms are a way to scrutinize the intricacies associated with uncontrolled, unpredictable
and fluctuating digital “producings”—both the process and the production in tandem—regardless
of and with regard to the author/audience (Fox and Allred, 2015).
New materialisms notwithstanding, material culture is often ingenuously misunderstood
as another tag for visual culture (Bolin and Blandy, 2011). However, one can recognize, after
discussing material culture, that visual culture studies may be constrained by that which has
substance and can be seen by humans while material culture is not limited by materiality or
vision (Freedman, 2003; Fuery and Fuery, 2003). Nevertheless, visual and material cultures are
concomitant in their exploration and interpretation of meaning as it relates to artist, writer,
producer, viewer, or spectator. In other words, MA as a meta-disciplinary space is experienced in
both the visual and the material while appreciating that the practicing of these processes may
create something previously unknown in the cycle of making-consuming-making again. Most
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will agree that for many decades, there have been dissident voices characterizing the arts.
However, Dewey (1934) and later Shusterman (2000) have visualized aesthetics not merely as
art appreciation, a commodified artifact at best, better or worse, but as the developing
occurrences from which art is conjured. It is a marriage of neo-pragmatism and aesthetics.
Supporting Dewey’s (1934) pragmatism in the experience of art making becomes a
jumping off point for Shusterman’s (2000) argument for pragmatic aesthetics.
It is perhaps Dewey’s most important aesthetic theme; the privileging of dynamic
aesthetic experience over the fixed material object which our conventional thinking
identifies—and then commodifies and fetishizes—as the work of art. For Dewey, the
essence and value of art are not in the mere artifacts we typically regard as art, but in the
dynamic and developing experiential activity through which they are created and
perceived. (p. 25)
I find uncannily similar support in Shusterman’s argument but evidenced in the larger metadiscipline, loosely defined as MA, particularly as it is explored by new amateurs and produsers
using digital and virtual tools.
Media Literacy as Democratic Access
Coinciding with the democratization of technology and the subsequent convergence in
the creative industries, prosumers, produsers and, particularly, new amateurs do not
characteristically fathom the societal ramifications and impact of aesthetic practice of MA.
McLuhan (1964), professor and media theorist, stated, “By eliminating the dimensions of space
and time, the electronic forms of communication also eliminate the presumption of cause and
effect” (p. xxiii). Often educators and practitioners naïvely assume that individuals able to
consume and produce media are also doing so with care and integrity. Becoming media literate
could allay the ostensible lack of ethical perception in this nascent meta-discipline. Perhaps this
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is where formal education provided by experts and specialists has an essential role. If preparing
technicians is no longer viable due to the democratization of technologies utilized by digital
natives, then the possible function for educators becomes less about training and more about
ramifications and responsibilities associated with creating and distributing mediated messages to
a larger society. In any case, the discussion and development of MA as a meta-discipline can be
made clearer with an explanation of the rise of the Internet and ubiquitous use of social media
encountered in a virtual public sphere.
The concepts developed in Habermas’s (1981, 1991) communicative action theories
exploring the historical perspective of the public sphere are a way to enlighten MA practice and
begin unraveling the effects of unpredictable producing, consuming, interpretating and
distributing content. Habermas conceived a public sphere as a place where free citizens argued
and exchanged ideas to create a more equal, fair and pleasurable existence. He attributed this
concept to the ancient Greeks, and while the idea endures, it has never quite manifested itself to
its full potential.
Today, Habermas’s pre-Internet writings can be read as a harbinger that the public sphere
may be reanimated in the virtual world of the Internet through social media and open widely
distributed discourse (Potter, 2014). Again, this ideal appears sidelined for various reasons: the
non-uniformity of Internet access, the lack of proper education about how to use the Internet and
the associated cost of becoming a user (Pavlik and McIntosh, 2015; Potter). In spite of these
acknowledged limitations, digital tools and postmodern telecommunications have created a
sphere of influence that cannot be totally controlled by culturally hegemonic structures (Hoare
and Smith, 1971). As Gramsci notes,
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What matters is that a new way of conceiving the world and man is born and that this
conception is no longer reserved to the great intellectuals, to the professional
philosophers, but tends rather to become a popular, mass phenomenon, with a concretely
world-wide character, capable of modifying (even if the result includes hybrid
combinations) popular thought and mummified popular culture…One should not be
surprised if this begging arises from convergence of various elements…(as cited in Hoare
and Smith, 1971, p. 417)
Admittedly, dominant media companies do enact significant influence on what is
produced and distributed to a public or target audiences; nevertheless, the democracy and
neutrality present through the Internet and social media have not been annexed before in human
history. For instance, with the advent of modest learning curves in synchronization with
dramatically more powerful hardware and lower application costs, non-specialists can easily
communicate with worldwide audiences through social media, blogs, podcasts, the world wide
web, etc. and in turn self-publish. In concert with popular culture, creative people embodied in
artistic groups have forayed into the hitherto exclusive industries of design, advertising,
promotions, public relations, broadcasting and journalism through Internet portals. Historically,
one had to own a broadcasting or print company to have any major influence on public opinion;
however, digital telecommunications have changed that circumstance. The control and
limitations enacted by competitive media companies may become moot with the rise of citizen
journalists and convergent creatives who often inhabit digital spaces absent gatekeepers.
In the mid-20th century, broadcasting and print behemoths like the New York Times,
Chicago Tribune, NBC, CBS, ABC and others held virtual monopolies on the voices heard by a
mass public and were even made more monolithic by the Telecommunications Act of 1996,
which essentially allowed a single entity to own more than one broadcasting, print, and/or
telecommunication company in the same region (Pavlik and McIntosh, 2015; Potter, 2014).
McLuhan (1964) began examining and writing about these entities and how electronic media had
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become extensions of man. In his studies, McLuhan’s assessment describing the phenomenon of
a global village as emerging from the innovations in telecommunication and associated
technologies helps to define the early stages of prosumers, produsers and new amateurs
collaborating in both a physical and virtual world. “Though it is perhaps an overly simplistic
view, consider how McLuhan’s notion of a global village might today be applied to the Internet
and other online media (Pavlik and McIntosh, 2015, p. 231).
In a particularly prophetic manner, McLuhan (1964) accurately identified artists, as those
individuals able navigate new technologies with a critical awareness of their power and
associated responsibilities. “The effects of technology do not occur at the level of opinions or
concepts, but alter sense ratios or patterns of perception steadily and without any resistance. The
serious artist is the only person able to encounter technology with impunity, just because he is an
expert aware of the changes in sense perception” (p. 18). His beliefs speculate about a kind of
“technological determinism” where some human behaviors are actually caused by technology
and how we interact with it (Pavlik and McIntosh, 2015, p. 454). Prosumers, produsers and new
amateurs exist as direct descendants of technological determinism, and, like the global village
described by McLuhan, they are essentially untethered by hierarchical dominance associated
with 20th century broadcast and print media. If we accept that these individuals are medialiberated by democratized technologies, then it is incumbent upon educators to adapt as a means
of remaining substantively relevant to them.
Educating for Public Practice
Concerning communication and art, Habermas’s (1981, 1991) public sphere and
McLuhan’s (1964) global village support prosumers, produsers and new amateurs’ idyllic
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creative environments by providing a physical and metaphysical space in which they can practice
their MA productions. Accordingly, the literary device of intertextuality explained in the work of
post-structural philosopher Kristeva (1980), in which meaning in messages is necessarily shaped
by their mediation and, thereby emerge as intertextual to audiences, is salient to the practitioners
of MA. Simply, as individuals or groups create messages—verbal, textual, visual or
multimedia—an interrelationship between content and medium is generated shaping the text’s
meaning by another text (or perhaps a medium/transmission method) and the depth of audiences’
understanding is enhanced.
The text [artifact] is therefore a productivity, and this means: first that its relationship to
the language in which it is situated is redistributive (destructive-constructive) and hence
can be better approached through logical categories rather than linguistic ones and,
second, that it is a permutation of texts, an intertextuality; in the space of a given text
[artifact], several utterances, taken from other texts [artifacts], intersect and neutralize
each other [demonstrated in MA as performative mashups]. (p. 36)
In the case of current opportunities afforded by MA, the audience is viewer, spectator,
consumer, participant, producer, artist, and user intermittently and at the same time—hence the
prosumer, produser and new amateur. As an educational meta-discipline, MA taps into the
potential of the multiplicity and inclusiveness in the concept of intertextuality, and as a creative
career, it leverages the convergence evidenced in the artistic and communicative professions.
Hence, what is the change in the creative professional industries and at the same time, what do
MA programs need to offer 21st century students to prepare them for a career in the various
creative professions? These questions should be addressed by analyzing the demand by the
creative professions and the ensuing pressures HE institutions are undergoing to adapt and revise
their curricula to serve changing industry practicalities.
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Rethinking Literacy for the Public Sphere
Interestingly, college students early in their tenure often consider themselves as media
literate, when in actuality they are merely media stimulated. Metros (2009), in a presentation at
the International Visual Literacy Association, clarified that students’ experiences can be
categorized by a “visual literacy continuum,” which measures how authentically and accurately
they interpret visual messages. Simply, Metros defines stimulated as “imitating rather than
innovating and unsophisticated judge of validity”; literate as “effective communicator, encoder,
producer, and competent judge of validity”; and finally, fluent as “contributes to vocabulary and
concepts, expert viewer, decoder, consumer, innovative communicator, encoder, producer and a
sophisticated judge of validity.” Her ultimate goal was to illuminate a 21st century learning
environment and to establish “students as creators of their learning.”
Before and since then, students entering educational systems, whether in elementary, high
school or post-secondary, are inclined to be organically educating themselves especially in terms
of digital technologies (Illich, 1970; Metros, 2009; Tapscott, 1999). Most of their organic
learning is communal in the guise of gaming and social media; however, these experiences build
on formal technological skills they are learning in structured courses at schools and, thereby,
increasing their ability to digitally consume, produce, use and innovate. Unfortunately, the
current educational structures in place many times do not support the organically learning, new
amateurs and non-specialists. Let me pause here and restate the purpose of my study: 20th
century discipline-specific structures may be inadequate in preparing graduates for the
democratized technologies and convergent realities of our 21st century creative industries. To
discover ramifications to our current educational arrangements, I asked:

•
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Are current discipline-based structures in HE underestimating the effects of the
democratization of technology resulting in convergence of creative industries and
organic learning opportunities?

•

Do MA programs in HE have a misaligned curriculum?

•

Is there a need to change HE curricula in MA?

•

What kind of curriculum is a viable alternative HE program for the digital native high
school graduate?

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature Review Topics
The meta (turning post) keyframes in this study are derived by the perspective from
which the world is seen and experienced, historically, professionally, and educationally. First,
consumers/users typically engage with media through telecommunication devices that prompt
their interest (Levinson, 2009; Metros, 2009; Potter, 2014). Second, beyond stimulation, the
consumers/users by virtue of the democratization of these technologies begin a process of
produsage. This in turn develops the context of the prosumer, produser, new amateur, nonspecialist in the mashup cultures of re-appropriation and redistribution of producings in concrete
and/or virtually mediated messages and artifacts (Pavlik and McIntosh, 2015; Prior, 2010;
Sonvilla-Weiss, 2010; Thumlert, 2015). Therefore, exploring how the digital convergence of
content and device developed over time into the practice of MA and, consequently, how this
creative convergent pressure through the associated arts may affect HE and communication
professions are the locations to track in surrounding these issues.
At this juncture, summarizing the innovations that have driven the democratization of
technologies helps to explain the possibility of a non-specialist publishing to myriad global
villages. However, merely making digital telecommunication technologies cheaper and easier to
use does not characterize the entire spectacle. Additionally, institutions and industries that
typically employ specialists in art and communication disciplines ought to envision and
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subsequently embrace the lucrative possibilities of convergence, combining the skills of these
creative individuals and, at the least, reduce operational overhead. “This [mashup] is a trend that
is by no means limited to artistic pursuits, of course—the rise of citizen journalism has been built
on its ability on occasion to provide more insightful commentary and more fruitful discussion
than conventional news publications” (Bruns as cited in Sonvilla-Weiss, 2009, p. 24). SonvillaWeiss delineates three key principles of produsage: anyone can participate, the process of
production is ongoing, and the producings are open source or common property for participants.
By definition, Sonvilla-Weiss speaks to the democratization of technology and the processes
involved.
The collaborative, communal practice of content creation…not a conventional production
process that is orchestrated and coordinated from central office and proceeds in a more or
less orderly fashion to its intended conclusion (the completion of the finished product),
but instead constitutes an always ongoing, never finished process of content development
and redevelopment which on occasion may fork to explore a number of different
potential directions for further development at one and the same time. (p. 26)
Here a connection to Barad’s (2007) new materialism, Kristeva’s (1980) intra-active
underpinning in an ongoing nature of producings, and Fox and Allred’s (2015) neo-materialism
notions are evident. The latter researcher proposes that rather than looking at data as a static
element to be dissected and understood, more accurately it is like an assemblage becoming
something more-than or on the cusp of something not quite here yet and, therefore, not fully
understood. Much like the aforementioned producings that cannot be categorized as simply
artifact, process or experience but somewhere tweened in neo-materialism as in MA assemblages
in relation to producers and users/artists and audiences/participants and spectators
simultaneously, non-linearly, and interactively.
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Historically
Although technological innovation dependent on electricity can be traced back to the
invention of the light bulb in the late 18th century, it is more useful to begin our discussion about
the democratization of technologies leading to convergence in device and content creation to
1969 and the development of Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET), the
forerunner of today’s Internet. Not coincidentally this is the same year that NASA put a man on
the moon. Most scholars agree that the United States Department of Defense (DOD) developed
ARPANET as a governmental means of communicating in the case of a nuclear event. The DOD
developed a complex system of interconnected computers through underground phone lines.
Thus, the Internet, and subsequently around 1991 the World Wide Web, was established. Two
decades earlier, during the middle of the 1970s, the first consumer level personal computer was
introduced, and by 1995, 50% of U.S households had a computer (Sherry and Brown, 2004);
1985 ushered in the earliest, consumer click and drag interfaces, which shipped with Apple
Macintosh personal computers. This forever changes how humans communicate digitally. Point
and click and later drag and drop opened a door for non-specialists to create, produce and
distribute without steep computerese requirements. By way of the development of wireless
technologies in 1999, the ability of consumer level participants to create, publish and interact
with massive audiences without the need for corporate media structures or computer
programming specialists eventually led to convergence in the creative industries and associated
occupations.
Simultaneously with lower cost software and hardware, laypersons became adept at
electronic communication and the first generation of digital natives were beginning to link with
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each other in alternate ways rather than through analog phone lines. Myspace and Facebook were
launched in 2001 and 2004, respectively. These social media galaxies revolutionized mediated
communications in that the middle man was practically eliminated. Except for having to acquire
an Internet Service Provider (ISP), communicating became an active, interactive many to many
process, rather than a one to many (a large media company to a passive mass audience). In due
course, the digitally savvy public demanded a plethora of social media avenues and devices to
accommodate communicative immediacy.
Concurrently, media professionals in visual communication, advertising, public relations,
and journalism were experiencing rapid changes regarding the tools and techniques for
production and distribution, mostly brought about by the maturing of the Internet. Media expert,
W. J. Potter (2014) notes,
The most powerful force shaping media industries today—convergence…the computer is
not simply a channel that allows you to access messages on the Internet. It also allows
you to access messages previously available only on paper (newspapers, magazine, books
and photographs) as well as recordings, video, and films. Thus, the barriers that have
traditionally separated the different media into distinct channels of distribution have
broken down [emphasis added]. (p. 105)
Methods of production and communication have been reinvented, and with democratization of
these technologies, convergence of device and content has transfigured the affiliated creative
industries. Parallel to social media innovations, exponentially more powerful and easy to use
hardware devices were devised to accommodate new media communications. All of this
formidable communicative ability has driven a critical mass of economizing creative services in
traditional media and arts professions.
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Professionally
Background
The user is producer and the producer is user detached from place and time. If we accept
convergence as a truth of contemporary media professions, then some background in the precise
creative services economized in these industries should be explored. Toffler (1980), SonvillaWeiss (2010), Pavlik and McIntosh (2015) and Thumlert (2015) defined a new kind of
professional as being consumers of media who have also become producers of media—
prosumers, mash-ups, produsers, new amateurs. Levinson (2011) asserts that there is even a
“new, new media” professional who is concerned not only with websites and mobile devices but
also with social communication channels and the production of messages in this context (p. 4).
Not surprisingly, those working with new communication technologies come from varying
disciplines. Consequently, a crucial factor in the success of creative employees is their fluency
with content and production in multiple channels: verbal, written, visual, computational and
combinations thereof. However, the category of careers new amateur-professionals pursue is not
particularly well defined.
According to the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Outlook
Handbook (2015a, 2015b, 2015c), there are two main career trajectories in these sort of creative
professions: arts and design occupations and media and communication occupations. The tenyear projections for potential employment growth is 27% for web designers/developers (actually
listed under computer and information technology occupations), 6% for public relation careers,
3% for craft and fine art careers, and 6% for multimedia artists and animator’s careers.
Additionally, average salaries for those same positions—front-end web designers/developers,
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$63,500 per year; PR specialists, $56,000 per year; fine artists, $44,000 per year; and multimedia
artists, $64,000 per year—indicate that converged professions incorporating technology, art, and
media garner consistently higher compensation. Respected industry trade publications like the
Robert Half Company’s Creative Group (2016) have built a taxonomy indexing creative careers,
and the resulting salary information bodes well for the future of meta-disciplinary professions. In
addition, the variety of career choices has increased and blurred the boundaries of these
occupations as compared to the traditional United States Bureau of Labor Statistics delineations.
Furthermore, Watson (2014) in an USBLS study, measured job-related concentrations by
industry and reported the results in the Herfindahl-Hirschman (HHI) index for occupational
groups (see Figure 2). Essentially the HHI measures the ubiquitous nature of an occupation and
how flexible the scope of learned skills is prevalent elsewhere in multiple industries. For
instance,
Arts, design, entertainment, sports and media” have a low HHI (4000 out of 10,000),
indicating that these disciplines show up more than 60% of the time in other industry
categories. Although over a quarter of these creative occupations are found in their own
category, the attendant occupations were distributed relatively frequently across sectors
“potentially allowing displaced workers to move more easily into other industries. (p. 1)
Clearly, creative convergent individuals seem better situated to populate future MA professions
rather than traditionally discipline restricted graduates.
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Figure 2: UBLS, OOH, Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI).
Note: Occupational groups by industry concentration compiled by the USBLS, May 2012. The
lower the index number, the more that discipline shows up in other industry categories. Arts,
design, entertainment, sports, and media have an HHI of 4000, which is on the lower side of the
index.
Supporting the HHI conclusions, an annual study conducted by The Creative Group for
Communication Arts magazine, a main trade source for the visual communication industry,
shows the latest data listing salaries for designers earning $48,000 per year versus motion
graphics [multimedia] designer/animator earning $63,000 per year, again indicating a significant
salary advantage to those creative employees who are working with multimedia production over
those working in static graphics. The authors of the study explain their methodology reporting,
“73,132 unduplicated individuals…were invited to participate via e-mail. The data represented is
based on 10,435 individuals who responded to the survey online” (The Creative Group, 2013, p.
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228). This is approximately a 14% return rate, which is a reliable response rate for descriptive
studies (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2011; Gravetter and Wallnau, 2014). I would point out that even a
small percentage still represents well over 10,000 individual salaries and, therefore, signposts a
legitimate trend. These documents point to intra-active skill sets likely to land individuals
lucrative career opportunities in MA professions.
Unfortunately, the persistent problem facing converged media industries hiring
communication and arts students is that produsers/new amateurs/non-specialists tend to minimize
learning art skills and vice versa for journalistic skills necessary to be successful in creative
professions (Office of Occupational Statistics and Employment Projections, 2015a, 2015b,
2015c). Understandably, students who have been immersed for years in perfecting their writing
skills have probably forgotten the joy and accomplishment in artmaking experiences; in so doing,
they are not particularly motivated to re-learn drawing, composing, and designing. Concurrently,
students who are artistically inclined tend to minimize the importance of rhetorical argument,
ethical research, good copywriting, and accurate editing skills. After regularly bumping up
against this resistance, it can be gleaned that in our contemporary media environment in which a
convergence of writing, visual, verbal and computational communication prowess is expected,
students are in dire need of combined communication and art education.
Professional and Industry Convergence
Lastowka and Hunter (2006), Prior (2010) and Thumlert (2015) see the amateur producer
as a harbinger of the traditional media gatekeeper’s deteriorating hegemony in the creative
industries. Each author identifies technological innovation as the cornerstone, simplifying and
economizing proprietary tools and thereby diffusing the power of specialization. Digital
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inventions are the key to building the arc of a new kind of creative professional—as Prior
describes in the music industry and Lastowka and Hunter explain in the changing laws of
copyright or as Thumlert proposes in artistic production. Ironically, the pressures brought about
by new amateurs are creating a fresh breed of non-specialists being recognized in creative
industries as viable players. Thumlert observes,
The complex machines and spaces that once imposed financial barriers to production are
no longer the necessary prerequisites for quality. And boundaries around technical
expertise are more permeable with the rise of mass Higher Education and dispersed
digital technologies of communication. It is nowadays a fairly straightforward exercise to
find out how to make your own movie, add expressive filters to your photos, or publish
your own newsletter. (p. 402)
In light of this, are formally educated creative media professionals obsolete? Not
necessarily because complex concepts involving invention, intention, introspection and integrity
requiring formal education are equally essential when creating producings for public
consumption, regardless of the level of technical prowess. Prior (2010) is simply trumpeting the
democratization of media production tools and distribution as an intellectual and practical
liberation from previously dominant media corporations to an era of produsers/new
amateurs/non-specialists. Lastowka and Hunter (2006) predict the effect these new amateurprofessionals will have on creative endeavors, “New tribes of amateurs will emerge and become
significant forces in cultural content, occupying various places on the old chain links of the
creative cycle and displacing their predecessors” (p. 22).
Close scrutiny of this changing landscape in the creative professions compels educational
programs in art and communication to take heed. Thumlert (2015) asks, “How might pedagogies
of production make intelligible a form of serious learning that unlocks creative capacity from any
(discipline/curricular) place” (p.124)? Once again, this is a call for institutions to consider the
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value of crossing borders between discipline-bound pedagogies. Graduates in communicative,
artistic, creative convergent programs, should be able to accommodate the requirements of the
emerging complimentary industries described in this study.
LeDonne (2015), Heller (2014), and Tselentis (2014) provide a description of the kind of
industry creative individuals will find when seeking a career. LeDonne begins by encouraging
students to engage in multimedia by incorporating dynamic content – specifically web design,
video and animation – into their regular assignments. In the same way, Heller speaks to the
dilemma of print journalism having to embrace a new world of citizen journalists using social
media phenomena. Heller’s plea to graphic designers to embrace a kind of avant-garde,
interactive, cooperative storytelling is at the heart of careers in creative communication. “New
technologies, new platforms and new spaces for design to change form and definition have
radically altered what graphic design is at this moment” (p. 17). For instance, Tselentis describes
how the National Public Radio organization was compelled to embrace visual content, “Over the
years, as news media has moved into multiple platforms ranging from television to the internet to
mobile devices, NPR recognized that they needed to visually represent themselves in the world
in a consistent visual voice” (p. 60). This advice is apropos if one considers that utilizing
multiple platforms can only be supported if educators are open to interdisciplinary border
crossings in art, design, communication, computer science and business. Specifically, media and
communication educators must find ways to re-mix content into a formula that stirs together
critical design thinking and artistic skills stereotypically required only for students in the visual
arts.
As a case in point, Lunenfeld (2010), a professor of Design and Media Arts at UCLA,
defines the problem within the current atmosphere of the visual communication profession:
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“There was a critical mass of people from the arts, academia and industry revved up and working
on any number of projects, articles, artworks and entrepreneurial endeavors, but almost no
discursive spaces for them to communicate across disciplinary and institutional grounds” (p.
140). His interdisciplinary projects addressed the issue of exposure in terms of multimedia
campaigns for creative professionals working in the fields of theory, engineering, science, and
art. Lunenfeld (2001, 2005, 2010) further establishes the ideology that contemporary multimedia
productions must be directed and completed by many creative professionals working together
and understanding each other’s roles in the process. Agreeing with Lunenfeld, Davis (1999), de
Almeida (2009) and Eubanks (2012) conclude that individuals working in creative production
must be versed in interdisciplinary connections such as art, rhetoric, and research to be
successful in the profession.
de Almeida (2009) suggests, “If graphic design is to be accepted as a rhetorical practice,
then by implication, the design act is subjected to social, moral, and political ramifications. It
suggests a degree of authorship, bearing responsibilities extending beyond professional sphere”
(Ehses as cited in de Almeida p. 188). de Almeida suggests that graphic designers cannot
separate their artistic endeavors from the rhetorical message their work reveals. Often, in past
practice, traditional graphic designers were unaware of the implications of their artwork. Two
additional authors, Cooke (2009) through a 40-year longitudinal study and Rinder (2007)
through HE administration described instances in which multimedia production is a burgeoning
necessity for individuals to be successful in the creative professions, categorized as visual
communication. Cooke explains that “the information module structure – characteristic of news
design in print, television, and the internet – demonstrates a point of visual convergence among
media” (p. 41). Explicitly, the media productions observed in this study support that visual
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convergence of art/design with mass communication/MA has occurred in creative occupational
environments but not necessarily as a practice in HE.
Educationally
Creative Convergence in Higher Education
Kristeva (1980) explored the possibilities of interdisciplinarity untangled by
intertextuality for encoding artifacts as imitation of other artifacts with the possibility that
meaning may not be directly transferred from writer (artist) to reader (viewer). Kristeva
essentially begins to create a filigreed web between the meanings of a mediated artifact and the
audience/viewer for which it is intended. She is ushering in the notion of intertextuality as a basis
for understanding the producings incorporated in enacting MA practices. Post modernists have
accomplished some interdisciplinarity, but these attempts tend to be the purview of
transformative and participatory art making by students in traditional art programs not readily
evident in communication programs.
While researchers and industries are being redefined, so too are the delineations in
education. Siegesmund (2013) distinguishes artistic education—artifact creation alone from art
education—the scholarship of understanding, analyzing, reflecting and teaching art processes.
This division defines artistic education, a practice of skills in production as typically quite
specialized, “Artistic Education, [is] defined here as the technical training of artists in the
production of form. The second is Art Education, defined as teaching for formless sensory
cognitive outcomes through art, that is, ways of empathetic thinking and being that emerge
through engagement with art making” (p. 301).
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Siegesmund’s (2013) ideas about artistic and art education can be applied to
communication education because MA requires students to be trained in the production of form
and also that they are conversant in ways of empathetic thinking and being. These practices
should not be exclusive to art programs alone. On the contrary, art and artistic education can and
should become an integral part of all communication endeavors, which seek an audience.
Simply, while art education is teaching empathy, media artistic education is teaching produsers.
Both are necessary in a convergent culture. MA can be defined as an educational domain that has
shifted from a focus in static print journalism and passive broadcasting to dynamic, active,
instructional concentrations that include attendant digital production and distribution tools.
Therefore, as a meta-discipline, it has re-emerged in curricula that must teach fluid and flexible
content rather than concrete and standardized (Levinson, 2009, Pavlik and McIntosh, 2015,
Potter, 2012, Siegesmund, 2013).
Visual Communication as a Bridge to MA
I digress here momentarily, to explain designing by intent rather than designing by
default using visual communication as a bridge to MA (Berryman, 1990). The previously
described scenario proposing that with advances in technology non-specialists can produce
published artifacts presupposes a lack of formal artistic education and, therefore, promotes
designing by default. Rather, as MA educators, we should look for didactic avenues to drive
students to design by intent, creating artifacts that are persuasive in a purposive way. As graphic
designer, author and teacher Gregg Berryman (1979) points out, “Graphic design is not
art…intent is different…[although] both artist and designer solve visual problems.” (p. 3)
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Assuming this definition, graphic design is discussed by visual communicator and author,
Paul Martin Lester (2006) as “the art and craft of bringing organized structure to a group of
diverse elements…usually is thought of with regard to the print medium” (p. 156). Berryman
(1979) concludes that the “Bauhaus [is the] place, school, ideas [that] dealt with creative
relationships of art and technology… [It is the] foundation of design education methodology” (p.
5). Graphic design authors and educators (e.g., Agard, 2011; Arnston, 2003; Daniels, 2003),
addressing college or university programs categorized as visual communication or graphic
design, generally agree with Berryman (1979) and Lester (2006) concerning the basic tenets of
graphic design and promote this definition as a basis for design education.
From the mass communication point of view, Harmon (1965) and Therkelsen and Fiebich
(2001), writing about graphic design decades apart, unfailingly define it in part as the
development of creatively effective visual communication for print. Therefore, this researcher
suggests that for at least 40 years, graphic design education has been a creative endeavor dealing
primarily with print and still graphic problem solving and not moving media such as would be
involved in multimedia, video production, animation or online design (Agard, 2011; Arnston,
2003; Berryman, 1979; Creative Group, 2016; Daniels, 2003; Davis, 1999; Harmon, 1965;
Lester, 2006; Therkelsen and Fiebich, 2001; Office of Occupational Statistics and Employment
Projections, 2015a, 2015b, 2015c). With that said, in the last 15 years or so numerous arts and
media scholars have addressed the integration of visual, mass, popular and mashup culture in
their research discussions. It is useful to examine several perspectives when striving for a
universal consensus of thought.
McLuhan’s (1964) definition of mass media distinguished the dialectic between print and
electronic media types. He carefully separated media by its production method and influence on
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audiences. After the invention of digital media, as described earlier, the notion of a mass culture
evolved into “the things in our culture that are mass produced and/or shared through the mass
media…Popular culture…the culture of everyone in a society. This culture is so pervasive that
we seldom notice it…Mass culture…Mass communication: A process whereby professional
communicators use technological devices to share messages over some distance to influence and
inform large audiences” (Wilson and Wilson, 2001, pp. 460-461). As convergence becomes
more prevalent and the produser/new amateur/non-specialist arise, mass communication
becomes less clearly identified as “communication to a large group or groups of people who
remain largely unknown to the sender of the message” (Pavlik and McIntosh, 2015, p. G-5).
Instead the mashup definition, “combining textual information over geographic, map-based
information so users can access multiple layers of data” becomes more prevalent (p. G-5).
Finally, Sturken and Cartwright (2009) warn us that the latter notion of mass communication can
no longer be a reliable construct for new media producings. Accordingly, they define mass
media:
Those media that are designed to reach mass audiences and that work in unison to
generate specific dominant or popular representations of events, people, and places. The
primary mass media are radio, television, the cinema, and the press, including
newspapers and magazines. The term has been seen as less applicable to contemporary
forms of computer-mediated communication, such as the Internet, the Web, and
multimedia, as they do not involve mass audiences in the same way. (p. 448)
Likewise, visual and media culture researchers endeavored to pinpoint exactly what the
intra-active spaces rooted in new materialisms are as they relate to visual culture. Freedman
(2003) reminds us about the importance of understanding visual culture as separate but
intimately related to education and identity. “It mediates social relationships between and among
makers and viewers and among viewers. Art and art education are forms of mediation between
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people in which a range of professional, discursive practice plays an important role” (p. 3). She
foreshadows the advent of social communities intuited in digital multimedia avenues. In turn,
Lester (2011) explains the synthesizing of multimedia through digital platforms and
characterizes the producings as mashups:
The one-way force-feeding of tightly controlled words and images for mostly commercial
purposes is being replaced by a two-way, more open user culture. Consequently, graphic
designers and visual artists are teaming up with computer developers to create platforms
for the web. Many of these collaborations are commonly called “mashups,” so named
because they combine two or more existing applications to create a distinct service.
(p. 389)
The informational content used in most mashups is derived from crowdsourcing or gathering
data through open digital portals available for interaction by produsers. Stephens (1998) and
Fuery and Fuery (2003) admit that there is an increasing dominance in the public reading of
visuals at the expense of text or words. Fuery and Fuery lament that “today media is dominated
by images, leaving words and writing to supplement the image as a structural support or an
invitation into the meaning of the image” (p. 97). However, they do concede “rethinking writing
is influential for the image as it gives spectators a level from which to ‘re-view’ and ‘re-involve’
themselves with the image” (p. 99). Put another way, words as a rhetorical practice can elevate
visuals beyond aesthetics into an atmosphere of intra-active producings evident in new
materialisms.
In general, both art and communication domains have struggled to educate and train
creative professionals in rhetoric and aesthetics; however once again, technological advances in
the tools used to produce designed artifacts and mediated messages have dramatically changed
the learning outcomes needed in the concomitant industries (Schwalbe, 2010; Why Design
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Education Matters, 2014). Gallagher, Martin and Ma (2011) confronted this trend as they
analyzed the shifting landscape of creative arts and media education.
We suggest that an even stronger argument can be made for the interrelatedness of
rhetoric and the visual arts, particularly in the field of design…two intellectual
traditions—rhetoric and visual design—that have developed separately. Despite this
separation, we argue that what emerged as two distinct fields of study are intricately
related, as reflected in their assumptions, goals and functions. For instance, scholars in
design and rhetoric define their practices and object of study similarly. In addition, they
have similar values and goals particularly related to the possibility of changing an
imperfect situation and instigating a level of social consciousness. Furthermore, both
fields work toward human advancement in both functional and moral senses. (p. 27)
Rhetoric is an art and all arts are acts of creative production of some kind. Gallagher et al.
propose that because communication and image making share the ideas of vivid representation,
the theories of rhetoric become intertwined with the theories of art.
Further, Gallagher et al. (2011) recognize a need for supplementing artistic education
with a thorough grounding in the “basic rhetorical concepts of cooperation/influence/persuasion”
the general purpose of rhetoric (p. 27). In this sense, teaching creatively and teaching for
creativity are distinct but also intimately connected (Jeffrey and Craft, 2004).
These are values that may underpin many teachers’ creative practices, but we would
argue, they can, to some extent, be distinguished from the study of a teacher’s
pedagogy…however, we suggest that the institutionalization of these values is better
researched by focusing on the relationship between the creative teaching of the teacher
and the creative learning of the learner. (p. 17)
Perhaps HE could best evolve by embracing the interdisciplinarity evident in the HHI index and
the intimations made by creative content researchers as enumerated above. Unfortunately,
integrated, interdisciplinary MA educational programs are ambiguous when mentioned in
existing research. Findings about these kinds of programs were not definitive and the title Media
Arts was inconsistently used to describe an academic discipline where associated skills could be
learned. However as noted, a variety of resources did address the need for trained
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interdisciplinary, multimedia creative individuals in the work that was being required of
graduates in the profession.
Pedagogy in MA Education
If one is contemplating how educators can attend to the liminal creative convergence in
the professions, then it is essential to find alternate ways of implementing pedagogies in MA
education. Writing about how business students can benefit from learning creative art and design
skills, Penaluna and Penaluna (2009) recommend an interdisciplinary approach in HE: “A key…
was to strengthen the relationships between businesses… and creative professionals from design
disciplines who could positively affect business performance and provide digital media,
industrial design, packaging, graphic design, branding and advertising” (p. 209). They further
suggest that a “symbiotic experience and creativity across the curriculum has many benefits….
such pedagogies are well established in the design disciplines and the evidence suggests that they
are important as a wide-reaching, cross-disciplinary enabling strategy” (p. 209).
As encouraged, such ideas can be extended to include the communication domains.
Recognizing a creative communicative industry on the threshold of revolution, Lester (2006),
Breselor (2014), and Miller (2011) propose practical processes through which students can learn
to compete in a converged creative industry. Lester recommends students in communication
courses should understand and utilize the skills of artists and designers who combine images and
messages making storytelling visual. On the other hand, Breselor challenges art and design
students to question their roles as producers of visual culture and to reimagine their identity in a
future of produsers/new amateurs/non-specialists and new media: “Technology has distanced
design from its roots in craft, ushering out the drafting tools, rubber cement, transfer lettering and
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T-Squares, and with them the notion that designer’s work is defined by any specific production
process” (p. 31). Miller recommends combining aesthetic and journalistic concepting skills to
produce persuasive, effective, and beautiful mediated messages for the WWW and mobile
devices. These authors interweave typical disciplinary boundaries in art and communication
instruction and challenge students to create a fabric of a complementary color.
In a digital world, many facets of communication intertwine: audio, video, text, images,
animations, and multimedia combinations. The Internet has made it possible to create vistas of
collaboration not previously imagined. Living in this connected space, students are obliged to be
experts in all rather than experts in one, as was sufficient before the digital revolution. Miller
(2015) alleviates some of this must-know-everything anxiety by providing a collaborative
passage of preparation for MA students. Students gain competency in art, design,
communication, and web development skills by learning environments that emphasize group
work between educational domains. Learning environments that include art, communication, and
program coding can provide an exposure to interdisciplinary skills needed for an online world,
which then are experienced if not mastered by all involved. Knochel and Patton (2015) reveal
that interdisciplinarity can involve many forms of computational produsage; “a vast majority of
students and teachers interact with and experience computer-generated art and code daily though
entertainment (animation, video games), business (online shopping, social networks), and
engineering (smart phones, automobiles)” (p. 27).
Transforming and incorporating these often informally learned media activities in organic
learning to formal instructional avenues seems to be the crucial challenge for 21st century
educators. Knochel and Patton (2015) liken new amateur media production and creative coding
in the arts with the “precedent for instruction…similar to efforts to teach youth video
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technologies in the 1990s, where media literacy campaigns and youth organizations brought
learners into the process of deconstructing media and making media with consumer-grade video
equipment…Efforts like these helped put media education in the public spotlight” (p. 28).
Therefore, it appears that prosumer/produser/new amateur/non-specialist learners comfortable
with hybrid environments are bridging many disciplines—arts, communication and computer
science; however, it is not as easy for discipline-specific instructors and entrenched educational
institutions to similarly evolve. Even in artistic education where instructors pride themselves on
their morphable flexibility, the familiarity of formulaic lessons in disparate disciplinary silos are
difficult to abandon.
Sampling of Current Higher Education Programs
What kinds of HE pathways are currently available for the creative student? The USBLS
Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) uses the following titles for arts and
communication educational domains: (50) visual and performing arts and (09) communication,
journalism, and related programs (Office of Occupational Statistics and Employment
Projections: CIP, 2015). When attempting to categorize MA in a standardized way, it became
apparent that much like the term multimedia, there is no clear consistent definition in HE for this
type of program. Therefore, to build a referential frame, I have selected 10 highly regarded
institutions offering communication and arts curricula based on a compilation of commercial and
educational ranking agencies recommendations as well as professional reputation (see Table 1).
The specific schools were vetted through a smart rating score developed by a data interpretation
organization called Graphiq (O'Connor, 2016). The smart rating is based on a thorough
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compilation of data sources integrated and determined by the schools’ graduate employment and
salaries, average ACT/SAT and GPA as well as professional reputation.

Table 1
Schools in Higher Education with Undergraduate Media and Arts Programs
Region

Institution
School of the Art Institute
(DISC)

Est.

Location

1866

Chicago, IL

Midwest Northwestern University Medill
School of Journalism
(DISC)

1851

Evanston, IL

Rhode Island School of Design
(DISC)

1877

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (CONV)

1865

East

Programs of Study
BFA in Studio:
• Film, Animation &
Video
• New Media
• Visual
Communication
BA in:
• Integrated Marketing
Communications
• Journalism

Providence, RI

BFA in:
• Graphic Design
• Film, Animation &
Video
• Illustration Design
• Industrial & Product
Cambridge, MA
Design
BA in:
• Comparative Media
Studies
• Creative Writing

West

University of California, Los
Angeles (CONV)

1882

University of CaliforniaBerkeley
(CONV)

1868

Table continued on next page

Los Angeles,
CA

BA in Design:
• Media Arts
• Film, TV, Animation
& Video
• Creative Industries

Berkeley, CA

BA in Film and Media:
• Advertising Design
• Media Studies
• New Media
Certificate
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Table cont. from previous page
Ryerson Polytechnic University
(CONV)

Toronto,
Canada

Michigan Technological
University
(CONV)

Houghton, MI

North

Savannah College of Art and
Design (DISC)

South

University of Florida
(CONV)

1978

1853

Savannah, GA

Gainesville, FL

BTech in:
• Graphic
Communication
BA in:
• Creative Industries
BFA in Image Arts:
• Photographic Design
• Film & Video
BA in:
• Communication,
Culture & Media
• Film & Media Studies
• Digital Media Theory
& Practice
BA and BFA in:
• Advertising Design
• Visual Communication
BFA in:
• Film, Animation &
Video
BA in Journalism and
Communication:
• Journalism
• Advertising
• Public Relations &
Web Design
• Telecommunications

Key
DISC: Discipline Based Programs
CONV: Convergent Programs

Table 1 provides summarized information about arts and communication programs in the
United States along with one in Canada. The institutions’ curricula have been labeled as
discipline-specific (DISC), as contrasted with convergent (CONV), and this was determined by
explanations about the purpose of the program described by each school’s website. However, it
is important to recall the limitations of this study. Fine artists who endeavor to earn a living
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exhibiting their artifacts at museum or gallery venues were not a focus; instead creatives in
commercial professions like advertising and the like were spotlighted. DISC curricula were
categorized as such because explanations typically identified separate distinctions for learning
modules rather than meta-disciplinary spaces. In contrast, Michigan Tech. and the University of
Florida used terminology like clusters and concentrations to emphasize the fluid,
interdisciplinarity of content and skill outcomes for student choice. In CONV programs,
flexibility and the recognition of the ambiguous nature of creative occupations in media
industries were recognized. Consequently, in my data collection, online creative faculty survey
question #13 asked respondents to categorize their program curriculum, with one being the most
discipline specific and three being the most meta-disciplinary.
This ability to create content across multimedia platforms while adhering to the values
skills and ethics the industry demands allows college graduates to compete in an everchanging media world…[the college departments] offer sequences in advertising,
journalism ‘reporting, online media, editing, magazine and photojournalism, public
relations and telecommunications, news, production, management and media and society’
(Michigan Tech, 2016).
The distinction between DISC and CONV designations is not merely because an institution
offers cross-disciplinary options, but more importantly that it is beginning to recognize the metadisciplinary threads connecting artistic and communicative producings like web design, social
media spaces and crowdsourcing options. For instance, at MIT, a Comparative Media Studies
program is available and “offers students an opportunity for interdisciplinary study of film,
television, game design, virtual worlds, digital artworks, civic media, interactive writing, and
other communications media” (MIT, 2016). The sequences are provided in tiers of subjects,
instead of sets of courses, indicating the blurring of traditional hard-edged borders.
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In sum, historically the democratization of technological invention has led to
convergence in the arts and communication industries, reforming the attendant occupations open
to individual career choices. The keyframes of artistic and communicative producings provide
professional and educational tweening spaces previously unknown prior to the genesis of
convergence. Thus, it compelled this researcher to explore exactly how creative industries were
accommodating convergence in device and content and whether they were taking advantage of
produsage practices through the prosumer, produser, new amateur, non-specialist phenomenon.
This study sought to examine the change in the creative professional industries and educationally
MA programs need to offer 21st century students to prepare them for a career in the various
creative professions.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Data Collections Methods Overview
The methodology for this research is two-thirds qualitative, with one-third quantitative,
entailing mixed methods through site observations, interviews, and an online survey to collect
data. Fraenkel and Wallen (2011) make clear that “triangulation mixed-methods design [is] a
study in which quantitative and qualitative data are collected simultaneously and used to validate
and clarify findings” (p. G-8). Because I researched the qualities that embody how individuals
are educated and subsequently work, qualitative methodology was appropriate for collecting data
from observation/interviews. Second, quantitative interpretation of online survey descriptive
statistics ensured a certain representativeness of the data by broadening the informational
perspective of my discussion and conclusions.
Regarding qualitative methodology, Eisner (1991) provides three reasons to use valuebased research when studying the ramifications associated with creative enterprises,
First, qualitative is sufficiently general to encompass not only teaching and other forms
of human activity, but also objects such as buildings and books…second, the term
qualitative has established a firm foothold in the educational research community
[and]…a third reason for using the term qualitative is related to the arts. The arts are
paradigm cases of qualitative intelligence in action. (p. 6)
Continuing this line of reasoning, Barad (2007) approaches the qualities of our experiences
involving the intra-active materialism beyond the buildings and books to the liquid realms of
virtual spaces and digital domains. For these reasons, my study about prosumer, produser and
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new amateur activities, associated HE disciplines, and the democratization of technology and
therefore convergence in artist practices, careers in the creative industries warranted using some
qualitative procedures. At this point it is de rigueur to revisit the main problem under study and
review its associated claims: Media arts (MA), visual communication (VC) and graphic design
(GD) pedagogies are fundamentally about trying to inform, connect, change, move, or sell
something to an audience. Typical art and communication curricula at the university level aims
to educate students for careers in these creative professions. However, 20th century disciplinespecific structures may be inadequate in preparing graduates for the democratized technologies
and convergent realities of our 21st century creative industries.
Therefore, as introduced in Chapter 1, the researchable questions of the study are as
follows: The main questions are
1. What is the current change in the creative professional industries?
2. What do MA programs need to offer 21st century students to prepare them for a career
in the various creative professions?
The secondary questions are
a. Are current discipline-based structures in HE underestimating the effects of the
democratization of technology resulting in convergence of creative industries and
organic learning realities?
b. Do MA curricula in HE align to new realities? Is there a need to change HE curricula
in media arts?
c. If so, what kinds of HE curricula offer viable alternatives for the digital native, high
school graduate?
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Here it becomes apparent that fieldwork using informal interviews and brief observations
to gather data are optimum instruments for this study. According to Merriam (2009), “In the real
world of collecting data…informal interviews and conversations are often interwoven with
observation. The terms fieldwork and field study usually connote both activities (observation and
informal interviews) and may also include the study of documentations and artifacts” (p. 117). A
framework using intra-active new materialisms to determine how creative professions are being
affected by content and device convergence was commissioned (Barad, 2007; Bolin and Blandy,
2011; Richardson, 2011). Examining the events through a neopragmatist’s lens compelled me to
discover in first hand observations, while “the theoretical framework, the problem, and the
questions of interest determined what was to be observed” (Merriam, 2009, p. 119).
Justification of the Data Analysis Plan
“In pragmatist’s eyes, the lines of action are methods of research that are seen to be most
appropriate for studying the phenomenon at hand…the pragmatist goal is to search for useful
points of connection” (Mertens, 2010, p. 36). The points of connection thus become intersections
between arts and communication disciplines, as they live in the spheres of education and the
creative professions. Observing behaviors and practices demonstrated by creative services
employees allows for discovery of the evolving situations developed through device and content
convergence. My plan was to use Merriam’s (2009) protocols for site observations at creative
services departments within larger media entities or stand-alone companies to develop a flexible
snapshot of what change is happening in the creative professional industries. While at the sites, I
conducted short mini-interviews of employees and gleaned how their backgrounds and training
have served, or not served, them in being successful with their job tasks. Additionally, I used
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Roulston’s (2010) reflective interviewing protocols in on-site discussions with participants
(employees) working at the creative services sites along with Seidman’s (2013),
phenomenological interviewing processes.
An examination of their processes via the analog and virtual artifact production in which
they engaged and the campaigns they yielded were beneficial in recognizing trends of the
producings. I sourced a type of ethnographic interviewing method. “Although ethnographic
interviews may resemble everyday conversations, the researcher is focused on finding answers to
very specific questions… (1) descriptive (2) structural, and (3) contrast questions…open-ended
questions aimed at gaining participants’ descriptions of space, time, events, people, activities,
and objects” (Roulston, 2010, p. 19). For example, a globally descriptive question was, “Could
you describe a typical day in your working life at this company?” The interviews were semistructured, 15 to 60 minutes in duration and were conducted during my brief observations at
employee designated times during the work day.
In support of this plan, Fraenkel and Wallen (2006) suggest that the characteristics of
qualitative discovery include “naturalistic inquiry studying real world situations as they unfold
naturally” and contend that one way to accomplish this is “personal contact and insight [where]
the researcher has direct contact with and gets close to the people, situation, and phenomenon
under study; researcher’s personal experiences and insights are an important part of the inquiry
and critical to understanding the phenomenon” (p. 432). Thus, using observation accompanied
by pertinent description and personal interviews to corroborate observations supported by my
professional judgments and safeguarded reliability in the data interpretations.
In addition to collecting observational data and interviewing employees at four separate
observation sites, using organizational suggestions described by Fraenkel and Wallen (2006) and
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Merriam (2010), I distributed an online survey to HE faculty in one or more of the following
disciplines: visual communication, graphic design, media arts, photojournalism, visual
journalism and/or communication arts. The faculty participants comprised a stratified, multistage, random sample and were anonymous because the surveys were sent via email so identity
could not be discerned in the results (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2006; Gravetter and Wallnau, 2014).
Institutions were selected because they offered creative majors for students in one or more of the
areas listed above. I sent the survey to 2885 faculty derived from 211 randomly selected
institutions. An attempt was made to determine which faculty in arts, design, visual
communication, mass communication and journalism would be germane to evaluate based on my
professional judgment, the description of the faculty member's credentials and teaching expertise
noted on the institution's website. Furthermore, the survey was cross-sectional as opposed to
longitudinal because “the information is collected at just one point in time, although the time it
takes to collect all of the data may take anywhere from a day to a few weeks or more” (Fraenkel
and Wallen, 2006, p. 398).
The survey provided descriptive and inferential statistics summarizing categorical data
resulting in frequencies and proportions to describe the sample. Some categorical data were
analyzed using inference, nonparametric techniques. I noted recurring comments and then
compared the interviews and observations of a typical day to determine emergent themes
supported triangulation by “simultaneously collecting both quantitative and qualitative data,
comparing the results, and then using those findings to see whether they validate each other”
(Fraenkel and Wallen, 2006, p. 443). Merriam (2009) suggests the task of researchers is to link
one component of information with the next while looking for reappearing commonalities in the
data seeking patterns that ultimately verify grounded theories.
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Description of Data to be Collected
“The neopragmatists…moved even further from the metaphysical and emphasized the
importance of common sense and practical thinking” (Mertens, 2010, p. 36). Professional sites
where creative individuals were employed in convergent producings seemed the most logical
places to begin gathering data about the meta-disciplinary space of MA practices. As Merriam
(2009) advises, during the professional site visits, I acted in the capacity of a “complete
observer” in a generally public setting (p.125). For example, when observing the activities
involved in a professional creative services agency, I noted, or was informed about, the projects,
tasks, and techniques in which the participants were involved. Merriam explained the three
stages of collecting data during an observation as gaining access to a site, collecting the data, and
leaving the site after gathering the data.
As a careful observer, it was imperative that I adapted to the participant’s routines, where
I found common ground (through informal interviewing) while being both friendly and showing
interest. The participants wanted to know what I was doing at the site, and explanation about the
observation was not overly technical or highly detailed. I expected to observe site happenings on
their terms not quite capturing a snapshot of the data, but instead endeavored to understand and
report about a dynamic moving effect somewhere in-between the fixed data. In other words, in
addition to observing and asking in what activities the participants were involved, I attempted to
recognize and note atypical meta-disciplinary information gained, such as artists writing content
or writers engaging in design duties. This kind of activity was primarily gleaned from the
participant’s descriptions about their typical day.
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Ensuring Saturation of Samples
Appropriately, I used observations at creative professional sites, employee interviews and
HE instructor surveys to surround the issue of meta-disciplinary actions within creative
convergent cultures. However, Fraenkel and Wallen (2006) warn that “the major disadvantage to
purposive sampling is that the researcher’s judgment may be in error” and, therefore, I took
careful consideration in terms of reflexivity (p. 100). Consequently, to ensure some objectivity,
several rating sources (journalistic, educational and professional) evaluating the HE programs
were consulted to ultimately compile a list of disciplines for the online survey sample from U.S.
institutions. This ensured cross-referential options between data collection methods. In terms of
the on-site interviews and online survey tools,
What is needed is an adequate number of participants, sites, or activities to answer the
question posed at the beginning of the study (in the form of a purpose statement). Lincoln
and Guba (1985) recommend sampling until a point of saturation or redundancy is
reached…you can offer a tentative, approximate number of units to be included (that is
people, sites, cases activities, and so on), knowing full well that this will be adjusted in
the course of the investigation. (Merriam, 2009, p. 80)
An appropriate number of participants, found at four separate creative industry sites, was
satisfactorily determined as saturation because I found common themes reoccurring in data
content.
Anthropologists, for example, have long maintained that ‘nonprobability sampling
methods’ are logical as long as the fieldworker expects mainly to use her [sic] data not to
answer questions of ‘how much’ and ‘how often’ but to solve qualitative problems such
as discovering what occurs, the implications of what occurs, and the relationships linking
occurrences… purposeful samplings based on the assumption that the investigator wants
to discover, understand, and gain insight and therefore must select a sample from which
the most can be learned. (Merriam, 2009, p. 77)
Consequently, observation within creative professional company environments was a way to
reveal the actual practices being employed by professionals in a creative convergent atmosphere.
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Why these particular professions as the basis for choosing observation sites? According to many
sources, the following five professions typically define converged areas in the art and
communication, creative industries (Office of Occupational Statistics and Employment
Projections, 2015a, 2015b, 2015c; Olsen, 2012; Pavlik and McIntosh, 2015; Robert Half
Company, 2016).
• Graphic Designer
• Journalist/Writer
• Photographer/Image Editor
• Web Designer/Media Specialist
•

Public Relations Specialist/Advertising Director

Saturation is also the key to an analytic approach employing grounded theory (Glaser and
Strauss, 1967). Eventually, through a rich variety and density of site observations and interviews,
a trustworthy meta-disciplinary interpretation evolves through the application of grounded theory
practice. “Maximum variation sampling was first identified by Glaser and Strauss (1967) in their
book on grounded theory. A grounded theory, it was reasoned, would be more conceptually
dense and potentially more useful if it had been ‘grounded’ in widely varying instances of the
phenomenon” (Merriam, 2009, p. 79). The sites the researcher identified as likely to provide the
most effective embodiment of creative convergent practices and the actual opportunity afforded
to the researcher in the scope of this study were the following:
•

Advertising Agencies: Cavalry (Young and Rubicam, Inc.), CBD Marketing, and Leo
Burnett, in Chicago, IL

•

Telecommunications/Media Company: Tribune Publishing in Chicago, IL (Expertise,
2017)
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To corroborate the data gathered during my observations and interviews at the professional sites,
it made sense to examine the meta-disciplinary creative convergence at the HE level as well.
When considering my secondary questions, it was apparent that enumerating what kinds of
academic programs presently exist would provide some answers to these questions.
•

Are current discipline-based structures in HE underestimating the effects of the
democratization of technology resulting in convergence of creative industries and
organic learning realities?

•

Do media arts programs in HE have a misaligned curriculum?

•

Is there a need to change HE curricula in Media Arts?

•

What kind of curriculum is a viable alternative HE program for the digital native,
high school graduate?

“In criterion-based selection you ‘create a list of the attributes essential’ to your study
and then ‘proceed to find or locate a unit matching the list’” (Merriam, 2009, p. 77). Thus, using
survey data from the population of HE institutions with instructors in the United States teaching
in VC, GD and/or MA, as well as mass communication/visual journalism programs, and
narrowing it down to a sample of 211 (a little more than 10% from the 2,104 potential
institutions), became informative with the additional prospect that this study may have
international implications. As a reminder, the descriptive statistics employed quantitative
analysis that focused on describing results in choice counts and/or percentages (Fraenkel and
Wallen, 2006). The online survey distributed via email utilized Qualtrics Survey Software. I
anticipated that questions would be a combination of multiple choice and open-ended (with
expected short answers). The quantitative data analysis is reported in statistical averages or
choice counts illustrated in figures or tables, and the qualitative data analysis includes
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identification of common themes emerging from all three methods: observations, interviews and
a survey. Eventually, both methods are combined and compared to provide evidence for the
conclusions and implications of this study.
Timeline
The study was conducted in two streams. The first stream was collecting and recording
data from observations along with employee interviews at aforementioned creative service
professional sites. The second was distributing, collecting, and analyzing the online HE
instructor survey. Both data collection tools were conducted in tandem and took approximately
six months to complete. The survey was sent via faculty’s institutional email and was made
available from January 9, 2017, through April 30, 2017 (last participant response on 04/15/17).
The emails requesting faculty participants to take the survey were sent out on four separate dates
to the same 2885 potential respondents:
•

February 13th (129 responses); February 14 (24 responses)

•

Reminder February 21st (129 responses); February 22 (52 responses)

•

Reminder March 2nd (50 responses); Reminder March 14 (62 responses);

•

March 15 (17 responses); March 16 (31 responses)

The online survey was sent to 211 representative universities and colleges offering MArelated curricula in the United States—directed to program faculty—and was delivered at least
three times in the six months to the same constituents, resulting in an approximately 16%
response rate (459 out of 2885). The colleges, institutes, or universities where faculty were
surveyed was determined by journalistic, educational, and professional rating agencies. Online
surveys were distributed to 2,885 media and arts related instructors. The quantitative data
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collected were interpreted via statistical analysis at the same time the qualitative data were used
to pinpoint reoccurring themes that warrant consistency and reliability in comparisons. After
collection, the researcher took three additional months to code, analyze, interpret, and report the
data to provide results and then draw conclusions about the working hypothesis. The total study
encompassed a nine to twelve-month period.
Dependability of Instruments
In commissioning triangulation, “cross-checking of data using multiple data sources or
multiple data collection procedures,” it was fitting to use professional site observations, contextbased interview of professionals, and an online survey of HE instructors to assemble the data into
useful information describing meta-disciplinary MA approaches (Roulston, 2010, p. G-8).
Further, Roulston observes, “Triangulation draws upon the strategy of taking bearings on
multiple landmarks in navigation and surveying” such as my employing three data collection
tools focusing on the similar creative avenues of producings—professional creative practices,
production aptitudes and educational activities to support such careers (p. 83).
As mentioned, the validity of the evidence collected from the surveys was criterion
related. For example, the demographic information about individual instructors revealed that
they often earned creative-related degrees in their undergraduate study. This was useful in
equating the behavioral attitudes and practices observed by the researcher at the creative services
professional sites. After collecting the facts, I looked at inclinations from observations,
interviews, and faculty surveys as instances describing a fleeting moment in time that may
inform curricular practice. I endeavored to embrace the uncertainty of future technological
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innovation and prescient social communicative practices that “privilege coherence and structure
in data over divergence and randomness” (Fox and Allred, 2015, p. 406).
In terms of representative findings, salient trends were noted in tackling my research
questions. The theoretical framework, I established focused my inquiry into three distinct but
related areas: material and/or visual culture, media practice and techniques, and
educational/work philosophies and gave the study boundaries for the data collection using
observation, interview and survey tools. According to Mertens (2010), “In qualitative research,
the researcher emphasizes the total context in which the research takes place to enable readers to
make judgments as to the transferability of the study’s results to their own situations” (p. 4).
In addition, Roulston (2010) refers to signifying the quality of a study by “the sense of
demonstrating excellence, although many competing terms are used within the fields of
qualitative inquiry. These include, but are not limited to, validity, reliability, rigor,
trustworthiness, credibility, transferability and plausibility” (p. 83). Therefore, the study was
conducted in the form of inductive analysis using triangulation as the measure for dependability,
“the interpretive paradigm’s parallel standard for reliability” (Mertens, 2010, p. 382). The on-site
creative services observations warranted spending time witnessing professional practices. This
was supplemented by the data collected through employee interviews and survey statistics from
arts and communication HE instructors to compare findings and check the researcher’s
understanding of the information discovered.
Ethical Considerations
There are two main concerns in terms of consent for observation; according to Merriam
(2009), “Observations conducted without the awareness of those being observed…[and] how
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‘public’ the observed behavior is” (p. 231). In the case of this study, the observation site
participants were informed of the researcher’s plan to analyze their practices. The observations
lasted for a morning or an afternoon of one working day, depending on the availability and the
flexibility of the creative services professional site managers. The observations were limited to
open working areas and public break areas to avoid personal spaces established by managers and
employees.
Another issue was the level of authenticity demonstrated by the participants; “the act of
observation itself may bring about changes in the activity, rendering it somewhat atypical. On the
other hand, participants may become so accustomed to the researcher’s presence that they may
engage in activity they will later be embarrassed about or reveal information they had not
intended to disclose” (Merriam, 2009, p. 232). This issue was identified as a limitation,
especially when applying collected data to representative interpretation. To help ameliorate the
consequences of participant authenticity, the researcher used the employee interviews as a
measure to verify the observed activities. When I conducted the brief observations at the creative
sites, ethics was maintained by “explaining the purpose of the inquiry and the methods to be used
with participants… [using pseudonyms for] confidentiality, [gaining] informed consent,
[determining] data access and ownership… [and establishing] data collection boundaries” (pp.
233-234).
Talking to participants and getting their views about the professional environment was a
significant way for transforming themselves and, consequently, the researcher. Put simply,
researchers labor in the direction of confirming reliable responses. This provides a wide-ranging
portrayal of findings and implications for the research conducted. Ultimately, this calls for the
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researcher’s empathy to the participants’ understandings of issues. Sharing the conclusions of the
study with observation site participants and interviewees is a way to inclusion and reciprocity.
Moreover, because these qualitative methods allowed for interviews to be conducted
during observation in a conversational approach, it was important to recognize and record any
perceived prejudice by the researcher. For instance, while observing certain meta-disciplinary
activities, this researcher was aware of her own biases stemming from years of HE experiences
and applied due diligence in making sure not to ask leading questions to get participants to agree
with her expectations. “Again, researchers taking this interview approach are self-consciously
aware of the subjectivities in relation to the research participants and the research topic
(reflexivity), and explore how these relate to the research findings in representations of research
(subjectivity statements, inclusion of challenges and ethical dilemmas faced by researcher in the
research process in reports of studies)” (Roulston, 2010, p. 89).
Hence, researcher subjectivity and error were addressed in the interpretation of the results
from the online instructor survey tool by considering reliability and validity of the instrument as
well. “There are four main threats to internal validity in survey research: mortality, location,
instrumentation and instrument decay” (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2006, p. 411). There is no
mortality risk because the survey’s duration was approximately four months and, therefore, not
considered longitudinal, and appropriate interpretation was made. The locations did not affect
responses by participants because the institutions were specifically chosen for the characteristic
of offering MA-related programs so bias would not be an issue.
Considering instrumentation and instrument decay, effort was made to allow enough time
for the researcher to distribute the online survey, automate it through an email merge application,
and digitally compile it through Qualtrics, which significantly reduced work time involved by the
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researcher. As to the quality of the survey tool, the researcher recognized the reliability of the
population vs. the sample by distributing and collecting an adequate number of surveys for
accuracy, including an appropriate number of respondents (with specific questions exposed to
reliability checks using Cronbach’s Alpha = .70 or more) for statistical data collection. In
addition, to ensure goodness of fit for the sample, a chi-square statistic was calculated and
analyzed for the three Likert scale questions in the survey. This instrument also asked openended questions to confirm responses by participants. Finally, questions were asked in more than
one way to help create a collaboration of concepts.
There was no legitimate possibility of harm to participants in this study because the
information gathered employed open observation, interviews and survey and was not hurtful or
invasive. The researcher considered possibilities of problems concerning confidentiality because
data were gathered about participant demographics, educational history and working conditions.
However, not identifying the individual participants’ comments or survey answers significantly
resolved this threat. The researcher assured subjects that any data collected from or about them
would be held in confidence (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2006). Their real names were not used in any
publications that describes the research. Subjects were also assured that they had the right to
withdraw from the study or to request that the data collected about them not be used.
Additionally, there was no need for use of “deception” to gather the data necessary to complete
the research (p. 57).
Pragmatists “emphasize an ethics of care…contemporary researchers working within the
pragmatic paradigm view the ethical goal of research to gain knowledge in the pursuit of desired
ends…this is somewhat akin to…the utilitarian theory ‘all that is worth valuing is a function of
its consequences’” (Mertens, 2010, p. 36). Through a neo-pragmatist’s lens, the methods I
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utilized allowed for consequences that might not be complete. In explanation, the new
materialisms processes in intra-activities encompassed in new media, with the support of
convergence in content and device, may not have had concrete consequences and, therefore,
some reflection was applied to how producings affect edprosumer, produsers, new amateurs and
non-specialists as well.

CHAPTER 4
QUANTITATIVE DATA RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Introduction and Revisiting Methodology
Again, looking at the data collected through the philosophical lens of neopragmatism, the
avenues I chose as tools for this purpose emphasize common sense and practical thinking
(Mertens, 2010). Initially gathering the HE creative faculty survey results (quantitative), while at
the same time visiting my observation/interviewing creative professional sites (qualitative),
allowed me to determine meta-disciplinary thematic connections among the three data
compilations. My framework using intra-active new materialisms is described by Barad (2007),
Bolin and Blandy (2011), and Richardson (2011) to determine how creative professions are
being affected by content and device convergence.
The data collected by the online creative faculty survey solidified the problem I defined
at the outset of this study (See Appendix F: Complete Creative Faculty Online Survey with
Coding Values). Media arts (MA), visual communication (VC) and graphic design (GD)
pedagogies are fundamentally about trying to inform, connect, change, move, or sell something
to an audience. Typical art and communication curricula at the university level aims to educate
students for careers in these creative professions. However, 20th century discipline-specific
structures may be inadequate in preparing graduates for the democratized technologies and
convergent realities of our 21st century creative industries. I uncovered that the survey
participants tended to agree that MA was the future discipline for graduates of creatively inclined
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HE programs. At odds with this revelation, a majority responded that meta-disciplinary curricula
were not the case at their particular institutions. The testimony from the collected data was
“construct-related” in that it referred to institution, faculty, student, and curricular characteristics
being gauged by the survey (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2006). Later in this chapter, I lay out the
frequencies in both table and figure form, evidencing the above statements.
I have presented the information for Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 in three parts. The first part
offers the survey analysis process description in Chapter 4. This includes describing the
population, sample, selection process, variables, data collection description, survey question
alignment, data cleaning, and data analysis for each question. The second part, laid out in
Chapter 5, summarizes the observations at the creative industry professional sites coupled with
commentary from interviewees about typical work days. The third part of the chapter enumerates
edited quotes articulated by the interviewees at the sites along with tables identifying frequencies
of thematic commonalities.
Word about Descriptive and Inferential Techniques
Descriptive statistics resulting in categorical data were simplified into frequency tables,
graphs or charts for each question. “Some research studies are conducted simply to describe
individual variables as they exist naturally” without experimental intervention or examining
relationships (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2006, p. 12). In this case, I conducted a survey to identify
faculty opinions about their HE programs and student graduates. When the results consist of
numerical scores, such as the number of students being hired in a particular career or job, they
are typically described by “information that can be collected in many ways but reported in only
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three: through words, through numbers and sometimes through graphs or charts that show
patterns or describe relationships” (p. 189).
Inferential statistics resulting from nominal scales, were analyzed using a nonparametric
technique for analyzing categorical data. “There are two basic types of inference techniques that
researchers use. Parametric techniques make various kinds of assumptions about the nature of the
population from which the sample(s) involved in the research study are drawn. Nonparametric
techniques, on the other hand, make few (if any) assumptions about the nature of the population
from which the samples are taken” (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2006, p. 232). Specifically, the chisquare test for goodness of fit was applied because it allows for analyzing data to measure
whether proportions are similar or significantly different among the categorical groups.
In regard to the population for the survey, I was most interested in the experienced
opinion of MA (or like disciplined) HE faculty in the United States concerning their student
graduates’ potential to work in the creative professions. Consequently, the type of numerical data
collected was categorical. “Categorical data differ in kind, but not in degree or amount.
Quantitative data on the other hand, do differ in degree or amount” (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2006,
p.190). Collecting raw scores from the survey and then organizing them into a table or a chart
and/or computing frequencies made clear the whole set of responses. After gathering all the
response scores from the survey, the most frequently occurring of each, summarized a picture for
the entire set. I used statistical procedure to “summarize, organize and simplify data” (p. 8).
Descriptive Statistics Using Nonparametric Techniques
The survey provided descriptive and inferential statistics to describe the sample.
Descriptive techniques were used for summarizing nonparametric categorical data into frequency
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tables, graphs and pie charts. Further, the Likert scales in Q15, Q16, and Q17 applied ordinal
measurement in determining the level of agreement or importance. For these questions, I applied
Cronbach’s Alpha to check the internal consistency of the item. “For research purposes, a useful
rule of thumb is that reliability should be at least .70 and preferably higher” (p. 161).
Inferential Statistics Using Nonparametric Techniques
Some categorical data obtained were analyzed using nonparametric techniques in a chisquare test. Minor inferences about the population could be gleaned by applying this test. In Q10,
Q11, and Q13, since the compiled sample was random and the nominal scale in the questions
provided categories, comparing the actual observed counts in the sample with the expected
counts in the population was appropriate. The inferential procedure I applied was the chi-square
test for goodness of fit to determine proportions. Note that these tests do not measure means with
variances and they do not make many assumptions about the population. However, they do
measure the nominal data and then report the results in frequencies or percentages while
comparing expected with observed results. When looking at data collection, this was a better
choice for my survey because “comparing expected and actual frequencies makes the degree and
direction of the relationship clearer” (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2006, p. 213). I wanted to know what
proportion of the population would be sorted in each category. If there are large difference,
between the expected and actual observed frequencies based on the chi-square probability table,
then a researcher can conclude that there is a significant difference of opinion among the faculty
groups. The test for goodness of fit is optimum for this kind of inquiry. The statistic was used to
determine whether the results for each question were “selected more (or less) often then would
be expected simply by chance” (Gravetter and Wallnau, 2014, p. 519).
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Finally, I concluded that the sample was sufficiently representative by making sure to
collect an appropriate amount of responses. “Sampling error is the naturally occurring
discrepancy, or error, that exists between a sample statistic and the corresponding population
parameter” (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2006, p. 8). Therefore, an adequate number of survey
responses was required for accuracy; consequently, the completed responses numbered well over
450. According to Fraenkel and Wallen, “There are a few guidelines that we would suggest with
regard to the minimum number of subjects needed. For descriptive studies, we think a sample
with a minimum number of 100 is essential” (p. 104). The validity of the questions was
confirmed by pilot testing the online survey via seven expert volunteers and gaining feedback to
avoid misinterpretation.
Online Survey Data Description
Survey Sample Selection Process
The defined population was faculty teaching undergraduate students in communication,
arts, or related disciplines at HE institutions in the United States divided by state. The process
commissioned to ascertain the multi-stage, random sample began with using the Integrated
Postsecondary Educational Data System (IPEDS) from the USBLS websites (see Appendix A:
Process for Computing Population Lists from IPEDS). The population parameter was compiled
from 4,529 US HE institutions identified through IPEDS. The following three steps were used to
stratify the sample:
•

Sample Step 1: Filter to those HE institutions, public or private, offering
baccalaureate degrees = 2,105

•
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Sample Step 2: Filter down from the 2,105 baccalaureate institutions remaining, using
a digital randomizer application to generate a list numbering approximately 10% of
the baccalaureate institutions = 211

•

Sample Step 3: Institutions chosen by this random numbers process that did not offer
a creative industries degree (generally in the visual arts or communication arts) were
dropped from the list. The next institution down in the list was identified, and this
process continued until an institution offering an appropriate creative degree was
identified.
Variables

The characteristics (discrete variables) that changed for different individuals, such as
demographics and opinion, were institution, age, faculty teaching experience, faculty educational
discipline both earned and taught, faculty opinion about discipline, profession, students’ skills,
and faculty opinion about their graduates’ potential careers. My goal was to find representative
constructs in the site observations, professional interviews, and online surveys to defend
hypothetical operational definitions for the term meta-disciplinary and the phrase creative
convergent culture.
Variables like [opinion], intelligence, anxiety, and hunger are called constructs, and
because they are intangible and cannot be directly observed, they are often called
hypothetical constructs. Although constructs such as [opinion] intelligence are internal
characteristics that cannot be directly observed, it is possible to observe and measure
behaviors that are representative of the construct. For example, we cannot ‘see’
intelligence but we can see examples of intelligent behavior [or poll opinions]. The
external behaviors can then be used to create an operational definition for the construct.
An operational definition measures and defines a construct in terms of external behaviors.
(Gravetter and Wallnau, 2014, p. 20)
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Scales of Measurement and Survey Question Alignment
The hypothetical constructs in this study were nominal. For instance, the creative industry
professionals were categorized into three job identities: creative industry leadership, creative
industry directors, and creative industry professionals. “The measurements from a nominal scale
allow us to determine whether two individuals are different, but they do not identify ether the
direction or the size of the difference” (Gravetter and Wallnau, 2014, p. 23). I was still asking
questions about the relationship between variables and the answers to allow me to make some
inferences about the population (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2006). Concerning the sample to ensure
validity and provide the most reliable results for each question in the online survey, the following
were ascertained (see Appendix C: Survey Question Details Q1 – Q17):
•

Q1-6: Participant Demographics (Frequency Graphs)

•

Q7-9: Institution Demographics (Frequency Graphs)

•

Q10: Faculty Opinion about their own primary instructional role (chi-square: Used
for multi-item scales)

•

Q11: Faculty Opinion about likely student graduates’ working role in career (chisquare)

•

Q12: Faculty Opinion about likely student graduates’ specializations—identifying top
3 choices (Frequency Graphs and comparisons)

•

Q13: Faculty Opinion about Program Curriculum category (chi-square)

•

Q14: Student Demographic (Frequency Graphs)

•

Q15, Q16: Faculty Opinion about similarities and differences between MA, VA –
Likert scale (Cronbach’s Alpha or Coefficient Alpha)

•
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Q17: Faculty Opinion about likely student graduates’ skills – Likert scale
(Cronbach’s Alpha or Coefficient Alpha)

•

Q18, Q19: Follow-up preferences and email (Frequency Graph and listing)
Survey Data Collected
Recorded Responses

As mentioned, the online survey was sent to 2,885 faculty emails that were publicly
listed; the addresses were located from the 211 HE institutions’ websites. The total surveys
collected were 624, and of those 459 were completed. Another 165 surveys were collected but
were incomplete, and therefore, the total survey data counted in the statistical analyses remained
459. In the body of the survey, there were no forced response items, and missing values in the
collected data were not a great problem because they were less than 5% (or very close) of the
total value for any variable. It is unlikely that the skipped or missing answers in the surveys
constituted bias because the individuals who did not respond were not from any particular
category and tended to be unrelated to the questions being asked. In other words, no pattern of
missing values existed in the collected responses. Data imputation was not conducted because
missing responses were negligible and the researcher did not think it diminished the integrity of
the sample. Therefore, it is likely the participants who skipped a question were missing at
random and not for any noteworthy reason that would taint the results or not support the
distributional specifics of the variables. Survey non-response, which is distinct from the issue of
skipped questions because these individuals did not respond at all to the survey, was not a
concern. Essentially, the sample was large enough, about 16% response rate, to ensure the
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reliability of the sample as compared to the population. The sample was random and participant
information was anonymous (Gravetter and Wallnau, 2014).
Data Results for Each Survey Question
The following section presents the survey data collected in frequencies via tables and
figures and comparisons between them. Note that, “in general, the mode is the only measure of
central tendency that can be used with data from a nominal scale measurement” (Gravetter and
Wallnau, 2014, p. 73).
Details for Questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
Questions 1-6 describe survey participant demographic information via frequency tables
and figures. Collected information included faculty averages for years taught, age, decade they
began teaching in HE, faculty degrees earned, and teaching discipline category. Also
accumulated were student age, institution category, institutional region, institution type, and
years discipline had existed at that particular institution. The following section lists each survey
question in order with accompanying tables for participant responses. Full frequency and
descriptive statistical tables can be reviewed in Appendix C.
Although the participant responses to the survey are discussed and compared in detail in
Chapter 6, I found it helpful to briefly summarize. The majority of educators have taught in
creative disciplines for 15 years or less, they were typically full-time employees, and, of those, a
little more than half were on tenure-track. Between 40 to 46 years was the most common age,
while the majority started teaching after 1990. The MFA slightly edged out a bachelors for the
most frequently earned degree (see Figures 3-7).
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Q1: How many academic years have you taught Full-time or Adjunct in a creative arts and/or
communication discipline(s) at Higher Education institutions?

Figure 3: Question 1 response percentage and counts.

Q2: How would you categorize your employment at this institution?

Figure 4: Question 2 response percentage and counts.
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Q3: What is your age at the time you are taking this survey?

Figure 5: Question 3 response percentage and counts.

Q4: In which time period did you start teaching creative arts and/or communication courses in
Higher Education?

Figure 6: Question 4 response percentage and counts.
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Q5: Choose the degree(s) you have earned. (Check all that apply.)

Figure 7: Question 5 response percentage and counts.
Question 6 is articulated in a word cloud indicating the actual title of the participant
faculty member’s degree. Ph.D. was the most prevalent, showing up in two distinct ways, with
MFA ranking second. This may indicate that the selected institutional programs were typically
being taught by terminal degree holders, indicating a more rigorous curriculum (see Figure 8).
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Q6: Type the title listed on the official transcripts for your earned Higher Education degree(s).
(For example: BFA in Comprehensive Design, MFA in Computer Art and Printmaking)

Figure 8: Most frequently used words to describe faculty earned level of degree.

Details for Questions 7, 8 and 9
Questions 7-9 describe survey participants’ institutional demographic information via
frequency tables and figures. Collected information was about region, category, and program
duration at each institution. The collected responses were evenly distributed between the nine
geographic regions defined in the study, with the overwhelming majority identifying as a liberal
art non-profit institutions, and over a quarter of the programs had been in existence for over 45
years at these schools (see Figures 9-11).
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Q7: What region of the United States does the main/primary "brick and mortar" campus of your
institution exist? (For employees of online-only institutions, please identify the region of the
institution’s main corporate office.)

Figure 9: Question 7 response percentage and counts.

Q8: Identify how you would categorize your institution?

Figure 10: Question 8 response percentage and counts.
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Q9: How many years has the program/discipline in which you presently teach, existed at your
university?

Figure 11: Question 9 response percentage and counts.
Details for Questions 12 and 14
Questions 12 and 14 addressed student specializations when entering the professional
workforce and their age range while attending college. As a way of standardizing answers to a
particular definition, I reminded participants about the meta-disciplinary definition of MA.
Media Arts is a multimodal domain generally categorized as part of the mass communication
discipline combining the interdisciplinary expertise of graphic design, multimedia art, animation,
copywriting, website development, and social media production establishing a discourse leading
to interactive collaborative communication experiences. The faculty identified VC/GD, web
design and development followed by advertising and marketing as the top three specializations
likely to help their graduates get jobs. Seemingly, respondents expected that their traditionally
aged graduates would be best served by learning commercially practical skills (see Figures 1213).
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Q12: In your professional opinion as a faculty member in a creative field, which three
specializations from the following choices do you predict are the most valuable for students to
learn in their effort to secure a career in Media Arts?

Figure 12: Question 12 response percentage and counts.

Q14: In your estimation, what age-range describes the majority of students enrolled in your
program?

Figure 13: Question 14 response percentage and counts.
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Details for Questions 10, 11 and 13
I performed a chi-square statistic to ensure goodness of fit for survey items using a nopreference hypothesis. The statistic calculation requires the statement of a null hypothesis, which
is then compared to the results of the test. If the statistic is larger than the expected frequency,
then the null is rejected. “The test determines how well the obtained sample proportions fit the
populations proportions specified by the null hypothesis” (Gravetter and Wallnau, 2014, p. 512).
Simply, the test was used to measure if the sample population of HE creative faculty would
likely be proportioned with no preference between the specified categories. However, it is still
prudent that the researcher not make many assumptions about the population distributions.
Individuals are simply classified into categories and we want to know what proportion of
the population is in each category. The chi-square test for goodness of fit is specifically
designed to answer this type of question. In general terms, the chi-square test uses the
proportions obtained for sample data to test hypotheses about the corresponding
proportions in the population. (p. 511)
The three questions in the online survey that met these requirements were the following:
•

Q10: Faculty Opinion among four categories identifying their instructional role

•

Q11: Faculty Opinion between VC and MA programs determining in which their
graduates are most likely to make a living (work)

•

Q13: Faculty Opinion among three curricula that most closely describes the
department in which they teach. (see Appendix D: Chi-Square Formula and
Calculations)

Recall that the Observed Frequencies: 𝑓# is
the number of individuala from the sample who are classified in a particular category.
Each individual is counted in one and only one category [and the Expected Frequencies:
𝑓$ ]…for each category is the frequency value that is predicted from the proportions in
the null hypothesis and the sample size (n). The expected frequencies define an ideal
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hypothetical sample distribution that would be obtained if the sample proportions were in
perfect agreement with the proportions specified in the null hypothesis. (p. 514)
In the analysis of responses to these three questions I used the “no-preference hypothesis”
because I wanted “to determine whether there are any preferences among categories, or whether
the proportions differ from one category to another” (Gravetter and Wallnau, 2014, p. 512). I
was particularly interested in whether there was a proportional difference among the groups
defined in each question.
For Question 10, the null hypothesis states that there is no preference among the four
different categories. In this case, Ho estimates that the population is divided equally among the
categories: SA = 25%, GD = 25%, VC = 25%, MA = 25% or 𝑓$ =111.5 individuals in each
category. Instead, the survey participants showed significant preferences among the four
orientations for the faculty instructional disciplines categories, 𝑋 ' (3, n = 446) = 148.43, p < .01.
The chi-square value was in the critical region, and consequently the null hypothesis is rejected.
With that said, I can conclude that respondents are not equally divided among the four
disciplines. “Instead, there are significant differences among the four categories (sic), with some
selected more often and others less often than would be expected by chance” (Gravetter and
Wallnau, 2014, p. 519). Media Arts was selected the most often (see Figure 14 and Table 2).
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Q 10: What is your primary instructional role?

Figure 14: Question 10 response percentage and counts.

Q10: What is your primary instructional role?
Table 2
Observed Frequencies ( 𝑓# ) for Q10
(n = 446)
Studio Art (SA)

Graphic Design (GD)

Vis. Com. (VC)

Media Arts (MA)

94

62

69

221

Note: Responses of HE faculty choosing among studio art, GD, VC or MA.

For Question 11, the null hypothesis states that there is no preference among creative
faculty between the two programs, VC or MA, in which their graduates are most likely to make a
living or work. In this case, Ho estimated that the population was equally divided among the
categories: (MA = 50%, VC = 50%), or 𝑓$ =2,18.5 individuals in each category). The survey
participants showed significant preferences between the two programs student graduates are
most likely to work, 𝑋 ' (1, n = 437) = 10.14, p < .01. The obtained chi-square value is in the
critical region. Therefore, Ho is rejected, and the researcher may conclude that the two categories
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are not equally likely to be identified as the student graduates’ career category. Instead there are
significant differences betweeen the two categories, with one selected more often and other less
often than would be expected by chance” (Gravetter and Wallnau, 2014). Media Arts was
selected the most often. The frequency table and figure are reported below for Question 11 (see
Figure 15 and Table 3).
Q11: Based on your experience and the definitions above, which program are your graduates
most likely to make a living (work)? (Visual Communication or Media Arts)

Figure 15: Question 11 response percentage and counts.

Q11: Based on your experience and the definitions above, which program are your graduates
most likely to make a living (work)? (Visual Communication or Media Arts)
Table 3
Observed Frequencies ( 𝑓# ) for Q11
(n = 437)
Visual Communication

Media Arts

171

266

Note: Responses of HE faculty choosing between VC and MA, stating where their student
graduates are most likely to be employed.
For Question 13, the null hypothesis states, among faculty there is no preference among
the three curricula. In this case, Ho estimates that the population is divided among the curricular
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categories equally: (C1 = 33.3%, C2 = 33.3%, C3 = 33.3%, or 𝑓$ =150.66 individuals choosing
each category). As a reminder:
•

Curriculum 1—Students take a selection of courses that are strictly structured
primarily within their major (a traditional BA or BFA);

•

Curriculum 2—Students take courses primarily in one major discipline but are
required to take courses from other disciplines as well (journalism, computer science,
audio, video, etc.);

•

Curriculum 3—Students take courses that are primarily intra-disciplinary in which
more than one faculty member is involved in the instruction for most courses (with
many courses required outside the major) (Ulbricht, 2005, p. 23).

The faculty surveyed showed significant preferences among the three types of curricula,
𝑋 ' (2, n = 477) = 119.02, p < .01. The obtained chi-square value is in the critical region.
Therefore, Ho is rejected, and the researcher may conclude that the three curricula are not equally
likely to be identified as the program curriculum at the institution of the faculty participant.
Instead there are significant differences among the three curricula, with one selected more often
and others less often than would be expected by chance. Curriculum 2 was selected the most
often. The frequency table and figures are reported below for Question 13 (see Figure 16 and
Table 4).
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Q13: Based on the particular creative program at your institution, choose which curriculum, 1, 2
or 3, that most closely describes the department in which you teach.

Figure 16: Question 13 response percentage and counts.

Q13: Based on the particular creative program at your institution, choose which curriculum, 1, 2
or 3, that most closely describes the department in which you teach.
Table 4
Observed Frequencies ( 𝑓# ) for Q13

(n = 452)

Curriculum 1

Curriculum 2

Curriculum 3

188

221

43

Note: Faculty opinion among three curricula that most closely describes the department in which
they teach.
Details for Questions 15, 16, 17
According to Gravetter and Wallnau (2014), Likert scales contain several items and
always assess attitude in terms of degree of agreement or disagreement to a particular statement.
The responses for the scale are symmetrical in that there are the same number of choices on each
side of a neutral middle and the labels for the items must be evenly-spaced gradations. I applied
Cronbach’s Alpha to questions 15, 16 and 17 because it is the most commonly used index of
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consistency, repeatability, and good reliability. The computation of Alpha assumes that the scale
is measuring a single construct and alphas of .70 or greater are considered evidence of adequate
reliability. Those scores ranging from 0 to 1 reflect higher reliability. The three questions in the
online survey that met these requirements were the following:
•

Q15: Measuring faculty opinion using Likert scale to determine the differences
between VC and MA programs.

•

Q16: Faculty Opinion between VC and MA programs determining in which their
graduates are most likely to make a living (work)

•

Q17: Faculty Opinion to using a Likert scale to determine the top three most valuable
skills needed to work in the creative industries. (see Appendix E: Cronbach’s Alpha
Tables for Q15, Q16 and Q17)

As a reminder, definition was provided preceding questions 15, 16 and 17 as follows:
Visual Communication: A multimodal domain generally categorized as a part of the visual art
discipline encompassing graphic design, multimedia art, and front-end web page design content
creation for artifacts in advertising and promotions; Media Arts: a multimodal domain generally
categorized as part of the mass communication discipline combining the interdisciplinary
expertise of graphic design, multimedia art, animation, copywriting, website development and
social media production establishing a discourse leading to interactive, collaborative, and
communication experiences. Question 15 asks, “Based on the definitions above, what is the
extent to which you agree with the below statements?” SPSS output for Q15, shows Cronbach’s
alpha = .967, well above the .70 required for showing good reliability. Additionally, the alpha
increases very slightly if the “MA should be the future of creative curricula in HE” item is
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removed. This could indicate that faculty are unsure as to the standard definition of MA as a
curricular option (see Figure 17).
Q15: Based on the definitions above, what is the extent to which you agree with the below
statements?

Figure 17: Question 15 reporting percentages of the Likert scale results.

Question 16 attempts to get at what it takes for graduates to be successful in the creative
industries. The survey prompt was “In your experience as a creative educator in higher
education, to what extent do you agree with the below statements concerning the success of
visual communication and/or media arts instruction?” Most agreed that students learned to be
visually and media literate, but they were less confident they had learned to be competent writers
or artists. This may indicate a critical shift from artistic and journalistic to critical thinking skills
as most valuable to learn higher education. Again, the SPSS output for Q16, showed Cronbach’s
alpha = .955, well above the .70 required for showing good reliability. The alpha increases to
.977 if the “students learn to be media literate” item is deleted from the choices. Some
contradiction exists here because the respondents agreed with this statement by 92%. This surely
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implies that faculty are ambiguous when tackling the meta-disciplinary space practiced in MA
(see Figure 18).
Q16: In your experience as a creative educator in Higher Education, to what extent do you agree
with the below statements concerning the success of Visual Communication and/or Media Arts
instruction.

Figure 18: Question 16 reporting percentages of Likert scale results.

Finally, Question 17 looked for a consensus among faculty respondents as to the types of
skill sets valued in the creative profession. The statement reads, “Rate the below skills for
ensuring the success of your graduates in securing a career in the creative services industries.”
Interestingly, collaboration was the most desirable skill with creative, visual, communicative,
and verbal rounding out the top five. Once again, the resulting SPSS output for Q17, showed
Cronbach’s alpha = .987, well above the .70 required for showing good reliability. No one skill
statistically increased the alpha if the item was dropped (see Figure 19).
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Q17: Rate the below skills for ensuring the success of your graduates in securing a career in the
creative services industries. Check a radio button in each row to record your response for all
skills listed.

Figure 19: Question 17 reporting percentages and count of Likert scale results.
Contact Questions 18 and 19
Questions 18 asked about whether the faculty participant wanted a copy of the survey
results, and if so, Question 19 asked them to provide an email. As noted, 56% (more than half)
requested a copy, and 44% declined. It is encouraging that the majority of the respondents were
interested in the results of this MA survey, possibly indicating a shifting of opinion about the
crucial importance of how creative convergence is affecting HE programs, curricula and,
therefore, graduates (see Figure 20).
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Q18: Are you interested in obtaining the results of this survey?

Figure 20: Question 18 percentage and count of faculty respondents requesting a survey copy.

CHAPTER 5
QUALITATIVE OBSERVATION AND INTERVIEWS
The data collected during the observation and interview stages were determined by the
aforementioned problem, my research questions, and the theoretical framework. Further,
examining these phenomena through a neopragmatist lens originally conceived by Dewey (1934)
and later refined by Garrison et al. (2012), Fox and Allred (2015) and Shusterman (2000)
through first hand observations and interviews, I was able to identify the following common
themes:
•

Democratization of Technology / Convergence

•

Current Practices and Predictions

•

Risk / Issues in the Creative Industries

•

Storytelling Techniques

•

Strategy and Strategic Practices

•

Skills / Quality of Execution

•

Work Philosophy

•

Educational Need / College

This part of the qualitative data collection was
not to answer questions of ‘how much’ and ‘how often’ but to solve qualitative problems
such as discovering what occurs, the implications of what occurs, and the relationships
linking occurrences…purposeful samplings based on the assumption that the investigator
wants to discover, understand, and gain insight and therefore must select a sample from
which the most can be learned (Merriam, 2009, p. 77).
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Explanation
The research employed quantitative data collection through the online faculty survey
explained in detail in Chapter 4 and is further supported by the collection of data through
observation and onsite interviewing. The goal of qualitative tools is filtering to specific themes
that surface from commonalities, repetition, and surveillance in the recorded data. I had the
opportunity to visit four media companies during the study: one world-renown publishing
company and three advertising/marketing agencies. The ad agencies were determined based on
“reputation, credibility, experience, availability and professionalism” (Expertise, 2017). Of the
three advertising/marketing agencies, the first is considered small with 20-50 employees; the
second, medium-sized with over 100 employees; and the last, large-sized with over 200
employees. At these sites, I was able to personally observe the environment and additionally
make observations through participant interviews explaining what a typical day entailed for
them. During the visits, the participants were asked questions planned by the researcher to
determine challenges, techniques, skill sets, and definitions concerning the current creative
industries (see Appendix G: Interview Questions for Creative Professional Site Observations).
It is salient to understand the creative archetypes working in publishing and advertising
agencies. Ad agencies generally do not have in-house production capabilities unless they are
very large companies. Their creative staff include creative directors, art directors, graphic
designers/media artists, and copywriters. The publishing arm of creatives are typically editors,
reporters, photojournalists, and art directors. The titles of the individuals interviewed at the
research sites were CEO/editor, creative director, art director and senior copywriter.
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Observation Site #1—Large Media and Publishing Company
In February 2017, I was fortunate to be able to observe and interview an associate editor
at a world-renown publishing company and sit in on a morning editorial meeting. The
impressions and notations I made about this encounter are as follows. I was greeted by the
assistant to the editor and given a brief overview of the publishing facility, including its deep
historical roots. I was able to take photos of the building (interior and exterior) and found that the
space would be considered fairly typical of this creative industry (see Figure 21 and Figure 22).

Figure 21: Observation #1—Interior of publishing area with television studio.
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Figure 22: Observation #1—Interior of publishing area displaying cubicle areas for creatives,
specifically reporters and section editor offices.
I met with an associate editor. He furnished me with an overview of the workings of the
publishing arm of the company and allowed me to observe the 10:00a.m. editors meeting in a
conference room on the same floor. Although he informed me that there was an 8:00a.m.
meeting, which was longer and a “more important meeting,” I thanked him for the opportunity to
observe the late morning meeting.
The editors meeting included the following employees: Business Editor, Sports (Lead
Editor), Standards Editor, General Photos and Features Editor (Digital), Lead Stories (Paper)
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Editor, Data Visualization Editor, Analytics Online Digital Computer Content Editor, and Arts
and Entertainment (Paper-Based) Editor
These eight people convened at an oblong table in 15′ x 25′ meeting room with one wall
composed of all glass panes; the other three were drywalled. The table could accommodate
approximately 18 people. The editors ranged in age from approximately their early 30s to early
60s, with four males and four females. The short end wall was covered by a screen where a
computer projection of the stories in the upcoming issue were displayed. I was not sure if this
was also the publication’s website.
The editors present often used the term “videoed” when referring to visually recording
something digitally. Photos of famous publication covers hung along the walls. The far wall had
20 published front-page covers framed in single file along the middle of the wall (both Daley
Chicago mayors, President Obama, etc.). I was seated along the windowed wall in one of four
office chairs situated there. I sat in the third seat closest to the door. The editors referred to
“Google News” and two of the editors had laptop computers. These two individuals were asked
about “page views” and general analytics for the stories published in the present edition.
The Lead Editor (Sports) steered the meeting and went around the table clockwise asking
each editor for an update on his/her sections: Analytics, Digital, Business, Lead Stories, etc.
Some comments made about the digital area were “nice for digital” and “a lot of stories have art
with them.” The Lead Editor asked that they “pick four stories for the cover” and then asked that
the editors “huddle about this.” The formal meeting lasted 30 minutes, but afterwards most
editors broke into smaller groups, while one left the room entirely (Arts and Entertainment). I
asked the Arts and Digital editors if they would mind me asking them a few questions. The
Digital Editor said he had been working there for “a couple of years” and that he was responsible
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for “digital content” and “enterprise pieces.” He told me that the digital paper was ongoing, but
the paper-based editions came out in the afternoon. One editor informed me that both the print
and digital versions were concentrating on “violence in Chicago.” Most importantly, he
commented that the “digital” audience was “bigger than the paper” audience.
The Associate Editor came back into the conference room after I had been talking to the
digital editors for about 10 minutes. He escorted me back to his office. He and I talked
informally for another 15 minutes before he had a phone call, which he said he had to take. (The
phone had rung about five minutes earlier, but the editor did not need to take that call
immediately and let it go to voicemail.) After the second call buzzing, I offered to leave his
office for his privacy, and he agreed that he would need me to do that for few minutes. The call
lasted about 15 minutes. In the area outside his office, during that time, I casually talked to his
assistant. Also, the Arts and Entertainment Editor happened to pass by while I was waiting and
offered to show me her office (about two offices down from the Associate Editor’s office). The
Arts Editor told me a little about her background and what she did. She gave me her card and
agreed to be interviewed at a later date after I asked her if that would be possible. I took her card
and told her I would be in touch by the end of the month (January 2017). Unfortunately, I was
unable to reconnect with these participants even though I attempted to contact the Associate
Editor’s Assistant (my contact person) several times over a four-week period. After being called
back in to the Associate Editor’s office, I attempted to audio record the general comments made
to my question prompts but my phone did not clearly pick up his voice. I made a mental to use a
more powerful audio application on my laptop for future interviews. The following are some of
the comments the Associate Editor made:
•

“artists stay in their area”
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•

“the bar for art is lower than the bar for words”

•

“people expect more from words”

•

[It is better to be a] “straight journalist”

•

“We had nine art directors now we have no art directors”

•

[Without artists on board, the resulting publications may make for a] “less rich
experience”

•

[We can] “save money for news gathering”

•

“How a story is designed is less important than how it is written…ask the artists and
they will disagree…”

•

“in one year the [publication name] will produce the same number of editions”

•

“in five years the [publication name] will need a reshaping of priorities”

•

“in ten years the [publication name] will probably produce editions one day a week
and not nearly so intensive”

•

“[We have] a 10:1 ratio of reporters to editors”

•

“Newspapers start out fresh every single day but websites only need new
information…” [fitting content in an already set page structure on the web. It just
needs new content not new designing.]

•

“Photojournalism is highly valued” [But at the same time] “there are fewer of them
and there is less respect for [the work] photojournalists [do]”

•

“good enough” [seems to be the acceptable level for photographs]

•

“I feel like everything is in play…having a reporter track on to something is the most
valuable thing we can provide…find me the right mix”
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He then referenced Jeff Bezos and the Boston Globe as an example of what he was
“getting at.” The Associate Editor and I made plans for me to come again, and he sent a list of
possible interviewees based on our discussion. I thanked him and was led out of the building by
his assistant. I was allowed to view various places in the historic building and took photos. The
editor’s assistant told me that most of the researchers who conduct studies there were only
interested in the archives rather than the workings of the publishing entity. Again, I was unable
to get further access to the participants at this site even after many subsequent attempts. I suspect
that the Associate Editors and others were completely engaged in this publishing company’s
ownership changes happening at the time.
Observation Site #2—Small Advertising/Marketing Agency
The second observation site (visited in March 2017) was an advertising/marketing agency
located in the Chicago, Illinois, downtown area at a historic brick building encompassing two
floors: the ground floor and one floor below ground. The building is constructed with limestone
blocks highlighted by Roman arches. It is impressive because of its sheer mass and historical
significance. I met with the Co-CEO after contacting her via email, and we made plans for her
interview after several correspondences in this manner. On the first visit to this site, the Co-CEO
interview lasted approximately 36 minutes, and she gave me a brief tour of the agency after our
discussion. I arrived about ten minutes early and waited in the reception area, which had a
display of recent award trophies situated next to the female receptionist (see Figure 23). Above
the table of awards was a thick brick wall with a digital monitor exhibiting a slide show of
advertisements highlighting the agency accomplishments, upcoming events and services
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provided. The Co-CEO met me in the reception area and led me to her office, nestled in the
corner of the second level of the space (see Figure 24).

Figure 23: Observation #2—Reception area with displayed awards.
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Figure 24: Observation #2—Interior of advertising area displaying work spaces for creatives,
specifically copywriter’s and designers.

The agency space is based on a rectangle with the middle area open to expand two stories
while the outer edges of the rectangle held a narrow open hallway to access lower and upper
floor offices, connected by an open staircase. Principals such as the Co-CEOs and various
Directors were located on the ground floor and the below ground floor was occupied by
reception, conference rooms, and creative (see Figure 24). During this visit, I had a singular
interview with the Co-CEO and we planned further interviews at the site for a later date.
During the second visit to site #2 (March 2017), the office manager was very efficient
and scheduled all my interviews one after the other, in the conference room (see Figure 25).
Interviews with the Executive Creative Director (ECD) / Vice President, the Associate Creative
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Director and the Senior Copywriter had been planned in advance. The Associate Creative
Director, was a female, mid-career, experienced, accomplished, unique, innovative, curious and
open minded. We sat at an oblong brown, wood table, which encompassed almost the entire
room surrounded by 12 high end office chairs, with one dark-frosted glass wall where the
entrance door was located. The room displayed dimmed lights and subdued décor. The ECD was
prompt, patient and gave more time than I was allotted for the interview. I also interviewed the
Associate Creative Director, a male, in his early to mid-career, experienced, genuine, future
thinking, grateful, and willing to learn. He also gave more time than allotted. And finally, I
talked to the Senior Copywriter, a female, early-career, clearly skilled, reserved, introspective,
over-worked, possibly becoming discontent at the agency.

Figure 25: Observation #2—Conference room area with white boards and digital display.
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Figure 26: Observation #2—Graphic and motion design area workroom.

At this point, I find it necessary to use the interviewees own words to describe their typical
work days. I was given access to observe, however advertising and marketing agencies generally
do not include production houses and therefore, the day-to-day work of multimedia artists was
not available. The following quote is a description by the Associate Creative Director and the
Senior Copywriter respectively, about the daily activities they engage.
(ACD) I usually check emails all at one time. And we’re really good about not inundating
each other unless it’s an emergency…basically the morning for me is getting set up for
the day. So, I check my emails. I have to enter my time into our recording system. We’re
supposed to do it at night but I like to do it in the morning because it reminds me of what
I did. And usually it’s like, oh right, I didn’t finish that thing. So purposely first thing in
the morning. We have a 15-minute production meeting every day where we go over what
we need to do for the day and for the week and some heads-ups. Every other week, I have
a 15-minute meeting with each of my designers and the copywriter. Every two weeks, it
used to be once a quarter and used to be that, like once a year. We tried to do it weekly,
it’s too much. We’re just too busy. We’re too small.
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(SCW) Well they do vary but a lot of times, there will be instances or chunks of time
where I am working on my own. Developing copy for some deliverable. There will be
chunks of time where I am at meetings, reviewing with the internal team, and sometimes,
with clients, complete communications that we have developed with the design team.
With [name] and the comp. team and everyone. And there’s other times when I’ll be
working directly with [name] and other designers just trying to marry the wirings and the
design and maybe concepts, campaign ideas. Or think of some different ways we can, I
don’t know, lay out a print ad… Okay, we have like this central desktop shared space,
where we can share documents and on there is a task list. And so, I will usually open my
calendar and then open my task list and then see what’s due… And then we always have
a morning status, where we just go through all the projects and see if we’re on the same
page. And then, it really just depends what’s on my calendar. If it’s open time and I’m
writing something.
Observation Site #3—Mid-Sized Advertising/Marketing Agency
The third observation site (visited in April 2017) was an advertising/marketing agency
located in Chicago, Illinois, in the midst of downtown, the hub of an advertising and publishing
district. To be clear, this agency is mid-sized; however, it is affiliated with a much larger
worldwide advertising agency as well. The offices are housed on a single floor; however, it
occupies the entire floor. According to the office manager and CEO, the agency has just finished,
or almost finished, a total remodel of the facilities. The office manager escorted me through the
space for a brief tour. To one side of the two-storied room with wood ceiling beams was the
“accounting, marketing, sales and creative” groups of employees. These individuals occupied
long table-like desks that were often separated by dividers to provide some privacy. On the
outside wall was a bank of tall rectangular windows with a view of the cityscape.
According to the office manager, production and media creatives were afforded the work
spaces closest to the windows in this area. During the tour, I talked to a few employees who were
interested in what I was doing at the agency. One of these employees was the Broadcast Traffic
Manager, who was located in an open area to one side of the production space. We spoke
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informally for about 10 minutes about the challenges of her job and that the open area space she
was allotted may not be the optimum for the kind of job she was doing due to distractions by
passersby and those using the open desk space near to her working area.
The main layout of the agency is based on a square format with offices and open spaces
generally residing on the outer perimeter of the square with banks of windows on the outer walls
surrounding them. The middle area houses an open work space that employees call the “Bar.”
This bar spot includes a rustic set of six to eight oblong, dark brown, wood tall tables with eight
or so bar stools surrounding them. On the long side of this oblong space was a bank of floor to
ceiling windows; on the opposite side were two small offices and an informal half circle seating
space with a low table surrounded by comfortably cushioned chairs situated between the two
small offices. The offices were basic cubicles surrounded by drywall with a frosted glass window
wall completing the cubicle.
On one short end of the rectangular Bar space was an actual wet bar with bowls of fruit
and snacks available for employees and guests. In addition, there was a for pay drink machine.
Sharing the back wall of the bar on the opposite side was a break area for employees with a small
refrigerator, drink cooler, microwave, and preparation side-table. Located on the final side of the
rectangular space was a decorative wall, which was the other side of the CEO’s office.
I was scheduled approximately every half hour for either a meeting with an employee or
a short break time. After the tour, I was escorted to the Bar to wait 15 minutes for my first
interview. The following is the schedule of my meetings at the agency, which on the whole was
accurate in terms of times allotted:
•

12pm – Arrival at the Bar

•

12:30-1pm – Senior Vice President / Planning Director’s office
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•

1-1:30pm – Break

•

1:30-2pm – Senior Art Director (Bar)

•

2-2:25pm – Executive Creative Director’s office

•

2:30-3pm –Chief Executive Officer’s office

•

3-3:30pm – Break (Bar)

•

3:30--4pm –Senior Copywriter (Bar)

During my break times, I noted that several employees were having snacks or lunch but
while doing so used the Bar as a group formal and informal meeting area. They seemed to be
working out elements of ongoing client projects. These groups ranged from three to seven
participants, usually with open laptops while working together. During this time, I had a short
unscheduled welcome by the CEO, who happened to be walking through the Bar. He mentioned
that he was happy my visit could be worked out and was looking forward to our interview.
At this time, I asked if I could take photographs of the agency space; unfortunately, the
CEO denied this request and as an explanation indicated that it would take too long to get
approval from Paris, their main headquarters. Also, due to client confidentiality, I was asked to
sign a non-disclosure form not to reveal any work the agency was working on that I happened to
hear about from employees. I readily agreed to sign the form because my interest was in the
processes involved in creating rather than the actual content being created. At the beginning of
the visit, I was given a Brand Positioning Video Brief to help me to understand what employees
were working on at this time. The brief included questions the creative group should be asking,
plus a rough schedule, budget, and considerations about the client’s promise to an internal team
at the client’s company.
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The office manager led me to the Senior Vice President and Planning Director’s office
for our interview. The VP was not present for about three to five minutes as I waited in her
office. The office was about 8′ x 10′ with a small bookcase on one wall and a tiny desk nestled in
the approximate middle of the office. A desk lamp gave the only light to the office, which
afforded dim lighting at best, although the front wall of the office was frosted white glass. I sat in
the one extra office chair positioned on the side of the desk. The VP arrived and introduced
herself. She presented as a female, about middle career. She was energetic, highly experienced
and demonstratively competent and was forthcoming in her answers to my questions. She
seemed excited, but realistic, about her work at the agency. We spoke for about 30-40 minutes,
after which she excused herself for a previously scheduled meeting. I found my way easily to the
Bar, because it was right outside her office, to wait for the office manager to take me to my next
interview.
During the short break, I observed employees (visitors) sitting and quietly working on
laptops from the comfy chairs, not speaking to each other. On the other side of the Bar space four
to six others were working together at the long wooden tables and discussing rather animatedly
in contrast to the individuals in the low comfy chairs. It felt like it was a pleasant, but useful,
space for both kinds of work.
My interview with the Senior Art Director was conducted at one end of the high wooden
tables at the Bar. The Senior Art Director presented as a female, comparably young, by her own
admission not many years out of college. She was also enthusiastic about her position but
comparably (to the VP) less confident that her work was of the quality the agency may have
expected. She discussed her work ethic and how she went about solving problems as a part of a
creative team (with her partner copywriter). Her copywriter partner had been sitting with her
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immediately before she and I started our interview. He excused himself with the promise to be
back for his interview time with me.
After my discussion with the Art Director, the office manager escorted me to visit the
Chief Creative Officer (CCO) for a very short interview. The CCO’s office was much more
spacious in comparison to that of the Planning Director, with a large desk backed against a bank
of windows on the far wall of the space. There were two substantial visitor chairs, of which I
occupied one. The CCO was extremely tight for time but was kindly willing to give me a few
minutes for my study. She presented as a female in middle career. She was confident, diversely
experienced, personable, harried, and articulate. She gave me an overview of the agency’s
processes from the creatives’ point of view. My impressions were that she was an enormously
successful multi-tasker with a talent for motivating her creatives to do their best work for the
agency.
I left the CCO’s office on my own and made my way back to the Bar area, where I waited
for the office manager to take me to the CEO’s office. The office was expansive but not
overwhelmingly so, with windows encompassing one whole wall; a large desk and knickknack
shelves were on one side of the space. The office itself was separated by barn doors that led into
a conference space with windows on one side (this was the corner office space of the floor) and a
large oblong meeting table dominating the space. The CEO indicated for me to sit ,and I settled
on a chair to one side of the head of the table. He sat on the opposite side with neither of us
occupying the head of the table. To my right was a large globe, and the CEO directed me to open
the top of the globe, revealing a small bar with liquor and glasses. This seemed appropriate
because the liquor was from the clients his agency represented. The CEO presented as a male in
the middle to latter part of his career. He was confident, self-assured, and knowledgeable about
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the history and future directions of his agency. We discussed global issues about advertising and
the changes facing the industry to stay relevant.
After meeting with the CEO, I left his office, which was adjacent to the Bar, and waited
for my next interview at one of the tall wooden tables. The Bar was less populated, with only one
individual working in the comfy chairs and no one with me at the long tables. This was not
unexpected in that I arrived at the agency around lunchtime. Within five minutes, the Senior
Copywriter joined me for his interview. He presented as a male early in his career. He told me
that he often worked with the Art Director as his creative group partner and that they tended to
inspire each other. He was genuine and slightly irreverent but clearly committed to creating
innovative, unique, and useful answers to the problems he was presented by the agency.
Following my interview with the Senior Copywriter, the office manager met with me one
last time. She and I informally discussed my research, and I thanked her for allowing me access
to the interviewees and giving me the afternoon to meet and talk with employees at the agency. I
asked her if she might be interested in being interviewed at a later date; she was amenable to the
suggestion. The time spent at the agency was approximately five hours.
Once again, it is necessary to use the interviewees’ own words to describe their typical
work days. I was given access to observe; however, advertising and marketing agencies
generally do not include production houses and, therefore, the day-to-day work of multimedia
artists was not available. The following quotation is the Planning Director’s description about the
daily activities she engages.
So, it really depends on the assignment. I mean typically, you know obviously there is a
client team so that could range from anybody who's the brand manager, to the engineer,
to the PR person on the client side. Or it could be, you know, the CMO. It could be the
marketing or promotions team. It could be the shopper team. And that or the digital
client, who's in charge of doing all of their digital or corporate communications. So that's
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just in and of itself, the client team. Again, because my role is also kind of the UN of the
sandbox, of the brand sandboxes. It could also be that I'm working, again depending on
how big or small the client is, but I could be working with Facebook. I could be working
with the agency partners who do all the analytics. I could be working with the agency
partners who buy the media. I could be working with the junior creative team or our chief
creative officer. It really just depends. I could be working with the new business team to
help prospect. So again, I'm in this malleable role where depending on the need and again
just who's a good active listener but also kind of hoping to help interpret the
communication and needs of everybody. So that everybody is heard and represented. And
everybody is at the appropriate time crossing and dotting “i’s and t's". That's a bit of what
my role is. So, a lot of it’s also just like a therapist, right. Listening to what and who
needs what, to help also kind of come up with a vision or path for everybody to get to that
end goal.
Observation Site #4—Large Advertising/Marketing Agency
In February 2017, I was able to secure an initial set up interview and follow-up interview
with the Vice-President of Digital Creative Services at one of the largest advertising and
marketing agencies in the world. After several months of attempts to schedule a meeting, I was
finally able to meet face-to-face with the VP. He was a male, mid-career, brilliantly articulate,
diversely skilled, and highly innovative. I briefly explained the nature of my research and what I
was looking to observe/interview. The VP thought perhaps the Creative Director or the Chief
Talent Officer would be best for me to interview and for them to make decisions about where I
should observe. We set up a second meeting for later in the same month to meet again. At this
time, the VP asked if I would be willing to sign a non-disclosure” form because “some people
get picky about that.” I agreed that it would be no problem and mentioned that I was looking to
observe process rather than content so he would understand my motives with more clarity. He
was agreeable to this explanation and thought that there should be no problem with my observing
at the agency. Notably I was not given access to observe or take photographs of the visual and
motion graphics employees’ spaces due to client confidentiality issues, much like at the mid-
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sized ad agency. I suspect this may be because this is such a competitive industry and their
successful campaigns are rapidly changing through new obscure distributive technologies,
making them difficult to repeat and almost impossible to predict.
At our second meeting several weeks later, the VP was willing to interview with me, but I
was not given any opportunity to observe the workings of the creatives nor interview any other
individuals at this visit. Nevertheless, the VP was quite forthcoming in his interview and
afforded me plenty of time to understand his creative processes in a meeting that lasted well over
an hour. He was a little late to our second meeting. I texted his cell phone that I was present as
we had planned, and he explained that he was still in traffic. When we met, he informed me that
he had a short meeting at 10:30a.m., but he hoped it would only be about 10 minutes. I waited in
his office and took a quick look at the layout and the middle floor working area to get a sense of
the space. The space was divided into cubicles and seemed to be very traditional in the sense of a
typical late 20th century office space. Several company awards he had won were displayed. It
was interesting to me that his office included an old school white board.
We discussed his duties and responsibilities at the company. In my preparation research I
discovered that he led “social strategists to develop global social media strategy for 65 markets
of the world’s largest consumer electronics brand and he helped that brand become one of the top
brand marketers on Facebook” (LinkedIn profile, March 2017). About halfway through his
interview, a junior colleague walked by and the VP asked his colleague to join our discussion. I
recorded the transcript and unraveled the content to reveal the thematic quotations about
creatives and the creative industries laid out later in this chapter.
After this interview, he briefly showed me one of the three creatives areas, located on the
three separate floors of the building. The VP indicated that this kind of “separation” was
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somewhat of a problem that needed to be solved. As mentioned, I was not allowed to take
photographs of any spaces in the facility due to client concerns of confidentiality, according to
the VP.
Qualitative Interview Quotes and Connecting Themes
Interviews
In all, I conducted 11 interviews at four separate creative industry sites. I asked a series of
similar questions to each interviewee although, at times, we did get side tracked by pertinent
tangents. Nonetheless, Siedman (2017) concludes that these tangential conversations can tease
out valuable information about the researcher’s questions, which is the goal of phenomenological
interviewing (see Appendix G: Interview Questions for Creative Professional Site Observation /
Interviews) The following is a breakdown of who I interviewed, their title, and at what kind of
agency they were employed:
•

CEO/Editor interviews @ three Advertising/Marketing Agencies, one Publishing
Company

•

Creative Director interviews @ two Advertising/Marketing Agencies

•

Art Director interviews @ three Advertising/Marketing Agencies

•

Senior Copywriter interviews @ two Advertising/Marketing Agencies

Recall the pertinent definitions from Chapter 1 in which the parameters for
commonalities were laid out: meta-disciplinary, convergence, democratization of technology,
rhetorical aesthetic, digital natives and digital immigrants, new amateur, prosumer and produser,
and creative convergent culture. These terms and phrases were the root from which the themes
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from the observations, but particularly the interviews, emerged. Note that the three employee
perspectives used were the leaders, the directors, and the professionals located in the creative
companies. Each perspective both separates into a hierarchy and connects through common
needs, skills, and practices.
Interview Quotes Addressing Research Questions
In sum, through the data collection process, I found that eight themes could be identified
as recurrent subject matter throughout all three data collection tools: online survey, observations,
and interviews. The following are salient quotations from the creative industry leaders, directors,
and professionals for each thematic category, as listed in Tables 5 and 6, and information
graphics to visually clarify comparisons with operational definitions described earlier in this
study (see Table 5, Table 6, and Figure 27).
Table 5
Observation/Interview Specific Thematic/Matching Identification (n = 268)
Number of Times
Alluded to
Individually

Number of Times Alluded
to in a Group

Democratization of Technology
(new amateur, prosumer, produser,
convergence)

29

45

Risks and Issues in the Creative
Industries
(digital natives, digital immigrants)

11

10

Needed College or Training (metadisciplinary)

5

17

Table continued on next page
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Table cont. from previous page
Quality of Execution and Skills
(meta-disciplinary)

43

49

Storytelling (rhetorical aesthetic);
Strategy
(creative convergent culture)

9

13

Current Practices and Predictions
(rhetorical aesthetic, convergence,
creative convergent culture)

33

22

Work Philosophy
(rhetorical aesthetic, creative
convergent culture)

22

17

Note: This table depicts the number of times, individual interviewees mentioned the listed
subjects along with the number of times groups of interviewees mentioned the same subject.

Table 6
Individual Edited Quotations: Number of Times (n = 268)
Creative Industry
Leadership

Creative Industry
Directors

Creative Industry
Professionals

Democratization of
Technology / Convergence

20

26

30

Current Practices and
Predictions

25

15

16

Risk / Issues in the Creative
Industries

11

4

4

Storytelling Techniques

2

5

10

Strategy and Strategic
Practices

7

12

5

Skills / Quality of
Execution

17

40

37

Work Philosophy

12

10

18

Educational Need / College

0

5

14

Note: This table depicts the number of times, individual interviewees mentioned the listed
subjects along with the number of times groups of interviewees mentioned the same subject.
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Figure 27: Observation/Interview specific thematic/matching identification bar chart.
Note: This chart depicts the number of times, individual interviewees mentioned the listed
subjects along with the number of times groups of interviewees mentioned the same subject.
Organization of Quotation Categories
Here, I provide a taxonomy of the quotation categories. Each of the six sections are
organized into content headings so the reader can understand how the interviewees’ comments
connected and contrasted with each other.
Challenges, Changes and Problems in the Creative Industries
•

Quality

•

Convergence and Skill Sets

•

Storytelling and Strategy

•
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Risks and Issues

Innovation and Technology
•

Quality and Digital Technology

•

Convergence and Skill Sets

•

Storytelling and Strategy

Creative Industries, History and Practices
•

Quality and Predictions

•

Convergence and Skill Sets

•

Storytelling and Strategy

Educational Journey and Needed Education
•

New Amateur

•

Convergence and Skill Sets

•

Disciplines/Degrees

Characteristics Desirable in Creative Professionals
•

Convergence and Skill Sets

•

Storytelling and Strategy

•

Educational Need

Definition of the Creative Industries
•

Convergence and Content

•

Analytics

Words of Wisdom and Advice
•

Most Valuable to the Industry

•

Industry Requirements/Warnings

Changes and Challenges in the Creative Industries
Quality
If you asked the average reader, I don’t think there's a difference but if you asked graphic
designers or those in design there’s no question that [the publication name] is less
quality…the print version is a less rich experience, no question.
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Like it's very painful here, because you have a lot of you know, a lot of art directors and
producers…they were brought up with this commitment to quality and…it’s just that the
world’s moved on and what counts now more than quality is authenticity…But the
problem is because we are too specialized, you know. You need to be able to rapidly
prototype.
So, it used to be production studios were so important because we were all terrified that
the product we were putting out wasn't a quality product. It didn’t look like Hollywood.
That it didn't look like Leo Burnett. Now production values are out the window. If you've
got a cell phone, you’re a videographer. And it's both good and bad…So the range of
need is still big but it's really skewing towards the low-quality production values.
It is apparent that the interviewees recognized that with the advent of digital selfpublishing and broadcasting, the quality of production has been reduced. They tended to lament
about loss of quality but, on the other hand, were sort of enthused by the possibilities nonspecialist new amateurs afforded the creative industries. It was interesting to note that the leaders
were more concerned with loss of quality exclusively as compared to the production
professionals interviewed. This may indicate a shift in priorities among creative professionals.
Convergence and Skill Sets
First of all, if you’re comping it up you’re making the asset. Just make it. Like, why do
we then need to hand it off to production? We don’t need to do that.
I ended up leaving because I was like, I'm not getting social and digital and I know that I
need that…they [Leo Burnett] know that they have to kind of scrap the whole giant TV
productions, and get a little bit more resourceful.
You don’t need designers on a website. The website’s designed, you just plug in your
stuff. You choose one of the three or four designs that you use…It’s not a big blank
space every day, right.
A template is like handcuffs, and most businesses aren’t going to pay the kind of money
to have something completely un-unique. When I can go to…Wix.com and they can
make it for me. There’s no strategy, you know what I mean. So, people don’t understand
that that’s what they’re choosing when they choose that.
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These quotations speak directly to the concept of convergence. However, individuals
emoting about skills tended to lean toward the dark side of convergence, in that templates, plugin content, etc. have tacitly reduced the number of essential employees. Simply, a smaller
number of creatives are needed to produce. However, the bright side seemed to be supported by
social and digital technologies because they lead to opportunities unforeseen without
democratization of technologies.
Storytelling and Strategy
We’re trained as designers to be like storytellers, and there’s this need to sort of go
outside your comfort zone and start to make decisions about removing ambiguity.
Especially among creative strategists.
And oftentimes, I don’t see enough strategy up front. Especially, and this is for young
account service people, I don’t see people asking enough questions. They’re order takers.
Stop being an order taker and start being curious…
The big thing I’m noticing in agencies these days is a lack of ability to strategize.
Everybody executes. It’s very robotic.
But we started to feel like a fast food restaurant. So, I mean my point of view on that was
you don't need smart, strategic, professionals making a bunch of coupon inserts for the
newspaper.
A telling point of democratization of technology is that execution is common, but being
able to strategize and plan is rare. Traditionally, storytelling is a skill honed in formal HE
curricula, perhaps lacking in organic learners. Because prosumers and produsers are accustomed
to taking orders, such as following application commands, many become unable or at least
unused to being proactive. This notion bears out in the faculty survey responses reporting that
being proactive is not something they concentrate on in their programs.
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Risks and Issues
There is no tolerance for long decision-making anymore. So, there's a lot more of risk
and reward behavior. The challenges are that clients feel that pressure and they’re super
reactive to it. But it's, it's making them more risk-averse, right. So, my job comes with the
pressure of trying to get them to take a slight risk where they are completely risk-averse.
[Digital] if I can’t depend on the number of views that you're quoting well then, the
whole thing’s up for grabs.
It’s sort of like as a creative, like you know, a lot of things, we wait for permission. Or
we say, oh we can’t do that. It’s just not our process. Or we’re moving too fast.
So, it's, the notion of them not having a store, although you’ve seen a lot of players be
able to start their businesses online and then come off-line. And it's been fascinating. The
challenges for many of our clients, especially in the Midwest, are still playing catch-up
to being part of the millennium.
There is some risk in relying on new media technologies. The creative professionals
realized that some of the analytics associated with digital communications have significant
potential to be inaccurate or inflated. With the demise of gatekeeper and editors, working with
paying clients becomes more challenging. There is a discernable fault in depending on new
amateurs and non-specialists—standardization and reliability is consequently diminished.

Innovation and Technology
Quality and Digital Technology
The technology has really driven things to be…fast and it's not as thoughtful. There
used to be more effort and thought put in.
This conversation was like we need to be more digital. And I’m like it's all digital and I
was like, I got news for you, the world’s digital--there’s no like not digital.
I came out of school in the early 80s and there was no such thing as marketing
technology. There was no such thing as the Internet. We had to learn everything and we
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still do. Every day we have to learn it all over again and figure how to leverage it on
behalf of our clients.
And so, technology has definitely changed creativity but at the same time it’s opened up
so many cool doors! I mean think about what you can do with technology.
Again, democratization of technology in the hands of produsers has changed how
audiences behave. They are no longer passive, but instead they are active participants with an
exhaustive appetite for surveillance and entertainment. Thoughtfulness and measured techniques
tend not to viable. Nevertheless, the world is digital and, therefore, moving at a more rapid pace,
sometimes to a detriment but more often to an advantage. The interviewees see the MA metadisciplinary space as not merely imminent but already present.
Convergence and Skill Sets
We do it all in house. You know, we’ll use an editing house for formal commercials that
are gonna air on you know, a cable network or broadcast network. But we’ll do all the
other editing ourselves in-house. So were now, now we have a division that's all about
videography.
We have voiceover talent in-house. We have editing suites. We have a studio in-house
and now are looking to build an audio room.
The fact that my clients would pick a social platform versus a website is huge…versus,
the same as having a brick-and-mortar store.
The fact that only larger creative agencies must have full production departments has
been trounced by digital natives. They do not see the limitations once prevalent in making
creative artifacts or experiences. In-house or even consumer-level equipment is readily available
and is often being used to develop entire media campaigns from conception to delivery.
Admittedly professional-level still holds a certain quality standard, but the definition of that
standard is now debatable among creatives.
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Storytelling and Strategy
What we’re doing is we're kind of breaking up the advertising model and we’re doing
things that like have never really been done before…like integrating teams and having
an integrated team that are cross functional teams.
So that the potential for looking at everything is content was huge. It’s such a different
way of thinking and also brands delivering on purpose…You know, and the theory of
disruption.
And that’s where the strategy comes in. What can you own? How are we going to define
your value property? What are your communication pillars? And then we can influence
that and then we can bring a campaign to life. And it’s so much more ownable and
exciting.
What is the business goal and then the other piece that they need to be aware of is the
single most important message, right? So, if they had no creative brief and they only had
those two inputs, they should be able to get very close to delivering the tactic. They have
to think strategically.
Like the UX thing is huge right now. I mean it’s all user experience but take that out of
the context of digital. It’s user experience full stop, no matter where you go—how
you’re experiencing it.
At the time, and making the mini-launch so experiential, it opened my eyes very quickly.
We did it, just looking at things in an integrated marketing way.
The idea that storytelling delivers an experience is born in the digital native’s
environment. Instead of simply telling a story to an audience, creatives must provide a strategy
that results in an experience. For example, rather than launching a new product by telling the
audience about it—creatives must find strategies that allow audiences to become a part of the
product launch itself, perhaps playing a game or visiting a virtual space. This interaction is
crucial for digitally native generations to pay attention.
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Creative Industry History and Practices
Quality and Predictions
I can publish to the web in about five minutes. If my story’s too short, it doesn’t
matter…if my story’s too long, it doesn’t matter. If I have one photo that’s fine, if I have
no photos, I use a stock unit. So, there's so much less that goes into it… So, you know
one year out, I don’t predict that there will be that much difference, maybe a little bit
smaller. Five years out we will be…maybe we will be on the same trajectory. Which is a
constant reshaping of what our priorities are and reshaping that is dictated by shrinking
resources. And I would say in ten years, I believe we’ll be publishing at most one day a
week. And so, our newsroom will be much smaller than it is today.
So, it's interesting you know for years advertising followed Hollywood and now we are
starting to see Hollywood follow advertising.
Yeah, and so the old rationale was like, well, we just have to be more entertaining. Well
you can only be so entertaining, right. The thing for me now is you have to be
meaningful. You have to give people meaning. So, you have to understand what
meaning is. And that’s philosophy.
And we sort of rely on technology for the wrong things, right. We spend a lot of time
making beautiful Photoshop comps. When what we really should be doing is sketching
something on a piece of paper and putting in front of someone and saying, does this
work?
We had to get them to work differently and so now what we do is what we call a “tissue
session” and we sit, you know, and we go in and it’s literally like a scribble on a piece of
paper, where we say, yup, take that…But that’s a very different way than we’ve been
used to working and we’ve, you know, really had to break the creatives of that. And what
we found was really interesting. Is that, there’s some creatives in this building that are
fantastic at this. They’re makers. They have that maker-culture mentality.
It’s so old school [Leo Burnett] and it's like I got to see how like everything is supposed
to be in terms of traditional advertising and now that the ad world’s kind of blown up into
social and digital, it’s like I can take those foundations and then rework it to these fast
and furious projects.
The majority of creative directors extolled the virtues of a “maker-culture mentality,”
meaning that it is vital that successful employees work differently and not rely on technology for
simply executing things. Instead they wanted creatives to understand how to make digital
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experiences meaningful. This points to a need for creatives to be versed in psychology and
philosophy and not limit themselves to the technology but what happens in the process of the
resulting producings supported by intertextuality.
Convergence and Skill Sets
I went back and started interviewing at Design Schools and I was like what are you guys
doing in Computer Graphics. And they would direct me over to the Computer Science
Department, right… Yeah and it's a very different skill set.
So, to your point of skill set, I would say it actually is helpful in creation to just be
writers. They should be strategists… And that is what I think is also the hard thing
about our industry is teaching more about collaboration.
But who knew that, you know, type houses would no longer be in existence. Right, and
photography studios would dwindle down to you know, a handful.
You know it's funny when social media first emerged, and it wasn't very many years ago,
it was under the PR umbrella. So, for years we had it under our large PR discipline but
now it's really with the emergence of digital commerce; It's completely changing the
game.
They didn’t have any other writers as aside from me. And I was one of the youngest
writers as well. And the rest were designers.
If you’re trying to solve a problem creatively, somebody else in another field has
already solved it. You just have to like, find that solution. And then make a mental leap
with metaphor.
I can pump out like 60 ideas on a sheet of paper and they’re still stuck at 3 because
they’re like, I want that thing to be perfect. It’s like you can’t, there’s no way. We just did
a session this morning, we’re up on the board. We find a room that’s got a big white
board. We take it. We draw. We erase. We come back and take pictures of it. Then go on
the computer, ok, now I’m gonna make this perfect. I’m gonna figure out how big this
has to be and where this needs to go but it’s faster to do it on paper more
collaboratively.
The absolute need for collaboration among and around a myriad of disciplines beyond
design and copywriting was emphasized by the interviewees and reiterated by the faculty survey
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respondents. Using data to produce consumable information was a highly desirable skill set
among contemporary creatives and their supervisors. Meta-disciplinary spaces like MA, which
by definition develop webs of coordination between expertise, moves HE closer to participating
and satisfying a creative convergent culture. Balancing among disciplines allows creatives to
find solution metaphors already solved in disparate spaces.
Storytelling and Strategy
I am a worker and a manager. So, my worker side is that strategic thinking, bigger
thinking. From the years of experience, I can think of things. It’s not about doing but it’s
about other people and working with other people to think of something bigger or more,
in depth. Like right now, one of the things I love working on is trade-shows. That’s
because it’s a mixture of everything. There’s video, there’s graphics. You know thinking
about the psychology of it.
Well, I grew up on TV. I watch it [entertainment] on YouTube though. I don't watch it’s
when it's on. I watch it just on YouTube…, [watching] TV is more--it's more to be part
of the conversation… But I think it still depends on where you’re getting your
entertainment from.
It’s traditional in the sense of, we’re coming up with the big idea in a writing of headlines
and scripts and stuff but we’re also—it’s the media that has changed. So, if we’re
writing banner ads and we’re writing Facebook video. You know, online videos and
we’re writing snaps and you know it all goes back to the big idea. And it always means
service to the brand. It's just, what’s the media you are writing in?
And it should be together. It really should be [strategy + execution]. I’m not saying we
should do it. I’m not saying you should do it. But, we should do it together.
Traditional, that’s a print ad. A non-traditional is basically anything digital at least right
now. Although, I’m seeing email and banner ads start becoming traditional because the
new stuff is social media.
Creatives agreed that being able to think up things and being part of the media
conversation were historically and currently relevant to a successful professional in the industry.
But they also agreed that the media has changed, and cutting-edge deliverables were embedded
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in social media. Most felt that creating was a mixture of everything and that to stay current
creatives combine strategy and execution to solve problems together. Once again, MA as a metadisciplinary space investigates that need.
Educational Journey and Needed Education
New Amateur
So, they just have cool videos. They’re like an aggregator and I'm obsessed with
cracks.com. It's a pop culture, comedy, sciency thing. Yeah, it’s a lot of fun…it does a
nice job of like deconstructing pop culture, which I think can be useful.
You know, they try things, and are just creative human beings; versus just having gone
to school to learn X trade or X skill.
I just had this weird, bouncing career… kind of weird cross-platform, cross channel
kind of experiences that I’ve had… so I’m a maker.
Word skills…you can learn when you’re in high school, you can learn in college, you can
learn being in English, you can learn reading, right…you have to be a fast learner and
adaptable and flexible and those are all things that are skills, right, not necessarily skills
that you have to go to university for.
What the apprenticeship teaches you what a University doesn't; it teaches you how to
learn for yourself. I can’t tell you how many people that I fired they went to RISD.
Because, you know, they didn’t really know anything.
And it caused me to then go off and do some more research. Because, you know, I didn’t
understand what this one thing was or I hadn’t heard of it. And I wasn’t going to get it in
my philosophy of mass com. class… Ad Age was like taking a year and half worth of
advertising classes. In terms of how much I grew in my view of the business and
my…not just vocabulary, but starting with vocabulary. My familiarity with the concepts
and what's going on.
I know, but they don’t get it. They’re lives are about to change. They’re gonna have to
develop the right brain and left brain at the same time…But the good news is, they
already get it because they already code. You know, they're already working with the
ones and zeros. And so really, it's not a stretch.
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Most definitely, creatives honored the notions of the produser, new amateur, and nonspecialist specifically in their cross-platform and cross channel kind of experiences. However, it
was a given that these creatives would be well trained in the basics: creative hardware, software,
and social/private media. The tendency was to expect training to happen organically outside of
HE, with the former venue perhaps supplying aesthetic and rhetorical theory. Noteworthy is that
many creative professionals believed that more than a year of technical training was optimum
and more than that possibly wasted time.
Convergence and Skill Sets
[Portfolio School] But it's mainly to get…people who are interested in advertising, like
focused on advertising 101 and then getting them to understand the programs. So, it
was like an intense boot camp basically for a year where I learned Photoshop, Illustrator
and InDesign as well as some, web development programs [Dreamweaver] that I didn't
master. But it was good.
If I had of wish for a skill right now for me, it would be that I went to design school and
have a better sense of that. Just to help, you know, if I was going to go back in time 10
years, like I wish I would've taken more advantage of that in grad school then I did.
I would say though that my English writing has really helped me as well, as being an
art director. Just because I can better communicate with my copywriter and I can
actually help him or whoever I'm working with. You know when you're laying something
out sometimes the copy doesn't fit physically or with the imagery and so I can kind of
like edit on the fly and then get their approval or opinion.
It’s all on paper. Like, the biggest thing that I learned in my journey, because I was
always scared of sketching cause I’m like a perfectionist. Like when, I had a teacher in
my school, that he said you have to sketch. I want you to draw 100 logos. And I’m like,
oh my god, I can’t do this. But the minute I did that, I was freed. Because I can think
faster on paper.
I just knew that I liked art. And I feel like from there you should definitely have more of
a trial run with kids… I’m now learning how many careers there are just in commercial
arts. And that's another thing like I also didn't really understand and I didn’t quite know
the difference between fine art and commercial art. Like obviously now it's very,
very, obvious but at the time you think that you're gonna be an artist.
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I was mostly fine arts. So, I had one kind of brush with design. So, I wasn't ready at all.
I didn’t know how to use the programs. So, I ended up going to Chicago Portfolio
school. It’s a year-long, not even certification program, just a portfolio school.
They were less of an ad agency and more of, maybe like, a cross between animation and
production company. They're trying to be an agency that's why they wanted an art
director on board, but they just do really cool things. But it was kind of over my head in
terms of like, what I could contribute because I didn't know motion graphics.
In terms of what I’m doing now. Yeah, it's way more design-based. I didn't have any sort
of education in marketing which I kind of wish I had. It’s kind of nice though being like
sometimes I just kind of remind myself that I have a fine arts background, so I don't need
to get super into that, but it would be nice to have in terms of understanding the business
more.
I would get a degree in film. I still kind of have the desire to be an editor. And I love that
through my job right now, I can kind of sit behind an editor and make those calls. But I
again, I was like in my education I was a little bit late in realizing what I needed to do in
order to have any sort of profession.
I do think that might be different for designers [as opposed to copywriters] because
AfterEffects and InDesign. Those kinds of programs, I looked at and I’m like, I have no
idea what’s going on.
As an educator, I found it particularly important to discover what creative professionals
thought about their degree-based credentialing. Interestingly, many believed that they should
have trained more in writing, design, marketing, and specific creative digital applications.
Several found it necessary to go back to school (university or technical) because they had not
realized the needs of the creative industries. Perhaps this builds a case for HE institutions to take
heed of the trend of a dwindling pool of high school graduates. I am not implying the popular
suppositions of demanding less rigor, reducing required hours, or equivocating on liberal courses
but instead shifting focus from predominantly training to generalized liberally educated
graduates, with supporting specializations determined by their organically learned skills. If
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creative industries can use data to inform then why do HE not use data to individualize
curriculum?
Disciplines/Degrees
And honestly, I don’t care where you went to school, I went to school right down the
street from Yale, so you can imagine how that was. You are what you make of yourself.
Like I think it’s important to have a college degree. I wouldn’t hire anybody without a
college degree.
It’s not about the topics necessarily you’re learning about. It’s you’re learning about a
different way of thinking and you have to go to college to learn that different way. And I
know when I talk to people who haven’t [gone to college], their ability to be broad
thinkers is diminished. I’m making sure that the person I’m interviewing has gone to
college.
So maybe I’ll look at the advertising field…I specifically looked for a year program
[Portfolio school] because I wanted to get in and out. All the other ones were 2 years so
that that was the big selling point for me on that.
And so, my answer building on that, is I'm looking for somebody who definitely has got
training…the English major, the comm. major, the bio major.
A small liberal arts school and I majored in studio art and English writing. So, it was
lovely education and I thoroughly enjoyed myself but like the studying didn’t really
prepare me for was to come.
My undergrad. is in theater…then I went to portfolio school. And I know when I was
looking for portfolio schools, they were all like we’re looking for people outside the
industry and bring your different experiences and stuff… So, I studied theater…[at] a
little liberal arts school.
I definitely think going English with the major was a strong, good decision. And because
it did help with my writing and a lot of the work here is about, just having a very strong
grasp of grammar and sentence structure. I think that was something, I definitely got from
the English degree but maybe would have switched my minor to something like
marketing and communications instead of sociology...And learn more about the process
of advertising and just the creative process. That maybe would’ve helped me start further
down the path than I did.
The humanities, yes. Not just because I’m personally attached, but where we are in our
world today and I look at all of that that the digital landscape has put forth. And so much
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of it feels very…you know, it’s an algorithm; it’s about code; it will start to all to look the
same and sound the same.
I personally studied comparative religion, English lit, theater and environmental
studies.
I have a Master’s…in the strategy track. I also have a Master’s in early childhood
education… it's been always a good default of just kind of understanding fundamental
human behavior…It’s anthropological essence.
I went to college and got my bachelor’s degree in English with a theater minor.
I did a standard liberal art [degree]. I was a communication major with an English
minor and that was my undergraduate experience.
Applied, because I started out in journalism and then I began my career as a copywriter.
So, I came up on the creative side of the business. Having to learn business
administration since then has been very much on my radar screen because I did not have
any formal education in any of that.
I was very fortunate that my visual communication degree allowed me to get exposed to
everything. And so, there were some things that I was like, no I’m not interested in that
but I’m glad I know it. But I think that the world, the way it is right now is understanding
truly the psychology behind stuff. Maybe I didn’t get that as much in school. And I crave
that now. Like understanding the “whys.” I understand this color and you know these
colors mean this, that and the other and color theory and some of that stuff. That’s very
important. Because it’s also the psychology of how people behave when they’re at a trade
show, in a store, online.
At this point I found it necessary to describe specific disciplines as a basis for the creative
professionals I interviewed. I was surprised to find that several had majors or minors in theater.
They found that the innovative and improvisational aspects of this discipline served them well in
a quixotic digital environment. Visual communication was a mainstay program, especially in its
exposure to many subjects, much like the humanities and liberal arts mentioned. Journalism,
child development, and English were important, as they tended to give a strong grasp of
grammar, sentence structure, and storytelling. I noticed that none of the creative professionals
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offered a technical degree as their credential, and further many of the creative professional
leadership insisted that they would not hire anyone without a bachelor’s degree.
Characteristics Desirable in Creative Professionals
Convergence and Skill Sets
Okay, so I'm looking for somebody who has a great aesthetic. Who I wouldn’t be able
to tell if it were a man or a woman because especially the younger kids, or the younger
people coming out of college, they will want to have a signature look. Well guess what,
nobody cares about your signature look. [laughs] Well, because it’s not about you. It’s
about who you’re trying to convince or persuade.
I'm a copywriter by trade and ended up as the executive creative director over the years of
working at different agencies. So, a lot of times people have the misunderstanding that
creative directors are only graphic designers, right. But there's a fair number of us who
are copywriters because copywriters have a tendency to just be a bit more conceptual. So,
we work with visual folks the writing and the words and imagery come together with
wonderful harmony.
What we look for in designers, is for people who wear a lot of different hats. If you’re a
fine artist on the side…I love curious people. I love creative people. I love them. Because
it’s so hard in the corporate world. I just have such a love for a good creative person,
who’s curious and passionate about the world around them.
We’re trying to change this strategy practice into an innovation practice. We don’t have
a use for sort of traditional planners like people who are really comfortable in their
ways and their sort of, just interested in working the process and getting to the next step
and writing a brief and briefing the creatives. We don’t do a lot of that. We’re a lot of
like, you know, holy crap, we’ve gotta come up with a new framework for this. We’ve
gotta come up with a new way of thinking about something. So as a result, it’s been
really hard to find people.
And so, I love working with him because I can give him something to do and he’ll figure
it out. Like he might not get it right. That to me is way more valuable; someone who is
curious.
I’m talking about YouTube, Facebook, the power of Google. So that part of the business,
you can make yourself an expert in it. And by definition, you will not be an expert 36months from now. So, what you have to do to keep up with stuff and to sort through all
garbage and the dead-end streets and the things that never get up off the ground.
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When faced with defining characteristics skills for their employees, creative professionals
fell back to aesthetics and multi-disciplinary sets. They emphasized that leadership in the
creative professions was not relegated to being trained as a designer, artist, designer, or planner
but was supported by “people who wear a lot of different hats.” They expected novice creatives
to have the ability to self-motivate and figure things out on their own without direction from
higher ups. And ultimately, they acknowledged that anything one was expert in today would not
be so in a matter of months due to rapidly evolving technologies.
Storytelling and Strategy
You know, the best way to learn how to tell stories is to experience stories.
Okay, you need to have an understanding of storytelling, I guess. So, no matter what,
it's like beginning, middle and end. Like what are you trying to say? What's the
interesting way to say it? So, it’s kind of conceptual.
Because they had to go up there and defend their work…It’s absolutely true, they
[clients] don’t care what you like.
Yeah, and then the biggest thing too is we have to defend our work… I don’t
necessarily always have the back-up for it. You know, just like that. Our survey says such
and such. This is the way it should be…I think we get there naturally through our
designs. But I feel like having some of the psychology could make it better.
Just even beyond writing. I had a hard time presenting my work at first. Which I think a
lot of people experience. But it was with practice and with, ah, understanding both sides.
Kinda seeing the whole endgame of everything that I gained confidence.
Paramount to creative leadership was the ability to experience and understand stories.
Equally important was the competence to research and subsequently defend solutions. Simply
presenting a solution bereft of supporting narrative was unacceptable. A crucial dilemma for new
amateurs and non-specialists when entering a professional workforce was the power to defend
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one’s work, tell the client why this solution will work for them, and imagine and report in
concise and clear narrative the brilliance in an experiential solution—a tenant integrated in
neopragmatism.
Educational Need
Honestly, they have to know their stuff but you know what, there’s a lot of people who
know how to do stuff. I could send you to school to learn the software. I can teach you a
new process. But I can’t teach you to come to work on time.
I would say technically you need basic compositional understanding. I think that’s
where my fine art background comes in. It's less kind of guessing what kind of colors I
would need but more understanding exactly what needs to happen. Definitely the
technical programs. You can't be an art director, if you don't know the Adobe suite. I
guess, a handle on writing just because you have to communicate so much through email
or in describing your vision for something. And an eye for editing. I think that in an edit
suite, it's important to be flexible and kind of like have an understanding of what you
want and that's kind of a special skill. You don’t need to be an editor but you have to
understand kind of like the, again the storytelling arc. You need to be super organized.
But in portfolio school, all we did was the creative, right. We wrote the headlines; we
concepted the idea and just made it creative. But what we didn't do is put “decks”
together, and learn how to sell the creative. And to me if your idea is the greatest idea in
the world, it’s not going anywhere unless you know how to sell it.
At first, I was very focused on the words and did want the words to be correct. And
thinking that part is their job. But [the ECD] always encourages me to think visually too.
And you can’t really write effective communications if you don’t consider the visual. Or
else they won’t match up, there would be a disconnect. So, I think that was something
that’s been added to my process since I started working here. Is thinking about how
things can work visually. How words can be better expressed visually, just like
graphics and call-outs and, learning to speak somewhat, the designer’s language, so they
understand what I want. And I understand what they want from me.
But if the client’s providing you with pages and pages and they want you to make sense
of it. The only way you’re going to learn how to do that is to use training.
I expect that you're able to write and speak and persuade... they’re smart; they know
how to read and synthesize, if they've got the right kind of personal skill set; they can
be a success in business too. But I'm trying to hire somebody certainly comes in as welltrained… I just want to see that they’re an excellent writer. They are a great speaker.
They've got the kind of magnetic personality in a room that will have clients be quiet
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because they wanted hear what this person’s going to say. And going back to that
renewable sense of curiosity they’re gonna keep themselves engaged in what’s going on
in the world… they’re naturally doing that because they're engaged in what the business
is… So, if I’m talking to students, I might just call it intellectual maturity.
Not surprisingly, desirable in a creative professional setting was knowing how to
persuade through verbal, visual, written and computational media. Nonetheless, technical
programs and a basic understanding of how the creative industries work were mentioned as well.
Convergence in training was valued, but soft skills like being reliable and innovative were
equally stressed. It seems that as much as professional leadership in creative industries wants
meta-disciplinarily educated individuals, they continue to also recognize their work force will
only be successful if they possess a strong work ethic. A work ethic that may not be evidenced in
produsers identifying as new amateurs and non-specialists.
Definition of the Creative Industries
Convergence and Content
I truly think that it is…a visual communicator. Somebody who gets their point across
with words and pictures. And it could be moving pictures. It could be still pictures. One
of the things I say all the time is like it’s, big ‘D’ design. It’s not just like design, this is
really nicely put together business card but it’s all of it. It’s the paper that you chose. It’s
more than just the design function of moving the pixels around. It’s everything about it
and everything around it. We can design for all of those experiences. And we should.
Everything should be considered.
My initial thought is that we are giving voice and visual imagery to brands. To help them
stand out and meet their goals. But also, kind of just engage and entertain our target
audiences and make sure they have what they need.
It’s all going digital. But you’re always going to need to communicate. And
companies are always going to need to speak to their target customer. And sell to them, I
guess, to make their money.
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Social media you should, if your client is smart, have a little more freedom. You can--the
Internet is the place of the weird. You want to be weird, right. You want to be noticed.
You can’t just put up the same stuff that might work on TV, it might work, you know
elsewhere but not online.
And so, the simplicity and the power quite frankly, of good design and good art direction,
like that definition of art and science, has never been more profound in who's doing it
well and right.
I manage production and workflow. I manage the digital department and I manage the
creative department. And, in the creative department, we have many designers at
different levels of capability. And we have only one copywriter.
For copywriters, now it’s all content, right, content, content…which is hilarious to me
because it’s always just been stories—it’s copy. But copy content, I don’t even say the
phrase anymore because it drives me crazy, but it does reign supreme these days. That’s
my other way of saying it.
I just think and I think this word is gets overused but I think, ever-changing. And I think
it's critical to be flexible and nimble. You gotta be open to learning. You've gotta to be
open to bobbing and weaving. You’ve just gotta, you’ve gotta be ok with inconsistency
and fluctuation of like everything.
Along with the ideology that the creative industry is ever-changing and practioners must
be ready and willing to embrace this fact, understanding audience continues to be the backbone
for the success of mediated messages. Although content is crucial, many companies rely on very
few dedicated copywriters. Their expectation is that technology allows for writers to increase
their output exponentially. The individuals trained as copywriters that I interviewed were often
compelled to cover many other creative areas via self-teaching and digital online training.
However, I did not see this evidence as often with the artists/designers. Perhaps creative
leadership erroneously believes that writing is a background skill that is not as rigorous as design
skills. In any case, convergence has precipitated this disturbing trend, and it remains to be seen if
this direction will bear out.
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Analytics
Yes, and then also in the creative department and this is kind of a change—our workflow
and digital producers. And now analytics. It is and eventually what the agency is
considering doing, is moving analytics and partnering it with digital, outside of creative.
But for now, all of that, is under our creative department. And also, social media. Social
media will probably also become a part of digital.
So, data, is it being used to optimize, or is it being used to validate something. And so,
it’s also helping them work through data learning, and using it in a way that is
hopefully beneficial and helpful.
Mostly believe it or not, it started with the direct marketing string. You know, and they
were always looked at as the geeky, redheaded, stepchildren, right. But they were the
ones that were always measuring what their work was doing and that their feet were held
to the fire, against those metrics. Now the entire rest of the industry has adopted that
methodology. If you can't tell me how you’re going to measure it and you can't tell me
how you’re going to optimize it--you can't do it. And I think that's what we should be
telling our clients too.
The creative industry today is moving as quickly as technology in terms of its
definition… And the great salesmanship of the selling of a creative idea. Everything
creative now is so driven by ROI. And it’s driven by proof, to the cent, right…Talk
about killing any creative inspiration because it’s like you miss that innovative, exciting
part of creative because it gets drilled down to data… Now, it is that much more
important to have great creatives because a lot of people just turn it into just tell me what
to do. And it’s so important to have people who… adds more statistical and factual
value that will help to grow the creative output in an interesting and new way.
There is an clear connection between the increasing ease of collecting enormous amounts
of data about target audiences and their behaviors regarding the selling of a creative idea. The
interviewed creative professionals accepted that information and the design, distribution, and use
of that material are driven by new technologies. They admitted that their industry has adopted
this methodology. In light of this, finding a definitive expression to describe the creative
industries today was often expressed by interviewees in large part by the rise of analytics.
Conceivably, this could be a path for HE institutions grappling to identify their future relevance
by offering analytics in their curricula to produsers, new amateurs, non-specialists.
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Words of Wisdom or Advice about the Creative Industries
Most Valuable to the Industry
The whole idea of innovation is about removing ambiguity…And the power of
synthetic thinking.
[the most valuable asset to your company]. There's the digital strategists and our
analytics leads.
I will predict, creative technology will continue to grow by leaps and bounds. That the
tools that we’re using today won't last. I also predict that analytics will become part of
the creative department’s core strengths. I think many of them will become very good
at looking at visual data and driving insight and ideas from it. And the way we get them
there, I think is the challenge for both academia and you know, business managers.
Data will be automated. What’s not automated are insights from that data. And what
the creative, particularly the visual folks, will be able to help us do is visualize the data so
we can drive better insight. Because that's what our clients need right now. So, they are
going to have a big role in all this and I don't want to scare them. [laughs] But I think we
can bring them along pretty fast.
I still believe that having a reporter track down something is the most valuable thing that
we can provide the audience. But then you know, you look at some of our photography
associated with…news coverage…That’s what people also talk about…the power of that,
right, what is it a thousand words? So, I think you have to find the right mix. And then
you have to balance all that with the needs of the business.
Ultimately, interviewees believed that analytics, digital strategies, and the right mix of
content combined with distribution were key to creative expressions. Further, they expected that
successful employees would be attuned to these insights. The expectation was that creatives
could convert data into visualizations or experiences that would drive better insight to compel a
target audience. However, how they should be educated was another matter. Many expressed the
need for multi-disciplinary skills mingled with an insatiable curiosity about the Internet of
Things (IOT), but the specific direction for doing that in an instructionally standard way was not
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outlined. Instead professionals seemed to rely on HE to adapt, be flexible, discover, and employ
practices that will supply them with an appropriately skilled workforce. Non-specialist, organic
learning was acknowledged, but the disadvantages of this kind of individual training were
emphasized as well. The following section addresses those concerns.

Industry Requirements/Warnings
So, the creativity just shifted but it’s still really creative. It’s just not traditional. But with
B to B, you’ll find that you’re still doing traditional types of creative and marketing. Like
they haven’t quite given up on the print ad just yet. And I don’t think that they should,
based on numbers.
So, digital is not going to solve all of that for you. It’s going to be about here’s a human
being just like I am. And what do you need to hear to know that we’re caring about what
your struggles are? That we have a solution for you or a service or a product or a
partnership or whatever it may be. That we understand you.
The level of doubt over every digital platform is gigantic and it’s rising. People are
still—they’re asking questions they probably should asked 8 to 10 years ago… I’m by no
means saying digital gonna go away, but we’re gonna see, I think an emerging level of
skepticism on anything that comes out of anybody's mouth who is associated with it.
I am a luxury for all because, again my skill sets, like depending on what I'm doing and
what I do well and who my counterparts are for within the client culture and agency
culture. I'm more of a chameleon.
And you know, the other thing is that, you know, for every one idea that gets made,
like 30 get killed. So, you have to develop a thick skin and have to be willing to ‘kill
your children.’ …Right, your little darlings. And so, it’s really hard. We get a lot of
turnover because people are just not prepared for that.
Not get drowned, with all the other stuff or cool execution. It's like what are you
trying to say? I mean it's a simple thing.
Because the imagination piece is so hard. A lot of people are really visual and really
literal and so to be successful in this business you have to be able to paint a picture
through words sometimes and take a client on a journey with you to help them
understand a vision.
The theory becomes tool, right. And, and if a theory is the end of the road, then it’s
useless. I think that’s why academia gets a bad rap, right, 'cause they stop there.
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I can teach you any program, but I can’t teach you to be a good person. I can’t teach you
to be a good worker—a good work ethic, especially in this.
It became evident that traditionally creative pillars, like imagination, vision, execution, a
strong work ethic, and historical knowledge of the industry remain important in the creative
industries. Many acknowledged that technology can make production easier, more expedient,
and cheaper, but it also can kill thoughtful ideas, squash creativity, and make for lower quality
solutions. However, the notion is that “good enough” is becoming more acceptable to a broad
range of audiences. Creative professionals are aware of this fact. Organically skilled digital
natives are making waves in an over 60-year-old industry, but their impact is tempered by a
“level of doubt over every digital platform.” I especially was drawn to the admonition by one of
the interviewees, “This business in advertising and creativity is not black-and-white, never blackand-white…Everything has shades.”
Observations and Interviews Summary
The previous extensive list of quotations from the interviews conducted for this study
have been reduced from hundreds of pages of transcripts. The contexts have been combined into
seven categories to best address my original research questions. Again, as a reminder the main
questions are: What is the current change in the creative professional industries? and What do
media arts programs need to offer 21st century students to prepare them for a career in the
various creative professions?
The first question was explored through the professional site observations and
particularly the interviewee quotations, which give credence to the problem I defined at the
beginning of this study: media arts (MA), visual communication (VC) and graphic design (GD)
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pedagogies are fundamentally about trying to inform, connect, change, move, or sell something
to an audience. The aims of typical art and communication curricula at the university level are to
educate students for careers in these creative professions. However, 20th century disciplinespecific structures may be inadequate in preparing graduates for the democratized technologies
and convergent realities of our 21st century creative industries. The second main question was
tackled directly by the comments and results obtained from the online creative faculty survey and
the data corroborate the creative professionals’ commentaries. As a rule, qualitative
interpretation in research requires extensive alliteration and intensive scrutinizing of participants’
words and actions. In the final chapter, I interpret the data collected as they pertain to my
research questions.

CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND FURTHER STUDY
Overview
At the brink of a revolution in technological telecommunication, Benjamin (1936)
predicted, “The scope for exhibiting the work of art has increased so enormously with the
various methods of technologically reproducing it that, as happened in prehistoric times, a
quantitative shift between the two poles [function and value] of the artwork has led to a
qualitative transformation in its nature” (p. 25). I suggest that this is happening all over again.
Creative convergence through the democratization of technologies is occurring in education, the
professions, and ultimately our material and visual culture. Convergence affects education as a
breakdown of discipline silos and specializations. Convergence in professions is a cooperative
expertise driven by the simplification and economizing of processes. Convergence in culture is
an individualized collective built by an emergence of democratized technologies. Their
interconnectedness is undeniable, so the question becomes how do educators prepare to teach
students skills for careers yet to be invented?
Perhaps adapting to organic education, that which students learn in leisure activities
outside of structured school settings, as alluded to by Illich (1970), in his text Deschooling
Society, is warranted. Ironically adding formal schooling, that which students learn within
institutional curricula, may equate to opportunities for creative individuals not currently in place
by our contemporary foundations. The data assembled in this research study strongly suggests
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that Illich’s organic student, Toffler’s (1980) prosumer, Prior’s (2010) new amateur, Pavlik and
McIntosh’s (2015) produser, Thumlert’s (2015) non-specialist, in coordination with SonvillaWeiss’s (2010) produsage, using Kristeva’s (1980) processes of intertextuality, are thriving. Like
the technological revolution that Benjamin predicted at the beginning of the 20th century, this
current upheaval prescribes HE faculty are obliged to make appropriate reforms to curriculum
and interrelated pedagogies. Meta-produsers are becoming artists of rhetoric and writers of
images who are affectively transforming personal and commercial producings, into a creative
convergent cultural collective. This research study confirms that professional design employers
have already begun to adapt to this change. If HE instructors do not similarly make adaptations,
the degree programs they supervise, run the risk of rapidly becoming irrelevant.
Summary of Creative Convergence Integrated with Organic Learning Realities
The main questions for this study are: What is the current change in the creative
professional industries? What do media arts programs need to offer 21st century students to
prepare them for a career in the various creative professions? The secondary questions asked:
Are current discipline-based structures in HE underestimating the effects of the democratization
of technology resulting in convergence of creative industries and organic learning realities? Do
media arts curricula in HE align to new realities? Is there a need to change HE curricula in media
arts? If so, what kinds of HE curricula offer viable alternatives for the digital native, high school
graduate? Eventually, after teaching in HE visual communication programs for over 20 years, I
realized that existing curricula supporting the education of creative professionals, lacked an
immediacy that was being practiced in industry. It is vital that to stay relevant, we as educators,
must regularly acclimate and on occasion completely overhaul, HE frameworks. Following this
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research, I found that although both educators and industry professionals agree about
convergence and technology justifying realigned realities, the former tend to be working within
the confines of sometimes antiquated methods and structures.
The main research questions were addressed primarily by the creative professional
interviews. The data reveal that democratization of technology and convergence have affected
publishing and advertising agencies to the extent that most professionals consider hybrid
graduates to be essential in the industries. As one study participant remarked
A lot of the stuff that we do here, we don’t necessarily know how to do it but we know
what we wanna do. And we know we can do it. And then we just find a tutorial to figure
out how to do it. I mean that’s how we do stuff. Like you’re never gonna learn, you can’t
learn everything in school but you gotta know at least enough. You gotta learn to learn.
And you gotta learn to want to learn. And then knowing your limitations too. You know
like, hey I don’t know this thing but I can learn it.
Undeniably, professionals accept that the credentials and consequential expertise gained
by earning a HE degree are indispensable however, they are also cognizant the everything cannot
be learned in school settings. A significant chunk of learning can be accomplished through selftaught avenues. The shift from knowing what to want, and knowing what to learn, rather than
merely mastering in school a set of finite skills, is a key change.
Furthermore, professional leaders, directors, and employees are equally as sure that
convergence driven by the democratization of technology has resulted in extensive economizing
within the creative industries, especially in terms of expected skills in their new hires. As one
respondent said, employers do not hire designers who process a skill set, but instead those who
can acquire a skill set (see Appendix H: Three Types of Professionals Depicting General
Thematic Identification).
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Kinda a weird path that I followed…they were looking for video interns. And so, I was
just like, ah, I can do that…kinda just knew what we wanted to do and sorta just learn
what we needed to do on the job.
Therefore, if employers are not looking for mastery of specific skills, what do media arts
programs need to offer 21st century students to prepare them for a career in the various creative
professions? The research data, particularly in the survey results, bear out that currently HE MA
programs do not entail meta-disciplinary spaces. Only 10% of the curricular options were
identified as being MA or meta-disciplinary according to the definition provided in the survey
(see Appendix F: Complete Creative Online Faculty Survey). This indicates that 90% of creative
curricula in the United States are predominantly housed in siloed restrictive structures, perhaps
with some forays into interdisciplinary options, but not as a regular practice. The secondary
question, concerning current discipline-based structures in higher education underestimating the
effects of the democratization of technology resulting in convergence in creative industries and
organic learning realities, was answered in the data. Results showed that, in fact, there is a
disconnect between HE curricula and the creative professions in that the skills required to
prepare graduates are perceived differently from education to practice.
Attendant to the previous finding, answering if MA curricula in HE align to new realities,
became clear after analyzing the creative faculty’s survey responses. The data reveal that many
educators are aware that current curricula should be adapted to meet the demand in contemporary
media revolutions and specifically the needed flexibility of their graduates in terms of their
hybridity, but existing curricula did not generally support that fact. 50% identified their practice
as traditional, siloed fields of Studio, Graphic Design, and/or Visual Communication instruction
(see Question 10, Appendix H), and only 10% identify as highly meta-disciplinary (see Question
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13, Appendix H). Nevertheless, the responses indicated that there is an understanding among
educators that MA is the future of HE creative programs, with respondents overwhelming
identifying that the future belonged to blended outcomes such as Visual Communication and
Marketing, or Graphic Design and Management (see Question 12, Appendix H).
The need to change HE curricula in MA, is apparent, in that current discipline-specific
curricula do not align with present-day creative professional needs, requiring nimble and selflearning skills, promoted by both educators and professionals. Startling, is that so many HE
professionals while seemingly aware of the professional world around them, do not correlate this
fact, with justifying an updated curriculum. So, what kind of HE curricula offers viable
alternatives for the digital native high school graduate? The general outlines of a response to this
question was sketched in this paper, but cannot be completely answered without further study.
However, it would seem that at the least, HE curriculum must explicitly tie to contemporary
post-modern forms of professional practice rather than adherence to modernist, formalist
traditions. The framework for such a curriculum is less about structure and more about webs of
learning matrices, taught by groups of faculty rather than relying on singular courses conducted
by a singular sage.
Thus, what kind of HE curricula offers viable alternatives for the digital native high
school graduate, might be addressed by seeing secondary schools as places traditionally
associated with more formal and testable skill-training, to begin to introduce contemporary
professional access. It could be argued that secondary school students demand a strong exposure
to a high level of skill attainment, but also an introduction to meta-disciplinary thinking, as a
critical addition. HE could then focus on pivoting technological training to inquiry and
consequential learning, more closely aligned to post-graduate professional needs.
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The creative professionals, who contributed to this research, called for revising HE
curriculum to better serve changing industry practicalities. It is time for them to be heard. This
avenue requires further research into permeating the structures of specialized disciplines to
discover if a meta-disciplinary space is possible by building osmosis-like curricula with a
crossbreed of courses. Using the survey responses, comparisons about the questions of curricula
distinctions most likely to fit the needs of a creative convergent professional, could be made
between the faculty who identify as communication (journalists) as opposed to communication
(designers). With this understanding in place, I would recommend more detailed research
regarding whether HE is enlisting the ideology of new amateurs, democratization of technology,
and thereby offering authentic meta-disciplinary curricula. Here I would recommend an open call
for developing such curricula and the creation of an edited book.
Working in the Creative Industries
I found it useful to ask creative professionals about the best and worse things in their
personal working lives. Considering my neopragmatist perspective, interest in these areas was
consistent with the ongoing producings and practical ends of their professional days. The
corporate process, fearful/unimaginative clients, and unrealistic deadlines, topped the list of
worst things about the job.
I do a fair amount of conflict resolution…the difficulties in keeping an employee benefit
program that is a great retention tool and a great recruiting tool is so hard these days with
skyrocketing costs of the benefits that people need…there is a lot to those things from
legal perspectives and tax perspectives that again are not my favorite things to think
about.
For this type of design, which could be described as a CEO/CFO career path, additional metatraining in management is necessary. Such paths requires business marketing skills, cost-benefit
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assessments, and long-term planning. All of these competencies are not normally associated
with today’s design training.
Politics I’d say. I’d say the corporate process is also very difficult...if you want to get
something, like a tool that you need. It takes forever in an organization… when you have
clients that don’t have a lot of imagination. Fearful, fearful clients. Because innovation
takes courage. Creativity takes courage.
The deadlines, some of them are ridiculous. And then just having to deal with budgets as
a creative. It’s very confining. It’s very internally imposed as well. It’s not just the client
budget… not having a partner in the clients. And I think we’ve had certain situations,
where the client feels like they know best. And they hire us to be execution, just to
execute. And I’m like, you’re paying us a lot of money to execute. We’re thinkers. We’re
going to question you and we want a push back. We want to go back and forth because
we want to help you.
Okay, definitely frustrating client feedback. That's probably like, oh my God, number one
yeah… all the meetings. I can’t deal with that… the amount of energy and time it takes.
For this type of design position, which could be described as a creative leadership career path,
additional training in materials acquisition and customer-service is necessary. Such paths do not
only require an individual who is creative, but an individual who understands management,
communicates in persuasively convincing ways, and has training in behavioral psychology.
Current HE curricula in design and communication, is primarily steeped in technology training,
producing artifacts, publishing and distribution (see Appendix H: Faculty opinion about likely
student graduates’ skills for Question 17 in a line graph. Measuring attitude about MA, VA skills
learned and which of them are the most important in student career successes: 16 skills). A
glaring lack of knowledge and practice in normative theory brewing in a producer-to-client
disconnect is evident in typical, current HE pedagogy.
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I mean all creatives I know, have passions outside of their jobs and only the people who
are super dedicated to that can actually do anything outside of work. Most of us, myself
included, can get really lazy and that's hard.
Finally, a last negative mentioned, was the importance of sustaining a professional practice
outside of work and tracking multiple career paths—where is this taught in HE?
Without exception one of the best things about creative work mentioned by the
interviewees was the people with whom they worked. Additionally, shared comments included
learning new things, the variety of projects, mentoring, and solving problems.
I love the learning that comes with, running something like this… But probably number
one, are the people that are here.
Yeah, so the people. I mean, I do what I do because of the people I love. And that's what
drew me to this, is I love being a part of the creative process and having something to
show and tell…I love also kind of the problem-solving. And the third is, I've always just
loved and been curious about people.
I think definitely good mentorship and leadership… I like the variety of clients that we
have… I’d get to learn a lot about a specific industry that I didn’t even know existed
before…
I think the variety, the variety of projects…variety is one thing and I think it’s
interesting… Definitely the people. That I think makes or breaks a place… the everevolving nature of it. It’s like, it’s never the same. Like even from one year to the next
with the trade-show. It’s like…what’s new…what’s different…what’s exciting?
I think the—well, I think people here. There are no real hassles and that's key because in
the creative field assholes are a plenty…it's been getting hands-on experiences has been
key here… I guess specifically now is just, just new clients… So, when you get new
clients and stuff, and you’re winning pitches and doing pitches, that's all--that's what
keeps it fresh.
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Recommendations for Changes to Curriculum
Professionals in the industries are looking for proactive new amateurs who, at the same time,
have earned a creative HE degree. Many comments that speak to the notion of the non-specialist,
produser, and much advice were given to such individuals, by the leaders I interviewed in the
creative professions. Five themes emerged:
•

Learn for yourself.

•

Throw them into the deep end.

•

I don’t think I know this thing, but I can learn it.

•

You’ve got to be open to learning.

•

You are what you make of yourself.

I submit that HE administration and faculty cope with creative convergence and the
organic learner in more concrete ways, through unique curricular forms. Because HE structures,
including how faculty experts are compensated (based on an assembly-line-like / payment-perindividual, full-time student-enrollment), updating curriculum is a prickly subject. Future
curricular interventions necessitate an alternative payment schedule for faculty. As evidenced in
the labels HE faculty identify, distinct and separate discipline-specific programs are still rampant
(see Appendix H: Questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 9 and 10). As trivial as professorate compensation may
seem, it is a major stumbling block in the path to authentic curricular revisions. However, there
are unconventional possibilities. This study suggests 21st century, student education could be
accomplished through cooperative, group learning in meta-disciplinary spaces. I recommend that
faculty teaching responsibilities, can benefit from this same type of cooperative. Some common
practices HE faculty could begin to embrace, are releasing sage-like specialization expertise for
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intra-active, cooperation between specific disciplinary faculty members, industry professionals
and student produsers. I wonder what vistas of possibilities lay in the humbling admonition that
professors are not absolute masters. At the same time, their depth of leadership in collaborative,
convergent, creative cooperatives, are invaluable for offering lessons in historical memory,
ethical imperative and theoretical relevance—essential for future HE students.
Recommendations for Further Research
The results of this research suggest that convergence and the democratization of
technology, have substantially affected the creative professional industries. Further this indicates
that industry professionals are well-served by respecting the concept of new amateurs and nonspecialists, organically learning technology skills leading to self-publishing. Ostensibly,
professional leaders are readily embracing such individuals; whereas educators tend to ignore, or
at least not recognize in their curricula, the advent of this kind of new amateur student. In the
case of current opportunities afforded by MA programs, the audience is viewer, spectator,
consumer, participant, producer, artist, and user intermittently and at the same time the prosumer,
produser, non-specialist and new amateur. As an educational meta-discipline, MA taps into the
potential of the multiplicity and inclusiveness in the concept of intertextuality, and as a creative
career, it leverages the convergence evidenced in the artistic and communicative professions.
It may be worth pursuing, exactly what or rather who, constitutes a non-specialist? In this
study, the definition was those students who organically learned and utilized creative digital
technologies outside of official educational domains. I offer a brief story from one of the creative
professionals I interviewed, regarding how he learned about his craft. It is a lesson in the realities
of non-specialists/new amateurs and their paths to expertise.
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It was completely by accident but I stopped across the hall. And so, I ended up working
at the community school district as an intern, as a video intern. And then went across the
hall when I was bored because I was like, well I don’t want to just sit here and not do
anything. And this was back when PageMaker was around. So, I started with PageMaker
and then I got interested. I’m like maybe I can do something with this...And then
eventually I got a job full-time, doing it a few years later. Now, this is without any
formal training. I was doing that for a few years, and then I got hired, because one of the
ladies that I worked with at the Intermediate School District, let her partner know, hey
there’s this guy that you might be interested in. I got hired at a printing company to be
their designer. So, then I was doing design. So still no formal training…And then the
printing company went bust. I’m starting to look for work. And there's nothing without a
4-year degree. I’m like, okay, I’ll just get my degree.
It is noticeable that many creative professionals perceived that industry environments and
working requirements were constantly in flux, and embracing potential employees’ learning
outside of traditional educational avenues, may be a valuable pursuit. A beacon of hope for
educators in the previous story, is that that particular professional, found it necessary to get his
bachelor’s degree. Nonetheless, if “everything is in play,” as many of the creative professionals
predicted, then what will the designers, writers, producers, and audiences require 10, 15 and even
20 years from now? Because advancing automation and organic learning is pressuring
convergence in creative industries, the media-making landscape has dramatically shifted,
especially in those digital places democratically accessed via new materialisms.
As a rule, creative professionals are more likely than educators to update and revise structure as a
means of making their businesses more profitable. They often recognized technology as
“completely changing the game,” or “always evolving…last year’s best practices” or the
ideology that due to technization “something is obsolete six months in”. Professionals realize
that this is probably not for the better, “the continued obsolescence and the fascination that
clients have with chasing every shiny thing”. The realization that “everything has been just
turned on its head,” or “everything is up for grabs and everything is changing,” are not generally
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seen as a positive or negative phenomenon; they just are. This unconditional acceptance of what
is should inform HE institutions, administrators and faculty.
Implications
The findings in this study revealed a widening gap between HE and the creative
professions they feed. It is incumbent upon us, as educators, to practically contemplate the
ongoing ramifications of automation, driven by new media digital practices. Nevertheless,
learning basic skills and craft to build applied expertise, is still expected of creative graduates.
Then again, advertising leaders specializing in technology and social media working for the
agencies in this study, summed up the common fear of becoming irrelevant due to automation.
We’re trying to reinvent ourselves. Also in many ways, we’re kind of getting
“dismediated” by technology. Automation, is making it easier for two guys in their
basement to basically be full service in terms of agency.
Who knew it was going to change so much. I mean technology just changed everything.
The musings of Barad (2007) envisage that the intra-activity of things in new
materialisms is practiced in digital social environments and characterized by processes rather
than outcomes. Embodied by Pavlik and McIntosh’s (2015) produser, the process becomes the
practice. Materially, Toffler’s (1980) prosumer is routine in our current media culture and
marketplace. Produsers/prosumers’ interactions bring into being physical and virtual artifacts
that have not only perceptively changed the creative industries but, above all, the roles of
everyday creatives. Putting it into perspective, one creative director clarified that her essential
duties and responsibilities have radically changed with the advent of creative digital technologies
and likened the current media production milieu to the Wild West.
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I think you know, the Wild West of technology has really redefined my job and my role,
to the point where you asked me what is a typical day like. My job has turned into much
more of helping others communicate and educate on what they don't know than ever
before…I went from being hard-core doer, to educator and administrator.
Therefore, the ideas about new materialisms proposed in aesthetic culture by Bolin and
Blandy (2011) that “any human-constructed or human-mediated objects, forms, or expressions,
manifested consciously or unconsciously through culturally acquired behaviors” may not be
going far enough (p. IX). For example, the environments of digital media in virtual social spaces
encroach beyond humanly constructed artifacts. In other words, mediated messages beginning
with humans launching them into cyberspaces, may result in never-ending virtual compilations,
enhanced or eventually wholly constructed by digital apparatuses. Where do human
constructions of digital messages live after they are mediated? I submit that human creatives
coexist and co-create with digital (non-human) creatives, living in the virtual spaces of zeros and
ones.
For instance, I envision a pod of wired classrooms populated by multiple professors in
various expertise (design, communication, business, computer science and psychology) working
as collaborative groups to solve real-world, creative industry problems. The cooperative exists in
a synchronous flow of digital communication, in the form of virtual spaces, between a projectlead professor and creative professional client. Whether this incorporates existing social media
options or future technological, communicative possibilities is scarcely relevant, because
emerging digital spaces are employed seamlessly, as this becomes routine in the basic matrix for
student learning outcomes. Artlessly, the students create and suggest their own media options in
tandem with existing, educator-installed digital spaces. The cosmos of learning is mutable,
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flexible and ironically concrete, because honoring all participants and what they bring to the
cooperative, becomes a standard.
Agreed, the democratization of technology engendering easily accessible,
understandable, and mainstream tools to develop these messages and artifacts is often being
applied by non-specialists/new amateurs. Concurrently, HE programs in MA become a metadisciplinary space experienced in both the material and virtual while appreciating that the
practicing of these processes may create something previously unknown in the cycle of makingconsuming-making again. Remembering the neopragmatist lens through which I navigated this
study, it is necessary to find beneficial practices that can be identified as useful to current
creative educators and professionals. As mentioned earlier, these are the five key themes:
•

Learn for yourself: The professor cannot predetermine what students need to
learn. Students are expected to identify their own priorities and schedules as part
of learning.

•

Throw them into the deep end: Present students with authentic problems for which
the professor does not know the answer. The class needs to be centered on
learning to work together toward finding many solutions (successful and
unsuccessful) through constant iteration.

•

I don’t think I know this thing, but I can learn it: Curricula that does not teach a
skill, but presents students with problems where they must identify the skills
needed to solve the problem, and a process through which they learn the skill.

•

You’ve got to be open to learning: Students need to complete exercises in problem
finding; identifying a need to learn something they did not realize before the
beginning of the instructional unit.

•
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You are what you make of yourself: Students can identify how learning goes
beyond merely confirming an identity that the student has, but can point to how
learning allows for transforming into new personal narratives.

Although the research outcomes clearly recognize the importance of democratization of
technology, convergence and digitally-living mediated artifacts, it also implies that the medium
is not the crux of the message—rather, at its core, it is meaning-making that forms the tenet of
arts and communication domains. Creative professionals and tacitly HE instructors, agree that in
the end, arts and communication construction are about solving media problems through stories
that are “shareable.” In fact, each creative professional interviewed for the study made this point
in one way or another.
But you’ve gotta be all about problem-solving and coming up with a good solution
because it is often more than just moving pixels on a sheet of paper, where it’s a bigger
story. And as I go through my journey as a designer, that’s constantly changing. Like my
role is getting larger now.
Yeah, a designer for sure because…visual design. Because that capability to tell stories
succinctly and powerfully is amazing to me. And again, in the simplicity of what my job
is, what all of our jobs are, storytelling. That way to thread the data together and their
ability to do that.
It's gotta be worthy of a share, right. TV, you want them to remember it; online you want
them to share it. And I want to say print is the same thing. You want them to remember
it…it's interactive. And you know, if it’s a billboard that becomes an experience…it's all
moving towards experiential. Or it’s a cool thing that I want to ship. So even in the
physical world and in the print stuff, it’s still something that, you gotta figure out a way
to make it shareable.
As Metros (2009) delineated media literacy in three states, with the last being a
sophisticated new amateur capable of accurately judging the validity of a digital mediated
message, a meta-disciplinary creative professional will be able to navigate the myriad streams
located in the practices of public meaning-making through storytelling. This infers that HE
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faculty aspire to better understand, engage, and accommodate organic, digitally native students.
Within HE curriculum structures, one can find storytelling in: Literature programs/English
departments, multi-modal literacy/Education, and ethnographic studies/Qualitative social science
research. All of these resources need to be brought to bear on the training of meta disciplinary
creatives.
Given the outcomes observed in this study, closer connections must be made between HE
and the creative professionals in an ever-changing industry that manufactures mediated
messages, regardless of distribution or output methods. Changes are needed within HE to better
use multi-disciplinary resources. This will be a challenge for schools that have an exclusive art
and design focus, and represent a fresh opportunity for programs that are embedded within
universities – although it will require that universities cease emulating stand-alone colleges and
begin to think in new meta-disciplinary ways.
The results of this research suggest a fissure between what HE institutions provide in
curricular options to creative-minded students, and the needs of the professional design world
that they will enter after graduation. The education they are currently receiving is not adequate,
even though HE instructors are mindful of this fact. This is further supported by the observations
and commentary at professional sites made during the data collection phase of this study. The
thematic areas in play were discovered, addressed, analyzed, and discussed by the researcher.
Skills and quality of execution were followed closely by democratization of technology and
convergence as the most important aspects commonly addressed by creative industry leaders,
directors, and professionals.
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The needed meta-disciplinary spaces combining arts and communication domains are
often accompanied by computer science spheres “using data to inform.” Creative professionals
presciently promote this ideal.
So now it's more about authenticity and about what you're saying and who you're saying
it to. And you know, using data to inform creative like that's a big thing here.
Using data to inform creative…sort of like being creative but using science to inform
creativity, right. In that kind of way, we’re going to use data…like we’re going to use
data to target. We’re going to use data to make sure that were saying the right things to
the right people at the right time.
As cited, I found that the key factor in the success of creative employees is their fluency with
content and production in multiple channels: verbal, written, visual, and combinations thereof.
Therefore, curriculum work should track and support development in these multi-faceted
channels.
However, the category of careers new amateur-professionals pursue is not particularly
well established either in education or the profession. Therefore, current HE curricular offerings
generally are underestimating the effects of convergence in creative industries and organic
learning realities. Educators are aware of convergence and even organic learners witnessed in
new amateurs, non-specialists and produsers, but generally their institution’s curricular offerings
do not provide these kinds of flexible options. This could be because educators are still wedded
to their silos, and protecting the total number of credit hours earned within their department. To
be fair, institutions make sporadic attempts at tendering authentically convergent meta-curricula
programs, but ideally a system of articulated courses intentionally incorporating the veracities in
organic learning should be pursued. There is a need to change HE MA programs, if only because
it is warranted by the professions and current economies require alternative efficiencies instead
of traditional discipline or even domain based structures.
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A practical option, is to make significant revisions in HE curricula by updating to truly
convergent programs in which students take courses that are primarily intra-disciplinary, where
more than one faculty member is involved in course instruction, and with many courses required
outside the major. As proposed earlier, ideally a pod of wired classrooms occupied by creative
students whose organic learning is resourced and respected, facilitated by professor-leaders in
myriad disciplines, is advocated by the results of this study. I emphasize individuals who are
media-liberated by democratized technologies and likely to be employed in creative industries as
the crucial challenge for HE institutions to recognize. Organic learning is communal. This
challenge ought to drive 21st century educators to transform and incorporate informally learned
media activities (like apps, social media and gaming, etc.) to HE intertextual, instructional
alternatives.
The findings from this research suggest post-secondary institutions and educators have
known for many years that preparing technicians is no longer their main role. Further, due to the
democratization of technologies utilized by digital natives, the possible function for educators
becomes less about technology tool training and more about the ramifications and
responsibilities associated with creating and distributing mediated messages to a splintered,
multi-faceted audience. Students who are able to publish at will, tend to minimize the importance
of rhetorical argument, ethical research, good copywriting, and accurate editing skills. In our
contemporary media environment where convergence prowess is expected, students are in dire
need of combined HE communication and art education. So, it is reasonable to conclude that MA
as a meta-discipline should be redefined and updated. Where it is housed may be one of the most
resistant dominos to fall in the HE territorial hierarchy. Expertise will always be valued;
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nevertheless, facilitating what students learn outside, inside, and between the classroom venue
can illuminate a whole mechanism of possibilities not typically available at HE institutions.
In their media studies, Habermas (1991) and McLuhan (1964), describe a “public sphere”
and the phenomenon of a “global village,” respectively, emerging from the innovations in
telecommunication and associated technologies. McLuhan’s beliefs “speculating about a kind of
‘technological determinism’ where some human behaviors are actually caused by technology and
how we interact with it,” are consistent with the democratization of technology and convergence
realized in our current creative media practices (Pavlik and McIntosh, 2015, p. 454). For better
or worse, point and click, ushered in an era of non-specialists creating, producing, publishing,
and distributing content within a post-modern public sphere without steep learning requirements
or monolithic gatekeepers.
Following Dewey (1934) in terms of what creative producings result, “the essence and
value of art are not in the mere artifacts we typically regard as art, but in the dynamic and
developing experiential activity through which they are created and perceived” (p. 25). HE
programs have to overcome resistant 20th century practices and allow for malleable curricula
where the outcome becomes experiential, interactive, cooperative storytelling, and an
imaginative application of tools to these ends—not technical mastery of tool sets that may be
outdated by the time students graduate. In the wake of this study, a kind of experiential,
interactive, cooperative storytelling is actually at the heart of careers in the materialisms
warranted by a flowering creative convergent culture.
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PROCESS FOR COMPUTING POPULATION LIST FROM IPEDS
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1. Integrated Postsecondary Educational Data System (IPEDS) Website:
https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/Home/UseTheData > Select Institution
a. Compare Institutions:
https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/datacenter/InstitutionByName.aspx
b. By Groups > EZ Groups >
https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/datacenter/InstitutionByGroup.aspx
c. Groups Selected: US only, All Institutions, All States, Degree-Granting,
Institutional Category Degree-granting, primarily baccalaureate or above
d. = 2104 Institutions
2. Select Variables: https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/datacenter/SelectVariables.aspx
a. Institutional Characteristics: Directory information: Select Year(s) > 2015-16,
Select from the List of Variables: Institution (entity name), City location of
institution, State abbreviation, Institution’s internet website address
b. “How would you like to select variable to include in your data file / report?” >
Choose from My Variables (You have selected 4 variables) > Continue
3. Output Report as CVS file
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APPENDIX C
SURVEY QUESTION DETAILS Q1 – Q17
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Question 1: Frequency Statistics
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

-99

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

1

.2

.2

.2

under 6 years

112

24.4

24.4

24.6

7 - 15 years

161

35.1

35.1

59.7

16 - 20 years

63

13.7

13.7

73.4

21 - 30 years

79

17.2

17.2

90.6

31 - 40 years

34

7.4

7.4

98.0

9

2.0

2.0

100.0

459

100.0

100.0

41 or more years
Total

Question 1 Frequency Statistics

Question 2: Frequency Statistics

Valid

Cumulative
Percent

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

6

1.3

1.3

1.3

55

12.0

12.0

13.3

Non-Tenure Track Full-Time
Faculty

125

27.2

27.2

40.5

Tenure Track Full-Time
Faculty

246

53.6

53.6

94.1

Other

27

5.9

5.9

100.0

Total

459

100.0

100.0

-99
Adjunct Faculty

Question 2 Frequency Statistics
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Question 3: Frequency Statistics

Valid

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

-99

2

.4

.4

.4

18-24

1

.2

.2

.7

25-32

30

6.5

6.5

7.2

33-39

81

17.6

17.6

24.8

40-46

94

20.5

20.5

45.3

47-53

78

17.0

17.0

62.3

54-60

72

15.7

15.7

78.0

61-67

77

16.8

16.8

94.8

68-74

18

3.9

3.9

98.7

6

1.3

1.3

100.0

459

100.0

100.0

75 or older
Total

Question 3 Frequency Statistics

Question 4: Frequency Statistics

Valid

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

-99

4

.9

.9

.9

1960 - 1969

3

.7

.7

1.5

1970 - 1979

21

4.6

4.6

6.1

1980 - 1989

49

10.7

10.7

16.8

1990 - 1999

97

21.1

21.1

37.9

2000 - 2020

166

36.2

36.2

74.1

Before 1960

2

.4

.4

74.5

2010 - Present

117

25.5

25.5

100.0

Total

459

100.0

100.0

Question 4 Frequency Statistics
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Q5: Descriptive Statistics

Other

Professional
Degree

Doctoral
Degree

Master of
Fine Arts
Degree

Master
Degree

Bachelor
Degree

Associate
Degree

N

Valid

459

459

459

459

459

459

459

459

Miss.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mean

-.82

-.43

-.54

-.41

-.52

-.85

-.84

Std. Error
of Mean

.430

.432

.432

.433

.432

.430

.430

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9.218

9.266

9.254

9.267

9.256

9.213

9.215

-375

-196

-248

-188

-237

-391

-385

Median
Mode
Std.
Deviation
Sum

Question 5 Descriptive Statistics

Q7: Frequency Statistics

Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

-99

57

12.4

12.4

12.4

Northeast

36

7.8

7.8

20.3

Mid-Atlantic

31

6.8

6.8

27.0

East North Central

65

14.2

14.2

41.2

West North Central

37

8.1

8.1

49.2

South Atlantic

51

11.1

11.1

60.3

East South Central

30

6.5

6.5

66.9

West South Central

69

15.0

15.0

81.9

Mountain

33

7.2

7.2

89.1

Pacific

50

10.9

10.9

100.0

459

100.0

100.0

Total

Question 7 Frequency Statistics
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Question 8: Frequency Statistics
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

-99

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

5

1.1

1.1

1.1

84

18.3

18.3

19.4

liberal arts non-profit

315

68.6

68.6

88.0

professional for profit

22

4.8

4.8

92.8

liberal arts for profit

33

7.2

7.2

100.0

459

100.0

100.0

professional non-profit

Total

Question 8 Frequency Statistics

Question 9: Frequency Statistics

Valid

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

-99

29

6.3

6.3

6.3

0 - 4 years

20

4.4

4.4

10.7

5 - 10 years

38

8.3

8.3

19.0

11 - 15 years

45

9.8

9.8

28.8

16 - 20 years

51

11.1

11.1

39.9

21 -25 years

34

7.4

7.4

47.3

26 - 30 years

42

9.2

9.2

56.4

31 - 35 years

25

5.4

5.4

61.9

36 - 40 years

33

7.2

7.2

69.1

41 -45 years

23

5.0

5.0

74.1

over 46 years

119

25.9

25.9

100.0

Total

459

100.0

100.0

Question 9 Frequency Statistics
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Q10: Frequency Statistics

Valid

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

-99

13

2.8

2.8

2.8

Studio Art Instruction

94

20.5

20.5

23.3

Graphic Design Instruction

62

13.5

13.5

36.8

69

15.0

15.0

51.9

Media Arts Instruction

221

48.1

48.1

100.0

Total

459

100.0

100.0

Visual Communication Instruction

Question 10 Frequency Statistics

Question 11: Frequency Statistics

Valid

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

22

4.8

4.8

4.8

Visual Communication

171

37.3

37.3

42.0

Media Arts

266

58.0

58.0

100.0

Total

459

100.0

100.0

-99

Question 11 Frequency Statistics
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Question 12: Frequency Statistics
Photojournalism and
Visual journalism

Journalism and Public
Relations

Video and TV
Production

459

459

459

459

459

459

459

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mean

-.55

-.81

-.37

-.63

-.44

-.64

-.70

-.77

-.62

-.59

-.60

Std.
Error of
Mean

.432

.430

.433

.431

.432

.431

.431

.431

.432

.432

.432

Median

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

Mode

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Std.
Deviation

9.25
2

9.21
9

9.27
1

9.24
3

9.26
4

9.24
2

9.23
5

9.22
4

9.24
5

9.24
7

9.24
7

Sum

-254

-373

-170

-288

-204

-294

-320

-355

-283

-273

-275

Media Studies

Miss
.

Question 12 Frequency Statistics

Question 13: Frequency Statistics

Valid

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

7

1.5

1.5

1.5

Curriculum 1

188

41.0

41.0

42.5

Curriculum 2

221

48.1

48.1

90.6

Curriculum 3

43

9.4

9.4

100.0

459

100.0

100.0

-99

Total

Question 13 Frequency Statistics

Visual and Fine Arts

Motion Graphics and
FX

459

Web Design and
Development

459

Data Visualization
and Information
Design

Audio and Radio
Production
459

Visual
Communication and
Graphic Design

Advertising and
Marketing
459

N
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Question 14: Frequency Statistics

Valid

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

3

.7

.7

.7

18 - 24 years old

443

96.5

96.5

97.2

25 - 40 years old

13

2.8

2.8

100.0

459

100.0

100.0

-99

Total

Question 14 Frequency Statistics
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General formula for Chi-square test for goodness of fit
X' = Σ

f+ − ff-

'

Chi-Square Calculations for Q10
(n = 446)
Q10: Frequency Statistics

Valid

Cumulative
Percent

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

-99

13

2.8

2.8

2.8

Studio Art Instruction

94

20.5

20.5

23.3

Graphic Design Instruction

62

13.5

13.5

36.8

69

15.0

15.0

51.9

Media Arts Instruction

221

48.1

48.1

100.0

Total

459

100.0

100.0

Visual Communication Instruction

Question 10 Frequency Statistics

X' =
=
=
=

./0111.3 4
111.3
016.3 4
111.3
875.'3
111.3

2.74

5'0111.3 4

+

111.3

+
+
+

0/..3 4
111.3

+

21.97

111.3

+

0/'.3 4

+

'/37.'3
111.3

5.0111.3 4

111.3

+

1975.'3
111.3

+ 16.19

Q10: Chi-Square Statistic = 148.43
Question 10 Chi-square statistic calculation

+

''10111.3 4
111.3
17..3 4
111.3

+

11..7.'3
111.3

+ 107.53
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Chi-Square Calculations for Q11
(n = 437)
Q11: Frequency Statistics

Valid

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

22

4.8

4.8

4.8

Visual Communication

171

37.3

37.3

42.0

Media Arts

266

58.0

58.0

100.0

Total

459

100.0

100.0

-99

Question 11 Frequency Statistics

𝑋' =
=
=
=

1610'19.3 4
'19.3
0/6.3 4
'19.3
''35.'3
'19.3

10.32

'550'19.3 4

+

'19.3

+
+
+

/6.3 4
'19.3
''35.'3
'19.3

10.32

Q11: Chi-Square Statistic = 20.64
Question 11 Chi-square statistic calculation
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Chi-Square Calculations for Q13
(n = 452)
Q13: Frequency Statistics

Valid

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

7

1.5

1.5

1.5

Curriculum 1

188

41.0

41.0

42.5

Curriculum 2

221

48.1

48.1

90.6

Curriculum 3

43

9.4

9.4

100.0

459

100.0

100.0

-99

Total

Question 13 Frequency Statistics

'

𝑋 =
=
=
=

199–137.55
137.55
86.8/ 4
137.55
18./.'6
137.55

9.25

4

''10137.55 4

+

137.55

+
+
+

67.8/ 4
137.55
/./6.61
137.55

32.84

Q13: Chi-Square Statistic = 119.02
Question 13 Chi-square statistic calculation

+

/80137.55 4
137.55

+
+

0176.55 4
137.55
113.7.56
137.55

+ 76.93
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CRONBACH’S ALPHA TABLES FOR Q15, Q16 and Q17
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Q15: Based on the definitions above, what is the extent to which you agree with the below
statements?
Q15: Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's

N of

Alpha

Items

.967

5

Question 15 Cronbach’s Alpha Reliability Statistics

Q15: Item-Total Statistics

Scale Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance if
Item
Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if
Item
Deleted

Visual Communication
and Media Arts are
essentially the same

4.60

1667.206

.915

.959

Visual Communication
is relevant to securing a
job in the creative
professional industries

6.01

1676.013

.920

.958

Visual Communication
should be the future of
creative curricula in
Higher Education

5.45

1557.637

.960

.950

Media Arts should be
the future of creative
curricula in Higher
Education

6.03

1518.001

.822

.979

Media Arts is relevant
to securing a job in the
creative professional
industries

6.09

1565.304

.958

.951

Question 15 Cronbach’s Alpha If Item Deleted
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Q15: Descriptive Statistics
N

Min.

Max.

Sum

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Visual Communication
and Media Arts are
essentially the same

459

-99

5

1123

2.45

9.575

Visual Communication is
relevant to securing a job
in the creative
professional industries

459

-99

5

476

1.04

9.421

Visual Communication
should be the future of
creative curricula in
Higher Education

459

-99

5

731

1.59

10.616

Media Arts should be the
future of creative
curricula in Higher
Education

459

-99

5

465

1.01

12.498

Media Arts is relevant to
securing a job in the
creative professional
industries

459

-99

5

439

.96

10.529

Valid N (listwise)

459

Question 15 Descriptive Statistics
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Q16: In your experience as a creative educator in Higher Education, to what extent do you agree
with the below statements concerning the success of Visual Communication and/or Media Arts
instruction.
Q16: Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's

N of

Alpha

Items

.955

5

Question 16 Cronbach’s Alpha Reliability Statistics

Q16: Item-Total Statistics

Scale Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance if
Item
Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if
Item
Deleted

Students learn to be
competent writers

13.00

1245.886

.934

.937

Students learn to be
competent artists

13.33

1179.475

.904

.939

Students learn to be
competent producers

12.89

1245.869

.939

.936

Students learn to be
visually literate

12.50

1243.159

.941

.936

Students learn to be
media literate

13.21

1132.215

.754

.977

Question 16 Cronbach’s Alpha If Item Deleted
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Q16: Descriptive Statistics
N

Min.

Max.

Sum

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Students learn to be
competent writers

459

-99

5

1483

3.23

8.379

Students learn to be
competent artists

459

-99

5

1332

2.90

9.611

Students learn to be
competent producers

459

-99

5

1535

3.34

8.343

Students learn to be
visually literate

459

-99

5

1714

3.73

8.368

Students learn to be
media literate

459

-99

5

1386

3.02

11.773

Valid N (listwise)

459

Question 16 Descriptive Statistics

Q17: Rate the below skills for ensuring the success of your graduates in securing a career in the
creative services industries. Check a radio button in each row to record your response for all
skills listed.
Q17: Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's

N of

Alpha

Items

.987

Question 17 Cronbach’s Alpha Reliability Statistics
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Q17: Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean if
Item Deleted

Scale Variance if
Item Deleted

Corrected Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's Alpha if
Item Deleted

artistic

12.61

35447.628

.793

.988

verbal

11.64

35440.164

.881

.986

visual

11.60

35435.773

.881

.986

copywriting

12.79

35318.645

.913

.986

technical

12.10

35537.664

.921

.986

production

12.18

35585.569

.911

.986

collaboration

11.39

35549.073

.913

.986

creative

11.42

35553.751

.913

.986

audio

13.53

35375.114

.858

.987

persuasive

12.12

35578.046

.912

.986

social media

12.41

35341.875

.905

.986

communication

11.01

36208.258

.904

.986

journalistic

12.91

35390.749

.958

.986

video

12.68

35358.306

.904

.986

web design

12.34

35360.507

.960

.985

proactive

11.49

35563.635

.977

.985

Question 17 Cronbach’s Alpha If Item Deleted
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Q17: Descriptive Statistics
N

Min.

Max.

Sum

Mean

Std. Deviation

artistic

459

-99

4

156

.34

15.632

verbal

459

-99

4

598

1.30

14.227

visual

459

-99

4

619

1.35

14.232

copywriting

459

-99

4

71

.15

14.114

technical

459

-99

4

388

.85

13.372

production

459

-99

4

354

.77

13.367

collaboration

459

-99

4

714

1.56

13.444

creative

459

-99

4

701

1.53

13.439

audio

459

-99

4

-266

-.58

14.773

persuasive

459

-99

4

379

.83

13.376

social media

459

-99

4

248

.54

14.163

communication

459

-99

4

890

1.94

11.674

journalistic

459

-99

4

19

.04

13.290

video

459

-99

4

124

.27

14.126

web design

459

-99

4

281

.61

13.355

proactive

459

-99

4

667

1.45

12.584

Valid N (listwise)

459

Question 17 Descriptive Statistics

APPENDIX F
COMPLETE CREATIVE FACULTY ONLINE SURVEY WITH CODING VALUES
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APPENDIX G
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR CREATIVE PROFESSIONAL SITE OBSERVATIONS

208
1. May I record your answers so as to make sure I will have your exact wording in case I use
quotes in my study?
2. Please describe your duties and associated responsibilities at the
________________________ (company name and section) regarding your particular job(s).
3. As completely as possible, describe your typical work day at _____________________
(company name and section)
4. Will you give a synopsis of your educational and/or training background in these areas you
have just described?
5. Is there anything that you didn’t get in your education or training that you think would have
been helpful in your current job?
6. What are the 3 best things about your work here at the _______________________
(company name and section)?
7. What are the 3 worst things about your work here at the _______________________
(company name and section)?
8. Is there work you are doing that you feel you weren’t trained for in your educational studies?
If so, can you describe that work.
9. What is your definition of the “creative industries” today?
(Creative Industry includes: graphic design, web design, photography, illustrators, multimedia
artists, media arts professionals in-house, freelance.)

APPENDIX H
CREATIVE FACULTY SURVEY CHARTS AND GRAPHS FOR DISCUSSION
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Q1: How many academic years have you taught Full-time or Adjunct in a creative arts and/or
communication discipline(s) at Higher Education institutions?

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 1 in a bar chart. 161 faculty
responded or 35% chose 7 – 15 years taught in the creative disciplines.
Q2: How would you categorize your employment at this institution?

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 2 in a bar chart. 54% of faculty
responded that they were tenure-track, full-time, and 28% responded that they were non-tenure
track, full-time (equivalent to a “perma-lancer” in the creative industry professions).
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Q3: What is your age at the time you are taking this survey?

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 3 in a bar chart. 73% are between the
ages of 33 and 67.
Q4: In which time period did you start teaching creative arts and/or communication courses in
Higher Education?

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 4 in a bar chart. 57% started teaching
in the most recent decade (2010 – present).
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Q5: Choose the degree(s) you have earned. (Check all that apply.)

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 5 in a bar chart. About the same
number of faculty have bachelor and master of fine art degrees while master and doctoral
numbers are also very similar. (Missing values in all cases are 0.9% in all cases.)
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Q6: Type the title listed on the official transcripts for your earned Higher Education degree(s).
(For example: BFA in Comprehensive Design, MFA in Computer Art and Printmaking)

Frequency tables do not apply in Question 6, because this was a “string” or nominal variable
where the respondents typed in a title for educational degrees. Therefore, “word clouds” were
used to indicate the frequency by size of typeface. The larger the typeface, the more respondents
used this “title” in their answer to this question. The words that were used most frequently to
describe the title of each faculty member’s degree is emphasized in this Word Cloud.

Q7: What region of the United States does the main/primary "brick and mortar" campus of your
institution exist? (For employees of online-only institutions, please identify the region of the
institution’s main corporate office.)

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 7 in a bar chart. Respondents were
spread fairly equally within the nine regions throughout the U.S.
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Q8: Identify how you would categorize your institution?

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 8 in a bar chart. A significant
percentage of the respondents, 69%, are employed at liberal arts, non-profit institutions.

Q9: How many years has the program/discipline in which you presently teach, existed at your
university?

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 9 in a bar chart. The most frequently
identified duration for a program at a particular institution was over 46 years at 28%. Otherwise,
the programs were generally within the range between 0– 45 years. This indicated that many of
the creative professional programs were established around 1970.
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Q10: What is your primary instructional role?

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 10 in a pie chart. Showed that 50%
of faculty identify their instructional role as MA.

Q10: What is your primary instructional role?

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 10 in a pie chart. Comparing the
three remaining disciplines in regard to faculty identifying their instructional role.
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Q11: Based on your experience and the definitions above, which program are your graduates
most likely to make a living (work)? [Visual Communication or Media Arts]

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 11 in a pie chart. Comparing two
likely work categories for student graduates.
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Q12: In your professional opinion as a faculty member in a creative field, which three
specializations from the following choices do you predict are the most valuable for students to
learn in their effort to secure a career in Media Arts?

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 12 in a bar chart. Revealed faculty
opinion about likely student graduates’ specializations—all choices.
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Q12: In your professional opinion as a faculty member in a creative field, which three
specializations from the following choices do you predict are the most valuable for students to
learn in their effort to secure a career in Media Arts?

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 12 in a stacked bar chart. Revealed
faculty opinion about likely student graduates’ specializations—identifying top 3 choices: Visual
Communication and Graphic Design, Web Design and Development, and Advertising and
Marketing.

Q13: Based on the particular creative program at your institution, choose which curriculum, 1, 2
or 3, that most closely describes the department in which you teach.

Curriculum 1

Curriculum 2

Curriculum 3

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 13, comparing three curricula for
faculty to identify that describes their own programs.
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Q14: In your estimation, what age-range describes the majority of students enrolled in your
program?

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 14, in a pie chart. Showed that the
demographic identifying student age was overwhelmingly consistent in the 18-24, year-old
range, 97%.
Q15: Based on the definitions above, what is the extent to which you agree with the below
statements?

Strongly Agree --------------------Neutral-------------------------Strongly Disagree

Creative services online faculty survey results for Question 15 in a line graph. Comparing the
value of VC and MA programs.
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Q16: In your experience as a creative educator in Higher Education, to what extent do you agree
with the below statements concerning the success of Visual Communication and/or Media Arts
instruction.

Strongly Agree ---------------------------------------Neutral----------------------------Strongly Disagree

Creative services online faculty survey count results for Question 16 in a line graph. Measuring
the extent to which participants gaged the success of VC/MA instruction.
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Q17: Rate the below skills for ensuring the success of your graduates in securing a career in the
creative services industries. Check a radio button in each row to record your response for all
skills listed.

Important ------------------------Neutral-------------------------Unimportant
Faculty opinion about likely student graduates’ skills for Question 17 in a line graph. Measuring
attitude about MA, VA skills learned and which of them are the most important in student career
successes: 16 skills.
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Q17: Breakdown

Faculty opinion about likely student graduates’ skills for Question 17 in several line graphs
(break down). Measuring attitude about MA, VA skills learned and which of them are the most
important in student career successes: 16 skills.
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Q17: Groups of Similar Skills

Important ----------------Neutral-------------Unimportant

Important -----------------Neutral--------------Unimportant
Faculty opinion about likely student graduates’ skills for Question 17 in two line graphs (groups
of similar responses), measuring attitude about MA, VA skills learned and which of them are the
most important in student career successes: 16 skills.
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Three Types of Professionals Depicting General Thematic Identification

Observation/Interview general thematic identification bar chart (break down) comparing creative
industry leadership, directors’ and professionals’ responses to the eight categories of interest.

